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in Canada by Canadians". 3 

- 	CHAPTER 1 

THE SUPPLY OF VENTURE CAPITAL IN CANADA 

' 	• Introduction 

The Canadian •Fedéral Govermiént - report "FOreign Direct 

Investment in Idanada",.commonly knoWn' as  the Gra>r'"RepOrt, 

states as one of Hits conclusions "that the (Zanadian'capital) 

markets show  evidence of wealuieSses'and gaps in resp"ect•of risk' 

taking and-entrepréneurShip. :  It liStS',thesel gaps 'and weakneSSes. :  

The first two  are "Venture Capital for New  and - Small FirMS",.' 

and "Expansion Capital for Small and Medium-Sied Canadian - . 

Controlled Firms",:. The Gray Report further states, "There is 

not necessarily a lackof fUnds 'available for filliAg each  off . 

the categeries of needsoutlined above. , Insomecasesithere, 

may be inVestors who are prepared td.advance.,Sufficient funds 

to meet aparticuiar demand, but for one reason or another' 

the process of bringing the borrower  and  the lender together. . 

is not Carried Out.SatisfaCtorïljr. .This in iiseif is eVidencé.- 

of a' weaknesS:in•the -  allàbative functiOn of. the Markets' 

TherepOrt also concludes. that'"the shortage of entrepreneur-

ship in the financial industry frustrate's the Énd of in-' 

dustrial intermediation 7-:' -thedrawing -  together'Of financing 

and  • ail the many Other COmponentS tol'bring a - new enterprise 

into being - which càuld.PerMit a, largérTroportiOn'of major 

'projects to •be undertaken 

1. Op. cit., page 92. 

2. Op. cit., page 92. 

3. Op. cit., page 93. 
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This and other claims that  venture capital is lacking 

and that the process of providing ventural capital is not 

carried out satisfactorily provided the impetus for this study. 

The purpose here is to,document a) what venture capital is 

available in Canda, b) from what sources and 3) on what terms, 

and 4) to investigate whether .or not users and potential 

users of venture capital have had difficulty in finding such 

capital. Unfortunately, the Gray report provided little documen-

tation or supporting evidence to substantiate.its,claims. 

A further objective is to investigate the role that 

Canada's financial institutions have played in the provision of 

this capital and to investigate whether gevernment regulations 

or tax laws hinder their. activity  in the  venture capital market 

to any significant degree. 

Definition of Venture Capital  • 

To begin our study on venture capital we firstattempted 

to define it. We began with the definition of venture capital 

as equity capital provided for the start of a new business. It 

quickly became obvious that this definition was much too restrict-

ive, espeCially since most of the organizations we interviewed 

prefer not to invest in firms at the start-up phase, or at least 

not.strictly at the start-up phase. We therefore modified our 

definition of venture capital to include investments in "established 

firms". 



We also aSked for a definition- of venture capital  from  

the individuals and firms interViewed. The variety of answers 

which we eXpected and received tended to indicate • a: variety of 

levels at which these people wère involved  in the  Supply of 

venture capital. 	- 

In addition, many of the venture capital firMs prefer to 

invest via debt as well as equity. • This debt is Often convert-

ible into equity  .or  accompanied by warrants and options for -  • 

equity', but most venture capital investments seemed to include 

some debt. Most of this -debt was unsecured or with very little 

security. 

We therefore chose to •  define venture capital> and the 

limits of our study as broadly as possible. We defind it to H ' 

be  the provision of unsecured debt  or  equity capital for the 

growth of small businesses at any stage prior ,  tà their going 

public. We realize that some highly speculative public  issues  

may be consid •red as venture capital. However, investigating 

this area woUld mdan interviewing  all  investment dealers in  

Canada who play à role in the provision of private placements 

and speculative new issues: - We have, therefore, ruled this 

topic dut as venture capital. Readers desiring material on new 

issues shoufd consU4t Shaw's article on new  issues  in Canada. 3 ' 

Objectives of the Study 	• 

The prime objective of this first phase of the study was 

to undertake a detailed survey of venture capital sources in 

Canada in an attempt to discover on what terms venture capital 

3. 	Shaw, 	"The Cost of Going Public in Canada",'Financial  
ExecutiVe, July; 1969. 



is available, the types of investment for which it is available 

and from what sources. 	It was not possible to interview indiv- 

iduals or small groups who are not formally incorporated  for 

 providing venture capital. But these investors constitute per-

haps the majority of sources of funds which are oriented towards 

the start-up of new enterprises. Unfortunately, these groups 

are often ad hoc syndicates who invest jointly once and neveil 

again. We therefore concentrated on -formally incorporated firms' 

in Canada which tend to specialize in the provision of venture 

capital as,we have defined it. These included some firms who 

were mainly involved in managing portfolios of public securities, 

but who devoted part of their resources to unsecured investments 

in non-public companies. Most of these firms, such as mutual 

. funds and pension funds, had separate funds for the venture 

capital end of their  business,  which tended to become involved 

in ventures to some extent, although as a very small pro-

portion of their investments. However, most of the venture cap-

ital investments of financial institutions are made through com- 

panies . whose primary activity is the provision of venture capital. 
• 

We attempted to cover these secondary sources where possible by. , 

interviewing the primary sources, namely the venture capital 

companies in which they had invested. An example here would be 

investment . houses and banks Who are shareholders in venture cap-

ital companies in Canada and who invest in new ventures and non-

public companies primarily through this source. 
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The main questions asked were how much venture capital. 

is available, on what terms is it available, for •hat typos of - - 

investment is it available and are there obvious gaps in the 

provision of such capital. We also investigated the attitude 

of these companies toWards goyernment  assistance  programs  andl 

the role of the federal government in venture capital in Canada -.•

We found that venture capital suppliers were quite interested 

in this topic, especially since they had recently formed an 

association of venture capitalists in Canada, the main purpose 

of which seems to be to "lobby" the federal government in an 

attempt to obtain government'funds for investment in small 

businessesin parallel with their.own private funds. This - 

arrangement would be similar to the Small Business Investment 

Companies in the United States discussed later in this report. 

We have therefore attempted. to take a snapshot.view of 

venture capital sources in Canada as of the spring of 1973, 

One of the problems of this survey approach is that the market-

is continually changing, and some firms which we initially de-

teeted  •as being suppliers of venture capital claimed they were 

no longer in the business, while .other firms.entered the market . 

during our study, perhaps without being detected. A further 

problem with the study.is  that it represents the Canadian venture 

capital industry as venture capitalists describe it.. This is 

not necessarily a fully accurate picture; especially since they 

tend to present mainly the optimistic side of venture capital. 

We_present a summary of the responses:which we obtained. Mope-

fully, these form at least a skeleton view of the venture capital 

market in Canada. 



a) 

d 

Importance of the Study  

Several reasons for undertaking this study, in addition 

to the interests of the Province of Ontario, were: 

The importance of small firms in manufacturing in 

that they are frequently the means by which new 

products and new processes are introduced into the 

market. 

To ensure that facilities for small business financing 

are available so that they can compete for their share 

of scarce capital. 

To promote the growth of small businesses so that . they 

can attain a size required for effective competition. 

A policy of promoting small business growth as a 

means for promoting Canadian ownership and control. 

We have used the.opportunity for generating course materials 

for a new program in small business and entrepreneurship at 

the School of Business Administration at the University of 

Western Ontario. A final justification is that we have had 

many requests from former students who were seeking funds 

to either start or maintain their own businesses. We were 

often at a loss to suggest sources other than the Industrial 

Development Bank and One or two other firms of which we were 

aware. We assume this is a common problem to entrepreneurs 

in general, as they are often not informed of the variety of 

sources of venture capital available to them. , Unfortunately, 

the names of the ;firms interviewed must be kept confidential, 

as they have requested it. 



Research Methodology 

There are several different, types of venture capital 

firms in - Canada. We shall concentrate on four different types, 

'which wé shall call "finders", "packagers", "silent partners", 

and "primary"  venture capital sources. The.firSt of these, 

"finders", are individuals and firMS Whose oniy Contribtition is 

to put the entrepreneur  or small business in 'contact with a 

likely source of:venture  capital.  They are not too popular With 

venture capitalists, who refer to them as "the five .percenterS", 

since the finder tYpically charges five percent of theaMonnt of 

financing obtained in return .for that service.  Some of.the firms 

we originallY Contacted turned Out to be finder's, but we very 

quickly'disregarded such firms when we learned.their true role. 

.Many of these are chartered accountants, lawyers and investmeht 

consultants  who- ,specialize in government sources of capital as 

. well. The Seeond - type callod a "packager" or "brOker" provides 

a muçh'more valuable service to entrepreneurs and small businesses 

in Canada. The rôle of suCh firMs is essentially to evaluate 

proposals for Venture.capital and'select those which thé' 

consider most promising: The  "packager" usually assists the 

entrepreneur in compiling his proposal to make it as complete 

as possible: He then approacheS Sources  of capital to obtain 

funds fer the entrepreneur. The "packager" usilally also in-

vests some of his own funds, but this is often a small pro- 

.  portion of the total funds required. Other  sources of capital_ 

at this stage are Shareholders in the "packager" and these 

shareholdeTs often include banks',' trust  companies, investment 

dealers,  mutual funds and pension funds. The "packager" is 
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then a form of "clearing hoilse" for the entrepreneur who may 

never meet the actual sources of his capital. 	The third typo, 

whom we have called "silent partners", include the institutions 

mentioned above who do not do the actual evaluation of venture, 

capital proposals themselves. 	In addition, there are several 

sources of private capital in Canada such as family-owned capital 

generated by existing family-owned businesses. 'These families 

and their firms often prefer to invest as "silent partners" as 

well. We interviewed many of the "silent partner" type of in-

vestor during the study, but we preferred to concentrat.e on the 

primary source of capital through which they invested. The final 

category was the type of firm at Which this study was aimed. This 

is the firm which supplies its own capital or the separate funds 

of its shareholders for venture capital investments in small 

businesses. 	It usually does its'own evaluation of these proposal's, 

• and often invests the whole amount rqquired. 	It may, however; 

invest jointly with other venture capital organizations, or with 

"silent partners". In fact, there seemed to be a trend towards 

more joint ventures among the firms we interviewed, as many man- . 

agers indicated that they sought partners for investments where 

possible. 

Once we detected venture companies we sent them,an en7 

quiry asking whether they would be willing to,participate in our 

study and detailing what our objectives were. Sources of such 

leads were many and varied, but the primary ones were a venture . 

capital symposium held in Toronto in January of 1971 as the 

original meeting to form the association of venture capitaliSts 
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and a venture capital seminar held in Toronto in 1970. 	In 

addition, many , individuals,- companies and colleagiles'suggeSted 

- firms, all of whom we contacted. 	In many.cases, these firms 

were nôt directly involved with venture capital but we purSued 

• . every. lead weebtained. We are reasonably confident that 

we have interViewed most• of . the incorporated Sources of venture 

capital in Canada: 

We found a total of 50 Canadian firms involved in the 

provision of venture capital. The geographical distribution of 

these was: Toronto 23, Montreal 20, Vancouver 4, and 3 elsewhere 

in Canada. The vast majority of their investmentswas in the 

Toronto area. 	• 

We desdgned a questionnaire and sent it to these companies 

asking Various questions concerning their role in venture capital. 

The questionnaire was pretested on several companies and was 

divided into two main sections. The first section included 

questions which were easily answered, usually in_numerical form. 

These include questions concerning how many investments the 

companY had and the amount of these investments. The other type 

of question involved more complex - , controversial and opinion-

oriented topics. This meant that they were questions which were 

not easily answered and we concentrated on these questions at a 
.• 	— 

follow-up interview with these companies , . Examples of this type 

of question are (1) What requirements do you prefer in a preposal 

for venture capital funds? and (2) What shetild be the,role of 

government in the provision of venture capital driCanada.? 
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In addition, we interviewed eleven American venture capital 

firms using the same  questionnaire  to see if they were significant-

ly different in their responses from Canadian companies. 

Survey Results  

The results of this survey are detailed in Tables 1 and 2 

and summarized in Tables 3 to 28. We shall discuss additional 

questions which are not reported in those tables. 

The company definitions of venture 	1-37,3tal confirmed our 

decision to redefine venture Capital broo. -;.7.9 Responses ranged 

from companies who specialized in investments in start-up of new 

ventures to . companies who never invested in a >firm mntil it had 

demonstrated at least five years of profitable performance. 	In 

fact, most companies preferred to invest in "established" firms 

rather than at the start-up phase as shown in Table 3. • We found 

that the majority of venture capital sources interviewed were 

formed in 1969 or 1970, although a few had existed from the early 

fifties. Companies did not explain in detail where they found 

their proposals. Many replied that they had their own contacts . 

in the industry who referred proposals to them, but the majority 

of them claimed that most proposals "just walk in the door". 

Most of the venture capitalists claimed they did not depend 

heavily on institutions for leads or referrals. 

Type and Location of Investment  

We found that venture capital companies tended to be located 

in Ontario mainly and to specialize in high technology as a type 

of investment as shown in Tables 4 and 7. They had-no particular 

preferences for size Or age of company in many cases, except for 	' 
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.thse who required a "track record" bèfore they Would invest in 

• 
a company. The i typical range of venture capital 'investments 

seemed to run from about fifty thousand dollars to about two 

hundred and fifty thousand dollars. As Table 9 illustrates, some 

'investments fall otitside this range; particularly on the hdgh end. 

.13utIllost venture capitalists claim they prefer to invest  in 

 vicïnity of two hundred thousand  dollars in àny one inVestment as 

 shown,in Table 17. - This figuré may have been reduced'recently be-

caUse of the trend towards ›j-oint'ventures. As mentioned earlier, 

venture capitalists—seem to le much more willing to participate.in 

joint ventures with other venttire —capital soli:rces than in the Past. 

The forms of investment uSed tended to vary, with con- . 

- vertible debentures and Convertible preferred being popular. 

Debentures tend to be used mainly as - an instrument to which the 

, 	'venture capital investor-Can attach various covenants to control 

the behavior- of the management when he does not have  equity 

control of the company. Another reason .for using debt was that— :  

, many of the venture capitalists wished to obtain a return on 

their investment during the whole period of the investment 

including the. early stages. 	This was naturally more the case 

for investments  in  "established" companies who were showing a 

profit. Table 12 shows thé forms of investment used by 

the various companies. 	In addition, the desired amount.of 

equity Which thé venture capitalists wish to acquire is listed 

in Table 13. Their attitude towards referring ventures to other 

. 

	

	venture capitaL'companies was investigated and replies suggested 

that they will refer proposals to other sources if they are worth- 
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while but simply do not fit the'ir own firm's current preference!.. 

Most of the venture capital companies also:provided ad-

ditional management services for the compantes in which they 

invested as illustrated in Table 14. .In some cases these were 

limited to financial advice, but in most cases the venture capital 

firm provided a whole spectrum of management assistance. The 

majority of them charged a fee, often paid in the form of common 

stock, for their services
)
as illustrated in Table 15. 

The types of return expected on the investments are shown 

in Tables 1 and 2 and range from about ten percent compounded per 

year up to a maximum of about sixty percent compounded. Corn-. 

panies were often unwilling to discuss the amount of money they 

had available for investments, and we found informally that many 

of them are approaching the limits of their available funds as 

shown in Tables 18 and 19. 

Profitability 	- 

The replies of venture capital companies regarding the 

percentage of their ventures which were profitable or unprofitable 

imply that they are very optimistic ) in most cases, at the time 

of the investment. But many of them, as illustrated in Tables 

21, 22 and 23, did not disclose a desired ratio of Profitable 

to unprofitable companies. Most of the companies interviewed 

claimed that there are really three types of investment. These 

included the ones that were extremely profitable and those which 

were extremely unprofitable, both of which were eusily identifiable. 
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But the majority of such investments tend to be the mass in the 

middle or the non-performers, called in the vernacular "the 

living dead". These companies continually require more and more 

funds and the venture capitalists are often unwilling to write 

them off since they still have potential to perform. Venture 
, . 	. . 	 , . 	 . 

capitalistS typically wish to maintain their.investment until 

the company is capable of issuing equity to the public. But 

most of them replied that if the price were right they would sell 

their investment before a public issue was feasible. There was 

considerable difference in the expected time before an invest-

ment could issue stock to the public, as illustrated in Table 25. 

This is apparently as a result of the various preferences of 

the companies interviewed, since those specializing in start-up 

investments would express a much longer time horizon before taking 

a venture public than would those who preferred to invest in 

"established" companies. 

Information is not available to evaluate the overall pro- 

fitability of venture capital firms in Canada. The primary re-

ason for this is that many of them have been in existence for too 

short a period of time for their, investments to develop. 	In the 

United States, however, several studies
4 
 'have shown that American 

venture capital firms have provided a relatively low return on in-

.vestment (5-10%), especially when one considers the risk of their•

investments. The older venture capital firms in Canada have .hot  

4. Unpublished'Report Of Small Business Administration:son SBIC 
Performance, 1973 	(Range of return on investment from -3.6% 
to•.9 . ..5% - , 1968 - 1972. 	 . 
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produced superior returns, but they have typically been more 

• conservative, investing in established companies,.both public 

companies and firms just prior .  to going public. The fact that 

all these Canadian venture capital firms are private, or sub-

sidiaries of public firms, means that information is not avail-

able upon which to make an assessment,of,their financial per-

formance. 

Management Ability 

The main problem raised by all of the venture capitalists 

was that there is definitely a lack of capable venture manage-

ment in the companies which brought propesals to them. They eX-

pressed the belief that there was a shortage of "venture manage-

ment" in Canada rather than a shortage of venture capital. This 

was also the attitude of American companies responding to the 

question of whether there was any significant difference between 

American ventures they normally assessed and any Canadian ventures 

they may have seen in the past. They replied that there seemed 

to be a significant difference in the management ability present 

in the venture proposals they received with Canadian management 

lagging behind that in the U.S. They hastened to add that this 

was even more distinct in Europe where managers typically have a 

very good technical background but tend tolack a mangement back-

ground. However, Canadian firms used thiS reason to explain the 

fact that many of their investments were located in the U.S.A. 
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The background of officers in venture capital firms was 

typically financial. Most of them had experience in the financial 

community. There was also a smaller proportion who had previous 

management experience in a particular industry. But most of them 

had little experience in the high technology industries, in which 

they prefer to invest. This may justify the criticism of many 

users that venture capitalists were not capable of evaluating 

their firms adequately because of their lack of expertise in 

high technology. 	 • 

In answering our questions regarding assessing the risk of 

a particular venture, companies did use the high level of risk as 

their reason for not investing in the séart-up stage of new 

ventures. But typically their response was that the judgment of 

the risk of a particular venture was based strictly on "gut feel" 

rather than any quantitative data. They also replied that assessed 

risk of the particular proposal and the desire to have covenants 

on their investment determined the particular mixture of debt and 

equity which they tended to use in a venture. 

In terms of assessing proposals, the venture capitalists 

were unanimous in their agreement that assessing management 

ability was the key factor in every proposal analysis and this 

talent was perhaps the most difficult to find in venture pro-

posals. 

Export Orientatien  

Another criterion used by venture capital suppliers to 

assess proposals was that the firm must be capable of marketing 
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its product in the U.S. .or overseas as well as Canada. 	This 

meant it should appeal to a market greater than the Canadian 

alone to Show sufficient growth potential for them to invest. 

This resulted in a preference expressed by many venture capital 

• suppliers for investments in the U. S.  . 

Several firms stated that 90% of their funds was in-

vested in AMerican companies. They claim'ed the quality of 

management present in these American firms was better than 

evidenced in Canadian firms. But another reason stated by 

over half of the suppliers was that these firms had better 

access to the American Marke -t-  because of the lack of restrictive. 

tariffs facing Canadian firms exporting to the U.S. Other 

reasons advanced by venture firms for investing in the U.S,. 

were cheaper construction and distribution costs, availability 

of skilled labour and the large number of other investors willing 

to invest in jOint ventures in the U.S. 	
. 

It was also learned that several ventures Whi,ch were 

originally Canadian have been financed On the condition 

that they Incorporate and build facilities in the U.S. to 	 •  

gain some of the advantages listed above. Thes'e are rare, 

but illustrate the preference for American firms. 

Control of Investments  

Most of the venture capital companies had similar controls 

and monitoring systems  for  their investments. 	It was standard • 

procedure to have a representative of the venture capital firm . • 

on the Board of Directors of the companies in which they had 

investments. 	In addition, other controls tended to include week- 
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ly or monthry reports during the early phases of an investment 

and quarterly or annual reports as the inveStment matured, and 

close contact by telephone and visits to th -e company whenever 

possible. Màst firms placed covenants on the inVestment, usually 

on the debt instruments with which they invested in the company. 

Typical covenants usually enable them to moniter and control these 

investments through approval oVer any.salary. 	changes, approval of 

major expenditures above a certain level and approval of any div-

idends Or other outflows of cash. Some companies limit the manage-

ment of the.firMs in which they had investments by requiring cheque 

signing power and allowing - the management little or no decision 

making power except for routine *day . to day operations. In fact, 

some companies expressed that their  objective  was to run the 

.èompany  and  manage it completely. But the Majority-of the venture' 

capital companies were primarily interested in monitoring their 	, 

investment, and some of them wished to have as little contact with 

thé compan y .  as possible, since their time was valuable and direct 

involvement on previous occasions had taught them how demanding 

• such actiVity could bé  on  their time. 

• Of the users questioned, many claim that.they, or acquain-

tances who had funds from a venture capital company, had been 

"choked to -death" by the control stranglehold which some venture 

capital companies imposed. It is this close monitoring and con-

trol which o'ften tends to scare off entrepreneurs from using 

venture capital obtained from these companies,since the typical 

entrepreneur is not the type of individual who wants to be 

closely constrained. 

It is also significant that relatively few professionals 

operate the  venture capital . organiations as illustrated by Table 20. 
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They evaluate a tremendous number of proposals each year and, on 

the average, invest in less than one percent of these proposals. 

These executives also claim a large number of proposals are re-

jected during the first five minutes of a telephone conversation 

_and many others do not paSs the initial screening of a ten or 

fifteen,minute meeting with a venture capital representative. .Thé 

same personnel typically perform the evaluations as well as mon-

itoring their investments. Since their . time available for mon-

itoring is limited, the controls must be '!automatic" to a great 

extent. 	 - — 

. The total number of proposals investigated by venture 

capital firms has grown tremendously during the last five years. 

Thirty-one of the fifty suppliers . interviewed were formed during 

this period so that the capacity of the. industry for venture 

evaluation has presumably more than doubled. The firms inter-

viewed all stated that they were assessing more proposals than 

ever before. 

Other firms suggested that their monitoring consisted  main-

1y of setting milestones or goals for the companies in which they 

had an investment. They typically made investments in the company 

on an installment basis subject to the firm meeting these mile-

stones in each case. For example, a company which required two 

hundred thousand dollars might get half of the amount at first 

and if they met certain objectives over the next six months, 

they would get the additional amount of money. Otherwise they 

would not get it or it would be invested only on more expensive 

terms than the previous amount had been invested. 
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Comparison of  • merican and Canadian Venture Suppliers  

The replies to questions from American and Canadian 

venture capital firms, are similar; however, the focus for this 

study is on the major differences. 

American firms were more willing to invest in the early 

development stage of a business than were Canadian firms as 

shown in Tables 3 and 4. We later found in our user survey that 

American firms invested in some Canadian businesses which had 

been refused by Canadian venture capitalists because they lacked 

"a track record". 

American firms typically had more investments than Canadian 

firms and were more willing to invest amounts less than $100,000 

as illustrated in Tables 3 and 4. 

Those American firms which had used American government 

financing had typically done so as a Small Business Investment 

Company under the Small Business Administration. This is a pro-

gram whereby venture capital firms are licensed as SBIC's and can 

borrow money from the American government or raise public funds 

with government guaranteed debentures. The concept will be dis-

cussed later in terms of its implications if applied in Canada. 

Conclusions and Recommendations  

When asked whether there is a shortage of venture capital 

in Canada, most of the venture capitalists interviewed responded 

that for a good project there was no problem in raising capital. 

Even those firms which had exhausted their current supply of funds 

stated that they could easily find other investors for the "right" 

deal. However, they did acknowledge that the vast majority of 

proposals which were brought to them probably did not receive 
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financing from any source. Whether these proposals were all of 

the type which deserved to "die a quiet death" and never be heard 

from again is debatable. There was general agreement among venture 

capitalists that many otherwise good  ventures  never did find finan-

cing because they did not have capable management to undertake them. 

It was our conclusion that the greatest problem for the 

entrepreneur seeking funds was to determine who supplied venture 

capital and on what terms, and which venture capital supplier 

would be the most likely to be interested in his particular pro-

posal. It was a very difficult process for us to find them. 

There is apparently no public information available on this sub-

ject in Canada, so that the individual seeking funds is usually 

at a loss regarding possible sources of funds. We found that 

bank managers, accountants and lawyers were of little help in as- 

sisting the entrepreneur or the small firm by recommending potential 

sources of capital except for those who have become "finders" 

of venture capital. In fact, we found that many of the venture 

capital firms intentionally play "hard to get". They justify 

this by saying that the type of entrepreneur they are seeking is 

• the kind who can, as they put it, "see through the forest to 

the trees". 

From our enquiries of users of venture capital, we receive 

a definite "yes" to the question, "Is there a lack of venture 

capital in.Canada?" TheY viere of the opinion that the venture 

capital which is available is first of all hard to detect and•

second, available only on very expensive terms. Their phrase 

for this was that venture capitalists want "an arm and a leg" 

in return for then:money. They said there is definitely a lack 
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of venture capital in Canada, especially at the start-up and 

early development stages, and especially on terms that the small 

businessman could afford. 

It was our conclusion that there is definitely a lack of 

venture management in Canada, since this was the reason most 

ventures were unable to obtain funds from venture capital sources. 

The fact that venture capitalists are currently attempting t 

interest the federal government in a joint effort to provide ven-

ture capital on terms similar to the Small Business Investment 

Company program in the U.S. seems to affirm the responses that 

there was a lack of venture capital in Canada. They seem to be 

attempting to increase the amount of capital available by having 

the government provide an equal amount in parallel to that pro-

vided from private sources. There is a definite lack of venture 

capital for the start-up and development phases. 

We are recommending for future study  an investigation of 

the  Small Business Investment Company program in the U.S. 

dttect the strengths and'weaknesses there before Canada embarks 

on a similar program. In addition, we conducted a study of 

the user side of venture capital; The user phase is,described 

in the next > chapter. 

In .summary, we have presented an aggregate response 

to questions directed at sourcès of venture Capital  in Canada 

and,althotigh we were unable tà.disclose:the nemes of these - 

companies, it represents the only summary_of such information. 

that we.haVe seen un Canadian companies. 
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AMERICAN COMPANIES TABLE 3.1 

Cetrpany 	1 	'2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	 8 	9 	10 	11  • 

	

, 	. 

Started 	1970 	19 $ Z 	1969 	1969 	1962 	1962 	1956 	'1921, 	1969 	1946 	11170 

Stnrt-up 
	

l erehl), 	Start-up 	Start.Up Stfirt.Up 	tnrl , Up 	;Ituetsup 	levelap, 	fouvt-up 	pnvolup. 

tlill 	invest 	Develop- 	Start-up 	Expansion Develop- 	Develop.. 	Turn- 	00 Y 0 IeP 	Develop- 	Meta 	Develop 	meni 
in 	ment 	Develop- 	Turn- 	ment 	ment 	around 	nent 	. 11 „% 	RA11(111111'11 	MUM 	nApC11191011 

Expansion ment 	around 	Expan- 	TUrn- 	Expansion, 	Aoqu in 1 - 	Expansion 
Acquisi- 	Expansion 	Acquis!. 	sion 	around 	' 	tion 
tion 	tion 

' 	 Eloc- 	 Pollu- 	Electronies 
Industries 	Manufac- 	 tonics, 
Preferred 	No 	No 	No 	Related t 	No 	• 	Nono 	tion 	Nono 	omputors 

turing 	 Computer 
Ocean 	 Control 

S 	stems 

Industries 	Steel 	4 	 f highly 
No 

Avoided 	None 	utilities 	 °pendent 	None 	None 

Other 	High tool  	Los tech- High Tech 	High Tech-ligh Tech- 	High Tech-High Tech- 

Preferences 	nology 	nology 	nology 	nology 	nology 	Nono 	nology 	nology 

West Coas 	 West Ceas 	West 	oast 
Areas 	 None of U.S'. 	 of U.S.A. 	None 	of U.S. 	

United 	U.S,Canad 	East Coas 	U.S.Europ California 
Preferred 	 States 	Eur,6 Aus 	. 	U.S. 	Canada 	u.s  

Areas 	None 	Latin Am. 
None 	

ther than If Pol. 	Distance 	Overseas 	 Europe 
Avoided 	Far East 	West.U.S. 	unstable 	is 	factor Mexico 	Yes 	None 	None Asia 

$20-50,00 	$100,000- 	$20,000- 	5,000- 	10-20, 
$100,000- 	 $20,000- 	$20,000- 	$50,000- 

Range of 	250,000 	$20,000- 	50,100,00 	250,000 	
250,000 	1,000,000 	250,000- 

	

100,000 	1,000,00 1  
Investments 	250,000- 	250,000 	100-250,00 	

500,000 	 100,000 

500,000 	
250-500,00 

Investments 	 4 

Made 	in 	5 	
25 	

4 	
8 	20 	41 	8 	150 	20 	 1 

Range 	 2 
1 	 4 

_ 
Maximum 
Investment 	$500,000 	$250,000 	$500,000 	Unlimited 	$600,000 	$300,000 	;100,000 	$750,000 	

$100,000 

Common, 	Common, 	 Combina- 	Combina- 	 Conver- 	'ombina- 	Warrants 
Form of 	Convert. 	Conver- 	Common, 	tion of 	tion of 	 sion Debstion of 	Options 
Investing 	Doventure tible Pro Conver- 

Warrants 	Convert. 	tibia 	
Common 	equity 4 	Equity & 	Equity 	equity & 	with 	ebt and 	Debt 

Options 	Debenture Debenture 	
Shares 	debt 	lebt with 	de'bt 	warrants 	equity 

conversion  
Debt 

Equity 	Not requi e Require Do not 	Do not 	Do not 	Do not 	voting 	Do not 	Do not 	Do not 	Require 
Preferred 	control 	control 	require 	reOuire 	require 	require 	control 	require 	require 	require 

as 	•rou, 	control 	control 	o 	control 	control 	control 	control 	
Control 

Provide 	Man- 	 . 

agement 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	No 	Yes 	tes 	Yes 	Yes 	yes 	
Yes on a 	Yes 

Servi 	 minor scal 

Charge for Yes Flat 
No 	No 	Yes 	No 	No 	No 	Yes 	Yes 

Services 	 fee 	' No 	' 

Current 
6 	20 	14 	 47 	1 Investments 	 8 	10 	30 	9 	20 

Average 	 Approx. 
Investment 	$150,000 	$150,000 	$300,000 	$175,000 	$275,000 	$200,000 	$75,000 	$300,0 00 

.-- 	$250,000 	
$80,000 

. 	Return 	8-10 	time 	5 	times 	10 	times 	1 	t nee. 5 	times 	-10 	times 	11 	yr. 	l 	a 	yr. 

Expected 	in 	3 year  	in 	5 	yrs.in 5  Yrs. 	in 3-5 	in 3 yrs. 	'n 3-5 yrsfor 	5 yrs. 	in 	for 
cars 	 3 	ears 	3 years 

Available 	fo $10 Unlimited  	 $500,000 Investments 	 $3,000,00o 	 million 	---- 

Currently 
Invested 	p1,000,000 	---- 	$4,000,001  	$9,000,00 	3,616,00 	"0 ' 0"  

People 	5 	1 	2 	3 3 	 3 	6 	3 Involved 	 2 	 1 	3 

Profitable 	75% 	. 	60% 	20% 	70% 	70% 	SO% 

Unprofitable 	20% 	20% 	60% 	10% 	 20% 

Breakeven 	5% 	20% 	 30% 	30% 
20% 	10%  	------ 

Sell 	before 
Public Issue 	Yes 	Yes 	No 	No 	Yes 	Yes 	No 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 

Timing of 	 • 	 3-5 	No 	 2-3 	 No 
p ubli c 	Issue  4-5 years 	3 - 5 yearF 	2 - 3 years 	Years 	Policy 	

No 	No 
Policy 	Policy 	Years 	

Policy 	3-5 years 

Will 	Insert 	Yes 	No 	No 	Yes 	No 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	No Management 

' 	Impression o 	Unfav- 	 Unfavor- 	Unfavor- 	Unfavor- 	Unfavor- Government 	
ourable 	None 	None 	Nene 	None 	able 	able 	able Assistance 	 able 

Pro rams 

• es 
Used Govern- 	.8.A. 
ment 	 No 	Yes 	 Yes 	 'os  

No 
Assistance 	 S.B.A 	No 	No 	• No 	S.B.A. 	• 	No 

Programs 	 . 
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- CANADIAN COMPANIES 	TABLE 4:1 

S 	
I 	

- 	

ii1 	11 	 • 

Company 
' 	 i • 

-1 
	- - 

6tarted 	1971 	1969 	1968 	1969 	1 	1 953 	1952 	19>0 	1963 	- 	1968 	1970 	1969 

tart up 	oncept 	Concept 	Expansion 	Develop- 	• 	ltart-up . 	Start-up 	, Will 	Invest 	In 	Expansio gualop- 	Start-up 	Sta t u ' 	Turn- 	Expansion 	Start-up'Pevelop 	DovoloP 

 . 

	Start-up 
Develop- 	around 	Turn- 	- 	ExpensionExP 	ment ansion 	Develop.. 	Concept expansion 	Expansion 

- ment 	Acquisi- 	Acquisi- 	around 	• 	Turn 	
Expansio 	ment 	Start-up 

Expansior 	tion 	tion 	Acquisi- • 	
around. 

	

Acuire 	
Acquire 	Expansion 

.  ' 
Sa l i  

Mining. 	 Must 	fit 
Industries 	None 	. , 	Electron- 	Non e 	 None 	ndustrial 	None , 	Real 	Nono 	None 	 current and Preferred 	• 	 ics 	 Estate. 

"omoercial . p eration  

Real Industries 	 R 	 igh 	tech- ea 	' 	, 	-High 	' 	High 	High 
Avoided 	None 	

WM. 	Tochnologyrechnology echnology 	N
one•  	 None 	.1m,, Real 

Other 	None 	-,Uigh 	. 	Enter- . 	Easily, 	 Higher 
Preferences 	' 	'techno- 	tainment 	 learn 	None 	None 	. 	None 	., echnolofY 

	

. 	. 	logy 	 il, 	.. 

Areas 	Ontario 	nited 	Nene 	 Ontario 	Ontario— 	. 	 Canada 
Preferred 	 . None 	Canada 	, 	Alberta 	U.S. 	Canada 	 • 	 Canada 	None 	- 	England•

CaUnes 	 . 

t Areas 	Other  th en 	None 	None 	South G 	 no 	
' 	' 	Outside 	MasilY 	' 

' 	Avoided 	' 	Canada 	 Central 	None 	readily 
	

Nono 	.f C ana d a 	ccessibre 	None 
accessible 

Range 	of 	• 	$250,000 $100000• 	 5-10000_. 	. 	 , 1  Investments 	• 	$500,00,5 250 , 000 	$20,000- 	$20,000- 	$50,060- 	$150000 	1• 00-250,000  
1,000 -,000 	' 	$50,000- 	plus 	$50,000- • 	50,000_ 	00- 	. 1,000,000 	over 

-- 	1,000;000 	500,000 	75,000 	,000,000 	250,0018 	1,000,008 
shares • 

Investments 	 1  
10 	26 	 One  

Made in Range 	 acquisi- 	 1 
'tion 

--Maximum 	 , 	. 
Investment 	$500,000 	$ 250 . 000 - 	• $1 	5,000,000 $1,000,00) $500,000  	$250,000 
Considered 	$500,000 	million 

- 	
n 	s

•
Debetur 	Convert- 	mainly 	Equity + 	Equity,. 	Equity + 	• 	Various 	Various Form of 	 debtcon- 	debt+con- debt+con- 	Equity 	Equity 	• ....'orms 	and 	forms 	and 

	

Convertil 	 + 

	

i e ible 	.equity 	 Equi Investing 	 ty•
/ertibles, 	vertibleà,vertibles 	, 	plus debt 	combina- 	combina- Debenture_ Deben- 

	

Warrants 	tures •-- 	options 	'options 	'options 	 tiens 	of 	tions 	of 	plus d warrants, 	warrants 	warrants 	equity 	aquity 	ebt 
 

	 and debt 	and daht  
Control- 	mi nor iL y 	Eontrol 	Control 	Control 	Control 	Require Equity 	linority 	ling 	not 	trolling 	1  5-30%. 	Control 

	

not 	not 	not Preferred 	Interest 	interest 	 ontrol interest 	necessar . 	
.casrau ^. n-.', ''F.- 

Provide Manage- 	
Yes 	

'Yes 	Yes 	No 	Yes 	Yes 	
Ye 	

Yes 
.s 	. 	Yes 	Limited 	Yes . 	ment-Survicus 	'" 	

., 

or Charge f 	
(os 	Yes 	-Yes 	- 	Yes 	- 	Yos 	• 	 Yes 	 . 

	

None 	-varies 	-fee 	No 	. 	fee basis fee basis fee basis fee basis 	N°  Services 	 No 	Yes
basis  

Current 	 29 	private 	• 50 	 ' 
Investments 	 - 	oot,p,ni  

Average 	$300,000 	5500,000 	$ 200,000 	350,000 	200,000 	----- 	$ 150,000 
Investment 

3  Return 
Expected 	Mingq 

25% cm- 	• 

in 5  Y eaP 

10 times 	 times 	I15% pe, 	As much 	No .set 	2 times 	60% O 
in 5 year annum 	s possibl 	policy 	in .2 years compounded 

	

y 	
._ 

Available éo 	Jnlimited 	57 	43 	' 	.$ 1$ 	$500,000 	-----:-.• 	Unlimited 	Iiilion amount for  	million 	'------ 	million 	 , Investments 	 million lood doal  
$6.4 	 $1.5 Currently 	$900,000 	 $300, 	completely000 	

Almost 

' 	Invested 	 million 	million 	$200,000 
	-i4w-oot-o-d-- 

People 	 3 ' 
Involved 	 4 	 3 

Profitable 	- 	- 	33% 	70% 	 70% - 	60% 
-  

Unprofitable 	---- 	33% 	30% 	. 15% 	• 	20% 

, 

Breakeven 	- 	- 

 	, 

Sell 	Before 	---- 	
Yes Yes 	o 	• • Public 	Issue'  

Timing of 	As soon a 
No set 

	

aossible 	 policy 	3 years Public 	Issue 

Will 	Insert 	Yes 	No 	Y s 	Occasion 	''Would 
' 	 . Management 	 Yes 	o 	Yes 	Yes ally 	consider 	, 

Impression of 	None 
 Government 	 Highly  	'Non 	 None . 	 None 	c avor,bi e 	None 	-avbrable .Assistance 	favorable 	- 	Favorable 	Favorable 

Pr9g..1”__ 

Yes 	 Yes Used Government 	Ne 	
Ne 	Yes 	Yes 	No 	 .P.A.I.T. P.A.I.T., Assistance 	 o 	Yes 	None, 	Nono 	I.R.D.I.A. . 	 I .11.D. I .À Programs 	 0.D.C. 	 . I.R.A.P. 	 0.D.C.  

G.A.A.P. 	 I.E.L. 
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_  _ 	____„, 	. 	_ 	_ 	_ _  

Company 	12 	IS 	14 	15 	16 	17 	18 	71-7-19 .1----- 	20 	91 	1_ 	22 

-,--- 

Started 	1969 	1970 	19 • 1 	1901 	19all 	1959 	1953 	1909 	1901 	1909 	1910 

, 	. 	. 	

• 

	. 

Conce p t
Develop- 
ment 	

Concept 	Concept 	_ 	 Cenee P t 	Concept 	ColteePt 
Concept 	Start-up 	

f 	

Start-up 	Start-up 	concopt 	Develop- 	caaaap , 	si sr t_ m p 	; i urt_up 	It.i.t..til,  

' Will 	Invest 	In 	Start-up 	Develop 	Develop 	DeveleP' 	Start-u
P 	

ment 	start-up 	Devel 0 P - 	ievciep . 	, 	., i.  

!"
xpansion Expansion 	ment 	Ejcpansion Develop- 	mont 	Ex. 	nont 	

"gnon DeVelop- 	Expahsio 	.urn- 
ment 	Acquire 	around 	

Acquire 	Turn- 	Turn- ment 	Turn- 
. 	1 	around 	orou 	d 	

xpannion 

Industries 	
Service 	Furniture 
Real 	Fabrica- 	None Preferred 	 None 	Nono 	Nono 	Growth 	None 	None 
Estate 	ting 	

None 

Industries 	Real 	High 	 Real 	Real 	Es- 	. 	Real 	Involving 

Avoided 	Estate 	Technology 	None 	None 	Estate 	t at e.Nat . 	None 	Estate 
	high 	tech- 	None 

Merchand 	p,,,,,mrcc , 	Tourist 	no1oçy  

OlLer 	High 	 None 	None 	Nono 	None 	
High 	High 	If 	None 

Preferences 	fechnology 	 Technobgy Techrology familiar. 

th 	
North 

Areas 	 North 	 Ontario 	 one 
Ontario 	Nort h 	

Canada 	America 	' 
Preferred 	None 	America 	Ontario 	.None 	• Br. 	Colum 	Amer i ca 	 None . ' 

._40  

Must be 	 All other 
Areas 	easily 	None 	None 	None 	Possibly 	None 	None 	Quebec 	None 	than North 	None 

Avoided 	accessible 	 Quebec 	 . 
	Americl  

20-50,000 
10-20,000;5,000 	_ 	 10-20,000 

50-MD ,000 	 $5,000- 	 100-250,000 
Range 	$ 5 . 888- 	20-50,000 	

10,000 	$100,000 	100,000- 	;100,00CG 	1100,000- 	$8,000- 	400,000- 	250-500,000 
of 	1,000,000 1,000,900 	1.,000,000 	1,000,000  700,000 	250,000 
Investments 	50-100 00)2° n 000  - 	

-over 	250,000 

'  100-250,00) 	50,000 
	1,000,000 	250,000- 

500.000  

2 	 1 	
2 

Investments 1  
6 	 1 	 1 	 3 

Made 	in 	 2 	2 	 4 	
10 	

• 

Range 	 , 

Maximum 	$1.5 	 $1 	 $1 	 No 
Investment 	 m1413.ion 	miPlion 	million 	$900,000 . 	million 	$ 25 8 , 8 88 	limit 
Considered 	million 

Common 	Equity 	 orms 	a 	Combina- 
Various 

Coonon 	Conon 	Conver- 	 f nd Cbi 	Equity 
Conver- 	Or 	

Equity 	Equity 	 Conver- combine- 	tion of Form of 	 tible. 	tibile 	Plus 	Plus 
tions 	of 	equity Investing 	Equity 	 Deben- 	Equity 	Debt 	

tible 

' 	Debseref.Equiva- 	Debt 
tures 	 equity 	and debt 	Debs. 

Warrants 	lent 	 Warrants Warrants 	 and debt  

Equity 	Management 	Does 	not 	 Does not 	Minority 
20% 	

_ 	40%  Prefer 	require 	
May 	require 

Preferred 	ot be 	in 	 require 	10% 	_ 40%  Less than 

"Yeist i

i:a 	• contr ol 

 	.cont_rul  	
50% control 	 Control 	, fla „,,, 

Provide Manage- 
ment Services 	Yes 	 Yes 	Yes 	. 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	necessary 

Yes-fee 	 Yes-fee 	Yes.fee Charge for 	 Yee 	No 	 No 	Yes-flat 	. 	No , 
and equit 	 basiS 	baSisu Services 	 nominal . 	 fco  

basis  

Current 23 6 	 a 	,20 	17.  
Investments 	 3 	8 	

---- ---------__ 

$250,000 	$160,000 	$300,000 	$200,000 
Investment 
Average 

10 	times 5 	10 	 4-5 
Return 	 24 	times 	25% com- 	4 	times 

in 7 years  	 ------- 	
times 	in 

Expected 	 in 4 	yrs. 	
"uncle(' 	4-5 	years in 	5 	

year!
4-7 	years  

• $13 	$2.6 	
Unlimiteds 

Available  for - 
$ 1,000,001 	No 	limit 	 fer 	goo 

Investments 	 million 	million 	d 2,450,000 
deals  

Currently 	1 	 $ 	 $5.5 	$2.1 	
'4 

:$150,000
2,000,000  

Invested 	 1,341,000 	million 	million 

People 
3_ 	 2 	6 	4 

Involved 	 2 	1 	 2 

Profitable 	 70% 	40% 	
75% 	40% 

Unprofitable 
10% 	50% 	

15% 	40% 

Breakeven 	 20% 	10% 	 10% 	20% 

Sell 	Before 
No No 	'(05 	No 	Yes 	No 	No 

Public 	Issue 	 Yes 

Timing 	of 	 7-10 	
, 

5-7 years 	No rule 	2_ 	years  	 3-5 
Public 	Issue 	

5 	7 years 	3-5 years 	years 	years 	2 Years  
•	  

Will 	Insert 	Some- 	' 
Yes No Management 	tiMes 	 Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	YeS 	, 	Yes 	No 	No 

_ 

Impression of 	
avour- 

Government 	 Extremel 	Unfav- 	able 	for 	Favour- 
 able 	

Unfav- 
Assistance 	i 	

unfavour- 	ourable 	intended 	Unfav- 

Pro.rams 	• 	 able 	 objec- 	ourable 	ourable 0  

Used Government' 	 Yes 	 Yes 

Assistance 	
1 	

P.A.I.T., 	No 	'(05 	No 	
Yes 	I.R.D.I.A. 

D. R.E. E. Programs 	 0.D. C. P.A.1.T. 

. 	
Mani toba 	. 

I 	
. 	1 

1 	 Dove I op- 
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Company 31 	32 	 33 . 	 23 	 24: 	25 	26 	 27 	:28 	. 	29 	' 	30 

. 	 . 
1966 	196Y 	1969 	1956 	1969 	1965 Started 	 ---- 	- 1970 1968 	 . 

"eloP' 	Concept 	t 	 . 	 Btatt 	up AnY 	 . DeVélop- 	'ent." -. 	Start-uP 	 Concept 	c . 
Will 	Invest 	In 	ment 	,ansion, 	Develop 	Develop- Develop 	Stage • 	CencéDt 	ExPansion Acquisi- 	Develop: 	Expansion 	. 

. 	 Acquisi- 	ti ons  • Expansion 	Tur n - 	Expansion 	ment' 	ment 	 ment . 	• 

around,Ac- 	 tion 
Acquir'e 	: 	. 	Acquiii-, 

quisition. 	 tinns  
neat 

atural 	Transport qust have 
Industries 	Estate esources 	NU.. re- 	3eme 	fnmi- 	- 
Preferred 	Financial 	None 

lanufac- 	sources 	liarity 	None 	None 	 Finandial 	None 	None 
Institu- 	 turing 	Financial 	an;('Per - 	 • 
t 'Pins 	 Coreirec 	Ille  

Industr 	
Ifrequire ies 	Manufac- 

Avoided 	. 	turing". 	
None 	None 	None' 	None 	high 	$ 	None 	None 	None 	None 	None 

, 	 amount  

Ôther 	 No high 	High 	 . 	 Technology 
. 	Preferences 	Tech- 	Tech- 	. 	None • 	None 	None 	No ne , 	None. 	 None - 	None,. 	- 	None 

nellnry 	nele.gy  
Canada, 	United 	 Quebec, 	Uteri°, 	' H 	Canada 	 Ontario,8r. 

Areas 	 • 	, 
Columbia 

Preferred 	west coast 	States 	None. 	Canada 	Canada 	quebec, 	N. 	None' 	Unitied 	None 	None  
of 	U.S. 	 Pnrl 	II 	l 	 • 	 eta 	 West 	U.S.t o,  

Areas 	 - 	' 	,. Political 	 , 
- 

Avoided 	 . 	None 	Canada 	Economic 	None 	• None 	None 	None 	None 	None 	- 	None 	None 	•  
tb,st,',1» 	•  

Range of 	 $50,000- 	 $5-10,000 	 4100-250,090 , 

	

ments 	 $20',00'0-: 	
500,000 

Invest 	 420,000- 	100,000 ' 	 10-20;000 	,  

, 	
,o _ soi000 	$s,000- . 	;100,000- 	

250- 

PC0A9U  	500,000 	100,000- 	 $ 5,13" 7 	250,000 	500'-: 
250,000 	. 	

500;000 	50 _ 	, 	250,000 	500,00,0 	• 	1,000,000 	over 	• 	1,000,000 
over 	J 	100,000 	' 	 ' 1,000,0,00 	over 

1.000.000 	1 	000.000  

Investmenti 	 . 	4 
.2 	 3 

Made in Range 	 30 	 3  
1 
1•2 	 1 

, 

	

. 	. 
Maximum 	• $500,000- 	. 	$700,000- 	 $250,000 	 $ S- 	$1 	000 	000 	No 	limit 	- Investment 	de P enes en  $500,000 	800,000 	$4,000,000 	500,000 	$100,000 	$ 100 , 000 	$500,00,0 	10,000,000 	" 	. 
Considered 	industry  

Equity and fjMnid 	fsVogi°'e.ZU • ci 	 Combina- 	
Various 	

' 	

. 	- 

Forci of 

	 . 

as ànbch 	
t 	S 	and 	"t 	Maximùm 	tion 	of 	

fors 	and 	
''''''=->-" 

" Coeon, 

	

=:IX.i ' - 	C 	vert, 	Conver- In vesting 	 combina- 	combina- 	debt with 	 combina- 	tible debt 	as 	 equity 	debt 	and 	 ible 	, tible ib l e 

	

, 	 , 	 n. , 
'e 	

tions 	of 	tions 	of 	equity 	 tiens 	of 	D e o 	t  
P essib S equity andequity 'ancparticipa, 	 .equity 	

„ 	r d 

	

equity and preferred -  Debenture Debenture 	Debenture , 

.ebt 	' 	debt 	' 	- 	tion 	 debt  
'  Equity 	 • 	Minority 	GeerePY 	 Usually a SO% don't 	Do not 	De not 	Do not" 	 Less 	than., n 	Minority 

Preferred 	 Position 	minority 	 minority 	require 	require 	require 	require  • 	 10% 
positions 	

position 
position 	control 	control 	control 	„ o t rial  

Provide Manage- 
ment Services 	

No . 	Yes 	-Yes 	Yes 	- Yes ' 	y es 	No 	',Yes 	 stes 	' 
. 	

Charge 	for 	 Yes, 	flatl'Occasion- Yes,var- 	Yes,var- 
iable 	iable 	

Occasion 	
- 	 . 

Services 	' 	 o 	fee 	,ally 	 ally 	No 	- 	Yes 	 No 
charge 	chnrge  	. 

' 	Cùrrent 
Investments 	 2 	, 	12 	 6 	 30 	 9 	 20 

Average 	. 	 $ 	. 	 _ 	„ 	 $ 	 $ 

Investment 	 200 , 00 0 	300,000 	$300,000 	 $20,000  	. 250,000 	500,000 

	

, 	 .  

Return 	 2 	times 	No 	set 	No'set., 	No Set 	No set 	2 	times 	No 	set 	No 	set 	 3 times 
Expected 	 in 	1-2 	policY 	polley 	pollcy • 	policy. 	in 	2 years 	policy 	policy 	, 	 in 	5 	years 	- 

• 
Available 	for

4.5,s 	$3.5 million $ zurrently 

	

__-___ 	 5,000,000 Investments 	 $260,000 	 million 	available  

Currently_ 	 -$$ 	• 	. 	. 
Invested 	. 	 $60,000 	 million 	 All 

People 	 • 	3 1 	1/2 	6 Involved 	 2 

Profitable 	 50% 	 90% - 	 100% 	- 	 -: 	50% 	
. 

40% 

UnProfitable 	' 15% 	 10% 	 25 5 	.. 	•  	405 
• : 

Breakeven 	• 	35 5 	 255 	 10% 

Sell:Before, 	Yes' 	No 	 No 	No 	- Yes . 	No 	No 	 No 	 No 	 Yès 
Public 	Issue 	 -  

Timing 	of 	 As 	soon 
2 years 	

- 	No 	set 	No 	set 
as 	 3-5 	 ' 	3 	years 

' 	Public 	Issue 	 5  po „ ihi , 	years 	• 	' 	years 	Years 	policy 	policy .  

Will 	Insert 
Management Yes 	Seldom 	No 	Yes 	Yes' 	• 	No 	No 	 No 	 No• 

Impression 	of 	 ' 	 Favours , 	 , 	 . 

None 	
- None 	None 	,None 	Unfavour- 	Unfavour- 	UnfaVour- Government 	None 	idnfavour 	None 	only, 	 . , r 

Assistance 	 able 	 Manufac-•
able 	able 	able 

Programs 	 turing 

Used Government 	 Yes 	 Yes, 	
No 	No 	No 

	

' 	0.D.C. 	 P.A.I.T.'„ Assistance 	 N one 	D.R.E.E., 	"ne 	D.R.E.E. Programs   , Q.1.C.B. 
G.A.A.P. 	 . 
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r— 

Company 	 31' 	 35 	36 	

. 	

37. 38 	. 	. 	3• 	. 	40 	41 	 42 	 43 	 44 

! 
t 	' r- 	1 	[  n 	 19'0 	tddd 	 19r 	 1 Stà7ted 	1 	t9ne' 	 • lé '0 	 1969 	 .'1 	9oV 

---- — 	-1. 	 . 	. 	. 
Concept 	 Start 	up 	Dovolop- 	

,
• 	

slatl 	np Start-up 	st ,'"., r 	' 	c 	 818" - "P 	Expansion 	"‘P.'n'i" 

	

, 
- 	

çu,,,..,,, , 	oe,opt Develop- 	mént 	Dovelop 
"level " - 	Pevc I 0 1 ,  - 	Ac 1u ' '' 	Develop- 	Start-up 	 and 

hill 	Invest 	In „ pt. 	 tion 	 ment 	Expansion 	ment ment 	 ment 	 expetnsioi Acquisi- 	Mxpansi 	
Develop- 

Ac4Hisi - 	Expansiot 	 :xpansion 	 ment lion 	 t.ion 	• 	 ____ 
	 £.xpann-ion 	 

High 	Tech. 
Industries 	 Pollution 	 None 
Prefcrred 	None 	None 	. 	N one . 	Manufac- None 	None 	None 	. 	None 	None 	None 

turing 
• . 

Merchand. 
Industries  
Avoided 	 one 	None 	None 	 Nn Tourist 	 None 	None 	None 	None 	None 

N 	 None- 	oe 
	 Industr 	 hie • 

High 	Tech. 	 ligh 	Tech. 	 High 	tech 	 growth,
• Other 	 Metal 	 None 	None 	None 	None 

Noe 	 nology 	 • 	 potential  Preferences 	 n 	Stamping 	Involvemen 	• 
_ 	 300 miles 	' 

United 	 Montreal 	radius of 	Quebec Areds 	 Ontario 	. N one 	Ontario 	None 	None. 	Canada 
Nei- erred 	None 	States 	 Toronto 

. 	 C-2-Z14,1-0,---- 	
Montreal 	

 
<10% Out- 

Are 	
East coas 

dS 	 NO 	NO 	None 	None 	side Cana 	None 	None 	• 	NOhe 

Avoided 	 None 	None 	 of Canada 	• 	 p_ermitted 	 
_ 	 

$75 000 	
$20-50,000 

. 	. 	 ,-  

Range 	of 	$250,000- 	$50,000- 	$10,000- 	550,000 	$100,000-  	$256,000 	•-$70,000- 	$5,000- 	300:000 

1.5 	 million 	

100-250,000 	I 
Investments 	 175,000 	 500,0°0 	500,000 	 5 million 	1 million 25,000 

- 	 I 
million   	 1 

Investments 	
1 @ 70,000 1 @ 	5,000 	one at 	4 

2 	
1 @ 22,003each 	 2 

, 	Made 	in  	1 	& 1 	1 	@ 25,000 	level 	 1 

I 	Range 	 • 	million 	 i 

Only 	C) nlY $70, 
Maximum 	 Will 	syn- 	$ 10 	$ 1 	 000 	left 	Indefinite 	I 

$, 
? 	Investment 	4o 	limit 	$175,000 	500,000 	No 	limit 	 <H 	 10 eat° 	million 	million 	W

000 
vailabl, to invest 

•' 	Lu ns_ider.ed 	 Prefer Combina- 	 Con. 	deb. atioi 	 tion 	of 	Equity 	Equity 	4 	
incoe 	 Income .ombin 	 m 	Debt & • , 	•carIng 	warrants 

Form of 	of CdUlty 	Equity' 	Equity 	equity, 	 warrants 	Open 	bearing, 	 o 

Investing 	and debt 	 conver- 	 debt or 	
warrants „d 	 options  

	

. 	preferred tible 	deb 	 stock 	
, 

	

. 	 Warrants_ 	  .nption 	 , 
- 	-• 	 Prefer 	 • 	Any , 23% 	 25-55% 	10-30% Do 	not 	Do not 	 No Equity 	 Require 	Require 	 Initial 	 & 	13% 	in 	2-40% 	currently 	(legal 	man require 	require 	 60-100% Preferred 	 , 	control 	control 	con 1 r° 1 	 iFuji nt 

control 	control 	 control 	 Pest  _ 	_____ 	......._ 	_____ ._ 	 .es 	for
. 	Yes
me 	 Yes 	

. Yes,heavy 	 ; 
Provide 	Manage- 	 involvel, 	n 	Yes 	: 

Yes 	 • Yes 	 los 	 ti many ment Services 	
Yes 	Yes 	iort d 

	 .a.1.1 2aunti cu 	 . 

Y 	 Y 	
Yes, cash 

	

es 	 es
•Charge 	for 

	

les 	
variable 	 f co  NO 	. . 	 Yes 	No 	No 	or equity 	Yes 	 No 

Services 
,_. 	  

Current 	
20 	

5 	2 	 3 	 8 	 3 	 2 	 .3 	 2 	 7 

Investments 	 6 
• 

• . 
Average -  Invesment 	

3100,000 	$250,000 	$200,000 	$100,000 	$500,000 	•500,000 	$500,000 	$10,000 	$180,000 	" 
t  

5 times 	 15-20% 	for 25% com- 	 30% com-  	 Large 10% . 	20% 	10% 	 2 	 in 2 year 	 5 	years Return 	. 	 pounded 	 pounded 
Expected 	annually 	annually 	annually 	militia 	, 	times 

. 	›tr-iirrilion 
'art of 

$ 	 .ndef.amt. 
Available 	for. 	 $1.1 	 l.rge 	$62, 	 or 	Ventures000 	$70,000 

:. million llion 	, 	ponl  Investments 	 million 	  
All 	 $400,000 

Currently 	 $700,000 	 av 	

. 

ailable 	 , 	.1,070,000 	$52,000 	$ 375,000 	in 	ventures 
Invested 

_ 	 Part time 	
1 	 '- People 	 5 	 2 	 8 	 5 	 2 	 3 	 1 	from port- 	1 	 . 

Involved 	 folio__  	 . 
- 	-- 	 . 	 1 

Profitable 	 85% 	25% 	 80% 	, 	 33% 	 (large) 	 40% 

1 	(small) 10% .  33%  . 1 Unprofitabl'e 	 5% 	25% 	 20%  
	 off  

Breakeven 	 50% 	 ' 	34% 	 50% 

• 
No  Sell 	before 	No 	No 	 No 	 No 	Yes 	No 	No 	 No 	

Yes 

	

! . f 4111.(L..!_111L._ 	.. ._ 	
. 

• 

Timing 	of 	3-5 	year 	à 	years  	 7 	years 	5•years 	 2 years '  	3-5 	yearn 
Public..Issue 

Yes,heavi 
Will 	Insert 	Yes 	Yes 	 Yes 	Yes 	' 	Yes 	Yes 	Yes 	› 	Yes 	Yes 	involved 	

y 	N. 
 

Management 	 -le—noma”-,. 

Impression   of 	 Reasonahl 	Unfami- 	thif.i- Unfami, Unfavour 	Unfavour- 	 Favour- 	 familiar 	liar 	liar Government 	 Excellen' 	Excellen 	 liar Assistance 	 able 	able 	 able 
Programs 	._ _____ _____ 	__----- 	 

	

Yes 	Yes 	Yes Yes 	Yes 	 None 	None 	None Used 	Government 	 A.A.A. 	O.D.C. 	P.A.I.T. 	 ' None P.A.1.T. Assistance 	 . 	P 
 Pro
.A . 1 . T . D.R.E . .E. 

	

grams 	 1.R.D.I.A 
export 	De 	. 
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'TABLE 2 (çontinu'ed) 

Company 	 45 	 46 	 47 - 	• 	4e 	 49 	 so 

	

.. 	 

Started 	. 	1972(1ate) 	1972(1t) 	 1972(late) 	197: (1 ote) 	early 	1973 

, 	 . 	 _ 	expansion' 
lJill 	invest 	•ny 	stage 	start-up. 	develdp- 	start-up 	any 	stage 	if 	turnaround 
in 	 depends.en 	develop- 	, 	ment 	• 	develop- 	opportunities 	acqu i s i t i ons  

pi ofitabi- 	. 	ment •- 	 • ment- 	exist 	 • 

' 	lity 	- 	expansion  

Industries 	Telecom- 	oil .  6 	gas 	- food 	high 	secondary 
Preferred 	munications 	' 	' 	- 	agriculture 	tech- 	industry 	 none 

oil 	service 	nology  

Industries 	 -- 	-- 	-- 	. 	
- none 

Avbided 

Other 	 -- 	 small, 
Preferences 	 high tech- 

nology, 
young  

Areas 	 None 	 Alberta/ 	Ontario, 	• 	B.C. 	B.C.
•Preferred 	 B.C. • 	U.S.West 	 Alberta 	- 	Canada  

Coast, 	. 	, 
Germany  

Areas 	 low 	 Outside 	 • 	No under- ; 	Outside 	Outside 	Outsia 	, 
AVoided .. 	market 	• 	Alberta/ 	developed - 	B.C. 	west 	 Canada 

potential 	: 	BC. 	. 	cbuntries 	 Canada 	• 	V U.S. 
Range 	of 	.- 	 250K- ' 	10-20 1( 	none 
Investments 	 SOOK 	-20-50K 	Ye, 	none, yet, 

50-100K 	 entire 	- 	
• 	• 50,000-100,000 

100,000-,250,000 
• 	 100,250K 	 range 	250,000-500,000 

250,500K 	•  

Investments 	- 	 3 	 3 	 consid- 
made 	in, 	, 	 4 	 'ering 	 none yet 
range 	 1 	 20-SOK 	 - 

2 
1  

Maximum 	259,000 	500,000 	- 	•  250k- 	SOK 	 depends 
Investment 	 SOOK 	L 	 on situa 	 $500,000 
Considered 	 . 	 -- 	tion 

Form of 	equity 	common • 	• 	'common 	. 	common 	common 	 - 	all 	tormS, 
Investing 	 warrants.: 	aonver- 	conver- 	cenver- 	 - but depends 

options 	. 	tible 	' 	.tible 	- tible 	 on 	situation 
Dept.  

Equity 	linority 	Minority 	Prefer 	Kinority 	Minority 
Preferred 	 minority 	20-40% 
Provide 	. 
Management 	Yes 	 o - 	 Yes 	 Yes 	Yes 	 YeS 
Service  
Charge for 	 Yes 
services- 	.o 	 No 	 Maybe 	 o 	 No 	 , 
Current 	. 	

. 	
None yet 

Investments 	- 	 3 	 2 . 	 None - 	None  
Average 	- 	- 	 400 1( 	. 	100K 	 - 	 -- 	. Investment 
Return 	. 	 high 	 20% Min. 	 .. 3 	times 

Expected 	0%- 	• 	 per 	yr, • 	 • 	in 	5 'yrs. 

S-8 	Yrs.  
Nvailable 

I 	 - 	$F,000,000 -or 	 . 
Investments 	$5M 	• 	$4M 	. S 1M  	60K 	Large  

rCurrently 	 None 	- 
Invested - 	$300K 	$250K 	 none  

People 	 2 
Involved - 	3 	 3 	 6 	 5  

-20% 
Profitable 	 7 	,- 

Unprofitable 	 2 	 - 	 20-30% 

Breokeven - 

,Sell' before 	 No 	

_ 	 _. 	 50-60% 

J 	 Yes qmiblic 	-- 
I issue 
: liming 	of 	. 
Public 	' 	4 	yrs. 	3-5 	Yeers 	2-Yrs. 	 6' months 	'-:,- 	7 -- 1 .0 yrs. 	- 

' 	is,.ue 	 5 - YearS 	-  

eri, 	Insert No. 
.Manapement   	No 	 NO 	 Yes -. 	 , - 

Impression -  0 1 	good • 	> ad 	 goe-a iot 	small-- 	gbliTcl 

Government 	 nisincss 

Assistance 	• 	
. 	 . 	oriented 	 - Good 

Programs . 

Used. 
es,in 	other Government 	 . 	 . 	

(0.,1n
Yes Assistance 	Yes 	Uo 	. 	 Yes 	 Yes 	 nrens 



TABLE 3 

NUMBER OF INVESTMENTS  IN  VARIOUS STAGES 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

TOTAL 	CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO' 	AMERICAN 

CONCEPT 	7 	5 

START UP 	15 	10.5 

DEVELOPMENT 	21 	• 15 

EXPANSION 	47 	33 

TURNAROUND 	15 	10.5 

ACQUISITION 	36 	26 

	

g 	% 

	

5 	6 

	

11 	12.5 

	

12 	13.5 

	

29 	33 

	

11 	12.5 

	

20 	22.5 

g 	g 	% 

2 	4 	10 	3,5 

4 	7.5 	22 	7,5 

	

9 	17 	73 	25 

	

18 	34 	141 	42 

	

4 	7.5 	19 	6,5 

	

16 	30 	29 	9.5 

TOTALS 	141 88 	53 	294 

NOTE 	TOTALS MAY NOT AGREE WITH NUMBERS OF FIRMS DUE TO MULTIPLE ANSWERS' OMITTED ANERS, ETC 

SAMPLE SIZE: 	TOTAL CANADIAN = 50 
ONTARIO = 25 

OUTSIDE ONTARIO• = 25 
AMERICAN 	= 11 



TOTAL  •  CANADA ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTABIO  

7. 	1 	# 

7 	12.1 0 

	

17 	293 	10 	3L3 

	

16 	27.6 	_ 8 	25 

	

5 	8.6 	3 	9.4 

4 6.9 25 

15.5 9.4 

TOTALS 	136 	78• 32 - 58 

TABLE 4 

STAGES IN WHICH SUPPLIERS WILL INVEST  

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

	

# 	% 	# 	% 

CONCEPT 	19 	14 	12 	153  

START UP 	23 	16.9 	19 	24 3  

DEVELOPMENT 	32 	23.5 	15 	19.2 

EXPANSION 	32 	•  23.5 	16 	20.5 

TURNAROUND 	11 	8,1 	6 	• 7.6 

ACQUISITION 	19 	14 	H  10 	12.8 



TABLE 5 

INDUSTRIES PREFERRED BY SUPPLIERS 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

TOTAL 	CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO 	AMERICAN 

	

e 	% 
	 •e 	% 	e 	% 
	

•e 	7 

NO PREFERENCE 	28 	42 	17 	52 	11 	32 	5 	31 

HIGH TECHNOLOGY 	16 	24 	8 	24 	8 	23 	10 	62 

MINING/NATURAL RESOURCES 	5 	7.4 	1 	3 	4 	12 

REAL ESTATE 	3 	4.4 	2 	6 	1 	3 

MANUFACTURING/COMMERCIAL 	5 	7.4 	3 	9 	2 	6 	1 	7 

SERVICE 	4 	6 	1 	3 	3 	9 

TRANSPORTATION 	1 	1.4 	0 	0 	1 	3 

OTHER 	 5 	7.4 	1 	3 	4 	12 

TOTALS 	67 • 	33 	34 	16 



# 	% 	# 

NONE 

REAL ESTATE 

MINING/NATURAL REsouRcEs 2 

HIGHJECHNOLOGY .  6 

MANUFACTURING 	1 

MERCHANDISING 	, 2 

OTHER 	 3 

56,5 

13.2 

4.4 

13.2 

2.2 

4.4 

6,6 

12 	48.0 

4 	16.0 

2 	8 

LL 	16 

0 	0 

2 	8 

1 	4 

a/ 
/o 

26 

6 

25 TOTALS 146 

# 
14 	66.6 î 	4 	67 

2 	9.6 

•0 	0 

2 	9,6 

•1 	4.8 

0 	0 

2 	9.6 

21 

7 7 

TABLE 6 •  

•INDUSTRIES AVOIDED BY SUPPLIERS 

TOTAL 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE. 	ONTARIO AMERICAN 



10 32 64 	32 TOTALS 

/ 

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS PREFERRED BY SUPPLIERS 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

TOTAL 	CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO AMERICAN 

% 

B.C. 	6 	9.4 	i 	2 	6.2 

PRAIRIES 	3 	4.7 	' 	1 	3,1 

ONTARIO 	13 	20.3 	9 	28.1 

QUEBEC 	5 	7:8 	1 	3.1 

MARITIMES 	0 	0 	0 	0 

U,S. 	4 	6.3 	2 	6,2 

CANADA 	7 	10.9 	4 	12,4 

NORTH AMERICA 	7 	10.9 	3 	9.3 

No PREFERENCE 	16 	25 	9 	28.1 

OTHER 	3 	4 .7 	1 	3.1 

% 	g 	% 

4 	12.6 

2 	6.3• 

4 	12.6 

4 	12.6 

0 	0 

2 	6,3 	4 	40 

3 	9.4 

4 	12.6 	3 	30 

7 	21.9 	2 	20 

2 	6.3 	1 

% 	g 



TABLE 8 

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS AVOIDED BY SUPPLIERS 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

TOTAL 	CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE  • 	ONTARIO 	AMERICAN 

% 	# 	# 	# 	% 

NONE 	29 	617 	16 	66,6 	13 	56.5 	4 	3E.4 

OUTSIDE CANADA 	2 	4.2 	2 	8.3 	0 	0 

NOT EASILY ACCESSIBLE 	6 	12.6 	2 	8.3 	4 	17.4 	7 	E3,6 

QUEBEC/MARITIMES 	3 	6.4 	3 	12,5 	0 	0 	' 

OUTSIDE NORTH AMERICA 	2 	4.2 	1 	4.2 	1 	4,3 

CANADA 	1 	2.1 	0 	0 	1 	4.3 

OTHER 	4 	8.4 	0 	0 	4 	17,4 

TOTALS 	47 	24 	23 	• 	11 



TABLE 9 

RANGE OF INVESTMENTS($000) 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

TOTAL 	CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO 	AMERICAN 

	

# 	% 	# 	% 

	

5-10 	9 	6 	4 	4.7

•11-20 	• 	12 	8 	5 	5.8 

	

21-50 	17 	11.3 	8 	9.4 

	

51-100 	24 	16 	12 	14.2 

	

101-250 	35 	23.3 	21 	24.7 

	

251-500 	27 	18 	18 	21,1 

	

501-1000 	18 	12 	12 	14.1 

>1000 	• 	8 	5.3 	5 	5.8 

	

5 	7.7 

	

7 	10.8 

	

9 	13.8 

	

12 	18.5 

	

• 14 	21.5 

	

9 	13.8 

	

6 	9.2 

	

3 	4.6 

2 	6,9 

6 	20,7 

7 	24,1 

7 	24.1 

5 	17,2 

6.9 

TOTALS 	150 85 	65 	29 



# 

	

5-  10 	7 

• 11 - 	20 	9 

	

21-  50 	15 

	

51 -:1O0 	13 

	

101 - 250 	18 

	

251 - 500 	16 

	

501 -1O00 	7 

	

1000 	4 

53 88 TOTALS 	141 ,294 

TABLE 10 

NUVBER OF INVESTMENTS IN RANGE ($000) 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION. OF SUPPLIER 

TOTAL 	CANADA- . 	.ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO 	AMERICAN 

--NUMBER OF INVESTMENTS MADE IN RANGE ENCLOSED - BY BRACKETS, 



6 	66.6 

2 	22.2 

1 11.1 

20 	21 	 9 41 TOTALS 

TABLE 11 

MAXIMUM INVESTMENT CONSIDERED ($000) 

. GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OFs  SUPPLIER  
TOTAL 	CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO 	AMERICAN 

WILL SYNDICATE 	 1 	2.4 
<200 	 4 	s 	9.8 

200 — 500 	 16 	39 

501 — 1000 	 9 	22 

> 1000 	 11 	26,8  

	

0 	1 	4.8 

2 	10 	2 	9.6

•  6 	30 	10 	47.6 

6 	30 	3 	14.4

• 6 	30 	5 	23.8 



%i#% 	# # 	% 

8 2 

0 

45 59 TOTALS 	104 — 25 

TABLE 12 

FORM OF INVESTMENT PREFERRED BY . SUPPLIERS 

GEOGRAPH I CAL  LOCATI O N  OF SUPPLIER  
TOTAL 	•  CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTS I D E 	ONTAR I 0 	AMER I CAN 

	

11 	18.6 

	

13 	22 

	

7 	11,8 

	

23 	38.9 

	

5 	8.4 

0 

	

12 	• 	26.7 	6 	24 

	

7 	15.6 	5 	20 

	

5 	11.1 	3 	12 

	

17 	37.8 	9 	36 

2 	4.4 

2 	4.4 

DEBENTURES 	 23 	22.1 

CONVERTIBLE DEBENTURES 	20 	19.2 

WARRANTS 	 12 	11.5 

Eau ITY 	 40 	38.4 

OPTIONS 	 • 	7 	6,7 

OTH ER 	 2 	1,9 0 



TABLE 13 

AMOUNT OF EQUITY PREFERRED BY SUPPLIERS 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

TOTAL 	CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO 	AMERICAN ' 

# 	% - I # 	% 	# 	% 	# 	% 

MINoRITY 	36 	76.6 	16 	66,7 	20 	•  87 	1 	8 • 	72.7 

CONTROLLING 	10 	21.3 	7 	29,2 	3 	13 	3 	27.3 

DEPENDS 	1 	2,1 	1 	•  4,2 	0 	0 	0  

TOTALS  •. 	47 	 21 	23 	 11 



TABLE 14 

PROVIDE MANAGEMENT SERVICE 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 
TOTAL 	CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	 •  ONTARIO AMER ICAN 

YES 	 39 	86.7 

No 	 4 	4.4 

MAYBE 	 2 	8.8 

TOTALS 	45 

	

# 	% 	# 	% 	# 	%

• 

	

22 	95.7 	17 	77.3 	10 	91

• 

	

1 	4.3 	3 	13.6 	1 	9 

	

0 	0 	2 	9J 	0 	0 

	

23 	 22 11 



CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO AMER  ICAN  TOTAL 

# 	% 	# 

TABLE 15 

CHARGE FOR SERVICE 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

YES 	32 	69.6 	17 , 73.9 	15 	65.2 	• 	 4 	40 

No 	• 	• 	14 	30.4 	6 	26.1 	8 	34.8 	6 	rj 

TOTALS 	46 	23 	23 	10 



TABLE 16 

NUMBER OF CURRENT INVESTMENTS 

GEOSRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

TOTAL 	CANADA 	ONTARIO  • 	OUTSID E 	ONTARIO 	AMERICAN 

# 	 • 	. 7. 	#•. 

0 - 5 	 18 	48.6 	11 	57.8 	7 	38.9 

	

' 	50 

	

6 - 10 	 10 	27 	Li 	21 	6 	33,3 

11 - 20 • 	 5 	13.5 	1 	5 5 2 	4 	- 	2202 	3 	30 

	

21 - 30 	 3 	8.1 	2 	10.4 	1 	5.6 	1 	10

• 

	

>30 	 1 	2 .7 	1 • 5.2 	0 	• 0 • 	1 	10 

TOTALS 	37 	19 	18 	10 



0 - 100 

101 - 200 

201 - 300 

301 - 400 

>'400  

TOTALS 

TOTAL CANADA 

5 	18.5 

9 	33.3 

6 	22.2 

2 	7. •  

5 	18.5 

TABLE 17 

AVERAGE SIZE OF INVESTMENT ($000) 

27 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

	

ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO 

	

% 	# 

2 	12.5 

7 	43.7 

5 	31.2 

6.2 

1 	6,2 

16 

3 	27.3 

2 	18.2 

1 	9.1 

1 	9.1 

4 	36.4 

11 

AMER  ICAN  

# 	% 

4 	40 

2 	20 

4 	40 

10 

a 



TABLE 18 

AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR .INVESTMENT ($000,000) 

GEOGRA PH ICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER  
TOTAL 	CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTS IDE 	ONTARIO 	AMER ICAN 

•# 	% 	# 	% 	# 	% 	# 	% 

.< 1 	 7 	25.9 	2 	16.6 	5 	33.3 

1 - 3 	 6 • 	22.2 	4•33.2 	2 	•  13.3 

3 - 5 	 5 	18.5 	0 	0 	5 	33.3 

5 - 10 	 1 	3 	1 	8.3 	0• 

10 - 20 	 2 	7.4 	2 	16.6 	0 

> 20 	 6 	22,6 	3 	25, 	3 	20. 

1 	33.3 

1 	33.3 

33.3 

TOTALS 	27 	 ,. i.:  



TABLE 19 

AMOUNT CURRENTLY INVESTED 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

TOTAL 	•  CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO 	AMERICAN 

% 	# 

0 - 200($000) 	4 	21.1 	2 	22.2 	2 	20 	1 	20 

	

201 - 500 	5 	26.3 	1 	11.1 	4 	40 

	

501 - 1000 	3 	15.8 	1 	11.1 	2 	20 

1 - 5($000,000) • 	4 	21.2 	2 	22.2  1 2 	20 	2 	40 

	

5 - 10 	2 	10.6 	2 	22.2 	0 	0 	1 	20 

>10 	1 	5.3 	1 	11.1 	0 	• 	0 	1 	20 

TOTALS 	19 

Tr 

10 • 

_ . 	- 



GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

	

ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO 

# 	% 

2 	•18.2 

2 	18.2 

5 	45.6 	u: 

2 	18.2 

5 	2018 	3 

7 	29.1 	H 5 

4 	16.6 	6 

3 	12.5 	4 

LL 16.6 	2 

1 	4.2 	3 

13 

21.7 

26 

17.4 

8.7 

AMER  ICAN  

# 	• 	%. 

TOTALS 47 	24 	23 11 

V 
 

TABLE 20 

NUMBER OF PEOPLE INVOLVED 

TOTAL 	.CANADA 

1 	8 	17 

2 	12 	25.5 

3 	10 	2L3 

4 	7 	12,8 

5 	6 	12.8 

5 	4 	10.6 



9 10 19 TOTALS 

TABLE 21 

PERCENT OF INVESTMENTS PROFITABLE 

TOTAL 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO AMER  ICAN  

33% 	 3 	15.9 	2 	20 	, 	1 	11. 1 	1 

40 	 4 	21 2 2 	1 	10 	3 	33.3 

50 	 2 	10.6 	0 	0 	2 	22.2 DU 	L 	1U A 0 	U 	U 	L 	LL.L. 

60 	 1 	5.3 	1 	10 	0 	0 

70 	 4 	21,1 	3 	30 	' 1 	11.1 

70 	 5 	26.5 	1 3 	30 	1 2 	22,2• 



e. 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER' 
ONTARIO. 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO TOTAL 	• CANADA AMERICAN 

# 

80 

10% 

10 - 20 

20 - 30 

30 - 40 

40 - 50 

TABLE 22 

PERCENT OF INVESTMENTS UNPROFITABLE 

% 	# 	% 

	

1 	5.2 	1 	10 

	

10 	52.6 	5 	50

• 

	

3 	15.8 	1 • 	10 

	

4 	21 	2 	20 

	

1 	5.2 	1 	10 

# 	% 

0 

5 	55.5 

2 	22.2 

2 	22,2 

TOTALS 	19 	10 



5 	71,4 

0 

2 	28,6 

0 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO TOTAL 

# 	% 

3 	42,9 

14.3 

1 	14,3 

2 	28,6 

7 7 	 6 - 	TOTALS 	14 

TABLE 23 

10 - 20% 

20 - 30 

30 - 40 

40 - 50 

PERCENT OF INVESTMENTS BREAK EVEN 

8 	57,1 

1 	7,1 

3 	21,3 

2 	14,2 

AMER  ICAN  

4 	66.6 

2 	33.3 



35.1 

64.9 

TABLE 24 

SELL BEFORE PUBLIC • ISSUE  

TOTAL 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTS IDE 	ONTARIO 	AMER I CAN 

YES 	 13

•No 	 24 

# 

	

7 	41.2 

	

10 	58.8 

	

6 	30 

	

14 	70 

# 	% 

7 	70 

3 	30 

TOTALS 	37 17 	• 	20 	• 	 10 



TOTALS 33 1 14 19 

TABLE 25 

TIMING OF PUBLIC ISSUE 

TOTAL 
#  

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

CANADA 	ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO 

% 	# % Jo 

AMERICAN 

ASAP 	3 	9.1 	2 	14 3 	1 	5.3 

3 - 5 YRS 	21 	63.6 	7 	50 • 	14 	• 	73 7  

5 - 7 	4 	12.1 	3 	21.4 	1 	5,3 

7 

 

-10 	1 	3.0 	1 	5.3 

NO POLICY 	4 	12.1 	2 	14.3 	2 	10.6 

100 



YES • 

OCCAS I ONALLY 

63.6 

22 7  

52,4 

47.6 

# 	% 

7 	63.6 

4 	36.4 

0 

TABLE 26 

WILL INSERT MANAGEMENT 

TOTAL 	• CANADA 
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER ;  

ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTAR I 0 AMER ICAN 

TOTALS 

	

# 	 # 

	

25 	• 	58.1 	14 

	

15 	34.9 	5 

	

3 	7.0 

	

43 	 22 

11 

10 

0 

21 11 

3 	13,6 



0 
5 	55.6 
4 	44.4 

TABLE 27 

IMPRESSION OF GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

AMERICAN TOTAL 	CANADA 	ONTARIO 

% 	# 	70  

OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO 

GOOD 	. . 	12 	30.8 	8 	42,1 

BAD 	 13 	33.3 	6 	31.6 

No COMMENT 	 14 	35.9 1± 	26.3 

TOTALS 	39 19 20 



AMERICAN 

6 	60 

40 

TABLE 28 

USED GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

YES 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF SUPPLIER 

ONTARIO 	OUTSIDE 	ONTARIO 

TOTALS 

TOTAL  • 	CANADA 

# 	% 

22 	'58 

16 	42 

38 

# 	%  1  # 

	

11 	55 

	

9 	45 

20 

	

11 	61,1 

	

7 	38,9 

18 10 



CHAPTER II 

THE USERS OF VENTURE CAPITAL IN CANADA 

Introduction  

This chapter summarizes a study of users of venture 

capital in Canada, undertaken during the fall of 1972 and.spring 

of 1973. The objective of this phase of the study is to com-

plement the study of the supply side. The methodology in this 

phase of the study was to identify users and potential users of 

venture capital and question them on their experience in raising 

such capital and, where applicable, in obtaining grants and loans 

from government programs. These companies were scattered across 

Canada and in various industries, although the emphasis was prob-

ably on high technology firms (i.e., firms which had an innovative, 

patentable product) as they were the most likely candidates for 

venture capital. 

The Sample  

The population of firms for this study was gathered from 

many sources. The first source was venture capital suppliers whom 

we interviewed. Many of these venture capital firms were loathe 

to disclose names of user firms, both in which they had and had 

not invested funds. They were willing to give us names only in 

a list which they suggested we might contact, with no information 

as to whether or not they had invested in them. However, many 

venture capital firms would not disclose any companies which they 

had considered. The second source of company names was firms 

which had obtained funds from government grant and loan programs. 
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Names,of, these corapanies are published in the Public.Accetints of 

Canada and in variouS-other government documents available to 

the public. In addition, we obtained from  the  Department of In-

dustry, Trade  and  Commerce a list of names of firms which we 

should contact, àgain without knowing whether or not they had 

ebtained funds - . The third  source for company names was friends 

and acquaintances and other contacts. . 

The vast majoritY'of firms contacted had some experience 

with government grant and loan programs. The Tables contairire-

suits for a sample of approximately 90 of these firms. We also 

asked these firms for their definition-of venture capital. The 

common reply was equity participation in the buSiness . rather than 

debt and equity as eMphasized by venture capital suppliers. Thé 

entrepreneurs eVidently did not consider, debt as venture capital, 

especially secured debt. The other common aspect of the definit-

ions gathered was "for starting new ventures or.eXpanding existing 

but young companies". This seemed to indicate that venture cap-. 

 ital as defined by the users was aimed more at the start-up phase 

than was evident in  the replies of venture Capital suppliers. 

This was alse supported by the fact that most of these companies 

claimed that they had obtained, their start-up capital from f,riends, 

acquaintances and privateindividuals, rather than venture capital 

companies. Some  of theSe firms thought we should include public 

financing, that is à public issue, as venture capital, although. 

they agreed with our definition,and.the fact.that public financing 

available only te larger new.ventures,and depends heavily on the 

economic conditions at the time. 
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Once we detected user companies, we sent them an enquiry 

. asking whether they would be willing to participate in our study 

and detailing what our objectives Were. If the firm agreed to 

cooperate, we sent them a questionnaire asking I various questions 

concerning their role in venture capital. • The questionnaire was 

similar to the supplier questionnaire pretested on several companies 
I 

before actual use. 	It was divided into two sections, the first 

including questions which were easily answered, usually in num-

erical form and the second asked what we consider contentious 

or controversial questions. To discuss these questions, we had 

a follow-up interview with as many of these companies as possible. 

Examples'of this type of question_would be what requirements were 

given in a proposai for venture capital and what should be the 

role of government in the provision of venture capital in Canada. 

Survey Results  

The results of this survey are summarized in the Tables. 

We shall also discuss responses to interview questions which 

are not reported in these Tables and shall attempt to summarize 

the data contained therein. The company definition of •venture 

capital confirmed our earlier definitions as we have stated. 

It is obvious, however, that users consider venture capital as 

mainly equity and primarily oriented towards start-up and young 

companies. The suppliers had considered venture capital more 

for the purpose of expansion of established companies. 

Many of the users had used outside references and found 

them very useful in referring them to sources of capital. These 



references were primarily froffi bankers, accountants. and 	 • 

lawyers. • However, us.ers suggested that they had ho -on ro- 

ferred bY other venture 'capitalists to those venture capitalists 

with whom they had eventually negotiated to Obtain funds. In 

addition, uhderWriters and investment dealers . were very useful 

in referring entrepreneurs who «maid not qualify for a public 

issue to private venture capital companies. Many of thèse 

did . so  without charging finder's'fees. ' In several instances, 

the federal Department of Tndustry, Trado and Commercehad 

been a useful reference to private soùrces. Users had a Yery 

low opinion of finders who charged a 5% fee for their referral. 

User Complaints  

The overriding experience evident in users and potential 

users of venture capital is disappointment with the attitude of 

venture capital firms in terms of the high cost they charged for 

their funds and in the narrowness of the preferences which these 

venture capital companies exhibited. •dmittedly, much of the 

criticism comes from firms which were refused capital on legit-

imate grounds. But much of the criticism was• aimed at the fact 

that the funds were not available for their type of business or 

for a company as young as theirs. Another common comment was 

that the venture capitalists were "looking for more glamour" than 

their particular firm exhibited. A different complaint from users 

- was:that venture capitalists - :were primarily financial - eXperts and 

did not  have  the - technical background to evaluate their particular 

company; 'especiaIlYif it was - oriented to high technology. 



The common problem facing both venture capital supplier 

and user was disagreement on the value of the firm and on how 

much of that firm should be offered in return for a venture  cap-

ital investment. This is to be expected since entrepreneurs tend 

to be very optimistic about the prospects for their firm whereas 

venture capitalists tend to be pessimistic, based on the previous 

history or ''track recôrd",of the firm. Much  of the criticism of 

the high cost of funds undoubtedly results from this disagreement 

over the value of the firm. The venture capitalist demands a much 

larger share of the equity that the user thinks he should receive, 

and the user is Unwilling to offer it. 

Locating Sources  

Many of the companies studied, particularly those located 

in areas other than Canada's three largest cities, complained that 

it was nearly impossible to locate sources from which venture cap-

ital is available. 	It was one of our earlier conclusions that 

venture capital.companies maintained a very low profile and had 

infornal screening mechanisms to reduce the number of companies 

which approached them for funds. Several of the suppliers went 

so far as to say that they talked to firms only which had been 

referred to them by personal contacts and would not talk to any-

one that'simply walked in the door. . So it is possibly a legitimate 

complaint of venture capital seekers that they face great difficul-, 

ty in finding and approaching a venture capital firm. 

The users claimed that an intensive investigation, of their 

company was performed before they could qualify for venture capital 
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and in Many cases thé resùlt of this investigation Was thé re-_ 

jection of their reqùést for venture capital.-' When asked if 

- they thought ,management was a signifiCant Variable laCking  in 

 their firm, most_of the entrepreneurs feit that  venture capital 

-• companies Wére using that  as an  excuse, but usera did not gener-

:ally agree. It seems reasonablé to presume that,entrepreneurs 

: would. not admit that their firm was lacking  in  management. It : 

was a common response that a propesal to obtain venture capital. 
- 	- 	- 

should obtain financial data, both historical .and pro forma, the 

. reason for the funds, an assessment for the market of the firm!s 

product or service, description of, the organization and management 

- involved in the firM, and à company history. -  Most  users -complained 

that venture capitalists.expected a profitable, track  record for 

the firm before they would invest. 

:Where funds were obtained it -was seldom less than the 2 

amount requested and Plans-were cut baèk to match tbe_funds 

availablé. A common reply from those who received,insufficient 

fùnds was that capital expenditùres were often financed out 

of working capital; So that these firmS merely fell into .more 

- 	of a bind for working capital. 

Common and preferred shares were issued most often in ex- - 

change for venture capital. Convertible debentures seemed to be 

the most common form of debt used; however, bonds and debentures 

with warrants and options to buy common or some other equity 

"sweetners" were often used 	Other securities usually required 

were personal notes and mortgages even on property other than that 

of the business. 	In general, the venture capitalist wanted the 



entrepreneur to have used as - mUch of his own credit and to be as 

heavily extended in terms of other sources of funds as possible, 

It was normal that as much collateral as was available should be 

pledged -to the venture capital . ist, even  when  common stock was the 

vehicle used. ,  

Expensive Terms 	• 

The most common criticism by users was that the terms as-

sociated with the investment of funds were too expensive and too 

restrictive.  The  high rate on the debt and preferred stock in 

addition to the large equity holding in their firm which was re- . 

quired were common sources of compl. aints, as .  illustrated in Table 

In addition, the covenants . placed on the provision of such 

capital as  outlined in the earljer se,ction were found to be con- 
• •  

straining the activities of .the_entrepreneurs,. These included 
. 	• 	•-! 

restriction of capital expenditures, diyidends, salaries and any 
• : 	. 	: 	- 

capital outflow from the firm, employment contracts of management, 

first right on future financing, and member of the Board of, . 

Directors. Control over the purse strings by the venture capital-

ists was not very popular amongst the entrepreneurs. . 

The reasons given for refusal were usually viability of 

the venture, uniqueness of the collateral available, which could 

not be used for other purposes, lack of management experience in . 

the company and location. The viability reason usually came for 

start-ups or particularly young companies. 

Additional reasons given for their complaints of restrict-

ive and binding provisions included the right to acquire. control 



if plans did not develop, having to operate under a fixed budget 

with no provision for contingencies, and the constant review and 

monitoring which the venture capital company did. The frequency 

of these performance conditions is illustrated by Table 23. All 

of the firms refused or refusing capital had such conditions pro-

posed. Many of the entrepreneurs resented the interference of 

the venture capital company in the actual management of their 

firm. In our opinion, the typical entrepreneur is particularly 

independent, wants to run his own show, and does not appreciate 

the interference of outside parties. Many of them had refused cap-

ital from some sources as illustrated by Table 24. 

The users stated that the venture capital companies pro-

vided all sorts of additional services to their firm varying from 

advice as necessary to required financial and marketing planning 

for the company (Tables 27 and 28). The latter type of con-

sulting was done for a fee by the venture capital company or its 

management subsidiary. Many of the venture capital users resented 

this type of service, especially when they had to pay an additional 

amount for it. 

Perhaps the most important question asked during our study 

was "What are the most difficult stages to try to obtain financ-

ing?" Persons responding to this question concentrated almost 

strictly on the initial growth period of the company from start-

up to the first two years of its operation. In general, the 

earl); yars of the company before a track record was established 

and before market penetration could be achieved were by far the 

most difficult in which to obtain funds. This result tends to 

confirm the decision reached earlier that venture capital in 



Canada is available primarily for expansion of established com-

panies rather than for start-up or initial operation. The fact 

that the user company does not have a history of profitable op-

eration usually prevents it from obtaining funds not only from 

banks and other low risk lenders but from venture capital coin: 

panies as well. The early results for a firm are seldom highly 

profitable so that the most of these firms cannot raise venture 

capital in the early years. 

Many of the entrepreneurs observed that there was limited 

venture capital available in Cariada and what was available was 

limited to specific geographical areas and for particular types 

of investment. The second most important area which we invest-

igated for these user companies concerned their perception of 

their own strengths and weaknesses of these user companies. The 

.replies to the strengths question was typically a good management 

team, superior product, innovative and flexible organization and 

overall integrated company planning. The most common weakness 

stated by all of these companies was'in the limited capital avail-

able for growth and the difficulty of growing rapidly within the 

Canadian market. But the prevailing weakness stated by nearly 

all of these companies was their inability to raise long-term 

• capital as required. 

Government Role  

The final issue addressed in the questionnaire was whether 

the government could have assisted them in finding sources of 

capital (Tables 32 and 33). It was the opinion of most of these 



companies-that the governMent ptograms should, - at the Minimum, 

act as a referral service to private source..sef capital. They 

do net do so currently. Users were critical of the Industrial 

Development Bank and its activities as a conservative bank'rather 

than àS - a. small business lender. ManY'usersstiggested Changing 

the Bank Act so that the-banks could provide - funds te small 

businesses in Canada by means other than secured.loans, However, 

.the most common sUggestien was that the government.should serve 

as a "clearing house" for borrowers'and lendetS attempting 

get togethet in the venture capital atena. 

Additional discussion of the,TabIes: is also in cirder . . ,, 

The user companies varied widelYjn terms  of  their size  but in 
. 

general their annual sales were léSs than'five million dollars, 

as illustrated in Table 4. 'In''faC't — 'tiWMjcit'itY of them were 

under about two million dollar's In sàleS.. Mcist cif them perceive 

their firms as technologicallj-  baSécrand technolegically 

innovative, as the data 'shows in'TableS'7' - and 8. 

Initial Financing  

Many of the companies stated that the original capital had 

been provid'ed entirely bYthe founders themselves, as 'shown in 

Table 10. All cf the comPanie's investigated were started with 

finahcing from individnals and small groups rather than funds 	' 

nroyided by a venture capital firm. 	 • 

.About 67%-of these firms, as indicated bY Table 11, had 

approached  venture  Capitalists for 'funds but few'had been success-

ful 'in obtaining capital'. l2elatively few' of them could list- 
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many venture capital companies in Canada (Table 12), and it was 

common that firms interviewed had little or no idea where venture 

capital might be obtained. They did, however, have much more 

extensive knowledge of government programs which provide grants 

and loans to businesses (Tables 13 and 14). All of them were 

aware of and could easily list five government programs, both 

federal and provincial, Of which.they were . aware.' All of them 

had approached some of these goVérnment programs for funds. it 

is surprising how many of the companies stated that they had re-

ceived no instructions from the potential government source of 

funds on what should be included in their proposal (see Table 15). 

Many of them had sought assistance from outside people in pre-

paring their requests,- typically from accountants, lawyerS and 

bankers. In almost every case they had provided a written and 

verbal presentation in order to obtain financing. The type of 

information  contained-in these presentations. Was discussed.earlier. 

All of the companies were investigated in depth regarding 

the ownership and operation of their company before funds were 

provided. All of them were only too willing to have the potential 

investor investigate their operation and to assist wherever pos-

sible. Resistance was encountered in areas where the potential 

investor was investigating the background of the people concerned., 

especially where they were probing into personal areas. 

Most of the companies successful in raising funds stated 

that, when they did receive funds, they received exactly the 

amount they had requested (Table 20). Relatively few received 
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less than the amount requested. However, many stated that  the)' 

 had to changé plans for the use of these funds even if they re-

ceived the exact amount requested (Table 21). 	In some cases, 

this was because of suggestions or recommendations by the in-

vestor while in others it was because the requested amount was 

not sufficient to carry out their plans. 

According to over SO% of the users, the terms under which 

the capital was provided were more expensive or more restrictive 

than the entrepreneurs wished in the amount of equity reqUired 

or the interest charged. They - claimed to be upset by some of the 

provisions that venture capitalists and government programs re-

quired of them before providing the capital, as evidenced by 

Tables' 22 and 23. The majority of them had refused to accept 

capital in the past in cases where the ternis  were too expensive 

(Table 24). 

Just about all of the users had prospective sources of  

capital, especially venture capital firms, refuse their requests 

for funds (Table 25). It was more common that their requests 

for government funds would be accepted. Only about 2% of our 

sample had been refused by government programs. The percentage 

of equity provided in return for the capital received varied ex- 

tensively. But it was typically in the 20-30% range, as evidenced 

in Table 26. Most of the companies questioned had also used ad-

ditional services provided by the companies which had invested in 

them. In many cases, they stated that this was part of the in-

vestment contract. The vast majority of the companies were not 
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publicly owned, as illustrated by Table 29. • Very few of the eom-

panies which had sought venture capital planned to go public in 

the near future (Table 31). 	 . . 

It Was a common response that government could have assisted 

these companies to obtain venture capital. The  suggested methods 

of assisting varied all the way from a clearing house to help 

borrowers and lenders get together, to government referrals to 

private venture capital sources. Several of the companies went 

so far as to say that the tax laws should be changed ,to entice 

, more private capital te become available for investment in small 

business. They claimed that much of the government funds cur-

rently being aimed at regional development should be channeled 

through private firms to deserving small businesses across Canada. 

They were not too clear on the details for such :  an undertaking, 

but were quite impressed and enthusiastic about the prospect of 

organizations like the Small Business Investment Companies in the 

U.S. We shall elaborate on a similar proposal for Canada in 

Chapter V. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

In general, the users had two main complaints about the 

availability of venture capital in Canada. The first was that 

venture capital was available only for a very limited number of 

types of investment, mainly high technology and export oriented 

firms. The second was that the capital which was available was 

much too expensive. The users felt that the venture capitalists 
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wanted far too much for their money and users were not Willing 

to give up nearly as much equity control or management control 

as venture capitalists desired. The former comment concerning 

expensive debt also applied to most government incentive pro-

grams. The users stated that these were available for a very 

limited selection of opportunities, mainly in the research and 

development area. They also claimed that large companies were 

much more eligible for these grants and loans as they were more 

capable of supporting such research. Small businessmen claimed 

they did not have the financial resources to undertake such re-

search and development programs, especially when grants were of-

ferred only after completion of these programs. 

Other concerns expressed by the users were the limited 

geographical availability of venture capital in Canada, as il- 

lustrated by Table 1, and the difficulty in determining the 

preferences of particular firms offering venture capital. As 

stated earlier, many of the venture capitalists operate through 

referrals only and are not accessible to the entrepreneur who 

walks in off the street. Service companies in particular stated 

that neither venture capital nor government assistance • was avail- 
. 

able for their particular business except for certain regional 

development incentives. 

Many of the managers interviewed agreed that proposals sub- 
- 

mitted to obtain both venture capital and government assistance 

likely left much to be desired. They claim they did not have 

the time or resources to devote the extensive effort in the 

preparation of such proposals, and did agree that they could have 
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used assistance in preparing such•documents. Many of them stated, 
7.  

bluntly that they did not really know exactly what such a pro-

posal should contain, and did not receive explicit instructions 

• as to the format desired by the potential investor. 

In the realm of recommendations for government action in 

the venture capital field, the users had many suggestions. We 

have summarized these into the following general recommendations: 

The government should act as à clearing hoUSe through 

which entrepreneurs and venture capital sources might 

get together. This clearing house would have available 

listings of venture capital' firms with their preferences 

and terms as well . as  a listing of firms seeking venture 

capital and the characteristics of these firms. 	It 

was suggested that proposals from the venture capital 

user could be available for reference for potential 

investors. 

The creation of such an agency would decrease the cost 

of obtaining venture capital by the elimination of the 

finder's role in the process. This should result in a 

saving of 5% of funds' obtained to most entrepreneurs 

seeking capital. 

The government should provide incentives to attract 

more investment into small business financing in 

general, especially in geographical areas where 

venture capital is not currently available and in 

industries where venture capital is not available. 
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. Many methods . of doing this were suggested-such as 	• . 

tax incentives and direct investment in Venture capital 

by the government. But most of the users'believed that 

the goVernment should not ,put . money -in. directly but • , 

should create incentives for more private. capital:, 	. 

particularly institutional  capital,  • tà flow into this 

area Cd'investment. One suggestion for doing this 

was-a Mec • anism similar to the Small Business Invest-

ment Companies in the United States. • The-users felt 

that if both federal and provincia l .  governments worked. 

jointly to arrange >  such:a program,.it could attract 

far more capital into the  area  than was currently 

available. 

3) . 	Government .should provide assistance indeveloping 

business plans and . Proposals•to obtain . capital.  • This  

could be done through various mechanisms .such as .courses 

aimed at educating 	the small businessinan in the  prepara-. 

tion of such propoSals.and•in having govérnment'people 

assist small businessmen directly in 'preparing such 

• proposals. 

These were the typical suggestions madeby,users inter- 

viewed. 	They had many other suggestions such . as-,stating that 

Canadian financial institutions should get more involved in  



the provision of venture capital. Most of the comments were 

actually aimed at changes to government regulations of these 

institutions to provide incentive to attract more capital into 

the area. 	It is notable that most of the users did not suggest 

that the government should invest money directly in these com-

panies. They are much more interested in 1) government efforts 

to attract more private capital into the venture capital area, 

2) non-financial government assistance in referrals to likely 

venture capital sources and 3) help in preparation of proposals. 

In fact, many of the users commented that in their opinion it 

was not the government's job to subsidize business. 

It is also noteworthy that many of the users recognize 

the lack of certain skills on both their part and in the venture 

capital companies and in government programs. They claim that 

many of the venture capital personnel are financial people who 

do not really understand high technology projects and find it 

difficult to evaluate them. This is also true of many government 

programs where an innovative business faces problems in being as-

sessed  •by people evaluating the potential investment. The users 

therefore concluded that not only users needed assistance and 

education in putting together such proposals, but venture capital-

ists and government personnel needed further training to be able 

to assess these proposals. 

These are suggestions which we wholeheartedly support and 

recommend that any government involvement in venture capital should 

come by providing non-financial assistance and by providing incent-

iVes through which more private capital will flow into the venture 

capital field. 
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Notes on Following Tables: 
. 	. . 	. 	_ 

	

' 1. 	The fi•ms in the Venture.Gapital Rec,eivpd group aro 

those'firms which approached à Canadian venture capital 

firm ;  were eValuated in depth and received capital:. 

	

2. 	The firm -s in the Venture Capital RefuSed group are 

those firms whieh approached a Canadian venture capital-

firm ;  were evaluated in depth and wereeither refused. 

capital or - themselves refused the offer on the. grounds 

it was too expensive. 

, The firms in the Government L'oans.  and Grants 'group are, 

those firMs yho had obtained government aid. Over  

half of these had approached a Canadian venture capital 

firm but had been rejected without an in-depth evalua- 

	

: 	tion. OVer'half - of them had received funds from some: 

source other than government in return for equitY. -  These 

sources included American firma individuals and:in- 	. 

dustrial firms. 

	

4. 	Totals maY not agree with number Of firms replying due 

	

' 	to omitted or Multiple answers. 



TABLE 1 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF USER 

VENTURE 	 VENTURE 
CAPITAL. 	 CAPITAL  
EEC E 	REFUSED  

% 	1 	# 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

BR IT I Sii COLUMBIA 	 2 	12a 5 	1 	7.1 	7 

PRAIRIES 	 2 	12.5 	0 	0 	6 

ONTARIO 	 6 	37 2 5 	6 	42.9 • 	21 

TORONTO 	 5 	, 32.5 	2 	14.2 	13 

Qu EB EC 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 

MONTREAL 	 1 	6.2 	4 	28.4 	14 

MAR IT IMES 	 0 	0 	1 	7.1 	7 

J2 c1 

10.3 

36.3 

22.4 

0 

6.9 

12.1 

TOTALS 	 16 	 14 58 



# 	• 

42.9 

14.3 

14,3 

23.6 

4 

3 

2 

2 

5 

	

18 	• 	32.1 

	

10 	17.9 

	

8 	:143  

	

9 	16.1 

0 19,6 

25 

18.8 

12.5 

12.5 

31,3 11 

6 

2 

2 

4 

• 0 

56 14 

TABLE 2 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 

VENTURE 
CAP ITAL 
RECE IVED 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL  
REFUSED GOVERNMENT LOANS 

1 - 20 

21 - 50 

51 - 80 

81-  150 

> 150 

TOTA Ls 	 16 



# 	% 

4 	28.6 

3 	21.4 

5 	35.7 

2 	14.3 

TABLE 3 

SIZE OF MANAGEMENT TEAM 

1,2 

3,4 

5,6 

>6 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 

4 	25 

2 	125  

5 	31.3 

	

5 	31.3 

TOTALS 	16 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
REFUSED 

14  

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

14 	25 

16 	28.6 

13 	23.2 

13 	23.2 

56 



VENTURE 	VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 	REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND  • GRANTS 

1 • 7.7 

2 	15.4 

4 	30.8 

2 	15.4 

2 	15.4 

2 	15.4 

# 	% 

4 	30.8 

3 	23.1 

5 	38.5 

1 	7 

# 	% 

	

12 	24 

	

9 	18

• 

	

11 	22 

	

9 	18 

	

1 	2 

	

9 	18 

TABLE 4 

SALES VOLUME OF USERS 

<500,000 

500,000 - 1M 

1M - 2M 

2M - 5M 

5M - 10M 

>10M  

TOTALS 13 	• 	13 	50 



28.4 

14.2 

	

5 	8.6 

	

33 	56.9 

	

6 	10.3 

	

8 	13.8 

	

4 	6.9 

	

2 	3.4 

FOOD 	
. 	

1 	6.2 

MANUFACTURING 	 8 	50 

CHEMICALS 	 1 	6.2 -  

ELECTRONICS 	 2 	12.5 

SERVICE 	 3 	18.8 

OTHER 	 1 	6.2 

TOTALS 	 16 14 	 58 

TABLE 5 

TYPE OF INDUSTRY 

VENTURE 	 VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	 CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 	 REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

8 	57,4 



GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAP ITAL 
REFUSED 

VENTURE 
CAP I TA L 
RECE IVED.  

29.8 

19.3 

14 

10.5 

26.3 

17 

11 

8 

6 

15 

3 • 21.4 

3 	21.4 

1 	7.1 

4 	28.6 

3 	21.4 

18.8 

31.3 

63 

18.8 

25 

3 

5 

1 

3 

4 

z. 

TOTALS 16 14 57 

1 

TABLE 6 

AGE OF COMPANY 

1 - 5 YEARS 

6 - 10 

11 - 15 

16 - 20 

> 20 



GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

8 	14.8 

85.2 12 	75 	13 

25 

YES 

No 

92.9 

7.1 

TABLE 7 

COMPANY TECHNOLOGICALLY BASED •  

VENTURE 	 VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	 CAPITAL  
RECE IVED 	 REFUSED 

# 	• % 	' 	# 	% 

TOTALS 	 16 54 



# 	% 

9 	56.3 

7 	43.7 

# 	% 	# 	% 

12 	92.3 	42 	77.8 

1 	7.7 	12 	22.2 

YES 

16 13 	 54 TOTALS 

TABLE 8 

COMPANY TECHNOLOGICALLY INNOVATIVE 

VENTURE 	 VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	 CAPITAL .  
RECEIVED 	 REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 



GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
REFUSED 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 

	

10 	62.5 

	

6 	37.5 

69.2 

4 	30.8 

34 	59.6 

23 	40.4 

YES 

No 

TOTALS 	16 13 	 57 

TABLE 9 

PLAN ON SEEKING CAPITAL IN THE NEAR FUTURE 



• # 	% 	# # 	% 

5 	45.5 

3 	27.3 

	

15 	29.4 

	

7 	13.7 

	

8 	15.7 

	

5 	9.8 

	

16 	• 	31.4 

2 	• 16.7 

2 	16.7 

2 	16.7 

1 	8.4 

5 	41.7 

9.1 

18.2 

11 12 	51 TOTALS 

TABLE 10 

PERCENT OF TOTAL CAPITAL PROVIDED BY FOUNDER 

VENTURE 	VENTURE 
CAPITAL. 	. CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 	REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

0 - 10 

11 - 25 

26 - 50 

51-.  75 

76 - 100 



. GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
REFUSED 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 

TABLE 11 

APPROACHED A VENTURE CAPITAL COMPANY 

YES 	 16 	100 

No 	0 	0 

TOTALS 	16  

14 	100 

0 

14 

30 	52.6 

27 	47.4 

57 



TABLE 12 

LIST FIVE VENTURE CAPITAL FIRMS 

# 	% 

0 	 0 	0 

1,2 	• 	 3 	18.8 

3,4 	 14 	25 

5 	 9 	56.3 

	

# 	% 

	

29 	50 

	

7 	12.1 

	

5 	8.6 

	

17 	29.3 

0 

2 	15.4 

4 	30.8 

7 	53.8 

ÎOTALS 	 16 13 	 58 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAP ITAL 
RECEIVED 

VENTURE 
CAP ITAL 
REFUSED 



TABLE 13 

APPROACHED A GOVERMENT AGENCY 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
REFUSED 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 

YES 	16 

NO 	 0 

TOTALS 	16 

14 	100 

0 

14 

# 	% 

57 	100 

0 

57 

100 



GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAP I TA L 
REFUSED 

VENTURE 
CAP I TAL 
RECE IV ED 

1,2 

3,4 

TOTALS 16 1 14 58 

TABLE 14 

LIST FIVE GOVERNMENTAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

5 	 12 	75 	12 	85.7 	41 	707 



52 13 

TABLE 15 

RECEIVED INSTRUCTION ON WHAT SHOULD BE INCLUDED 

IN PROPOSAL FOR FUNDS 

VENTURE 	VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 	REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
• AND GRANTS 

TOTALS 	16 



YES 

No 

TOTALS 

TABLE 16 

RECEIVED ASSISTANCE IN PREPARING REQUEST FOR FUNDS 

VENTURE 	 VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	 CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 	 REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

# 	7, 	# # 	% 

	

5 	31.3 

	

11 	68.7 

	

16 	•  

5 	38.5 

8 	6L5  

13 

33 	61.1 

21 	38.9 

54 



15 13 	 51 TOTALS 

TABLE 17 

PROVIDE A WRITTEN PRESENTATION 

VENTURE 	 VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	 CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 	 REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

4 	 c1  

	

46 	90.2 

	

5 	9.8 

	

13 	86 1 	12 	92 3  

	

2 	13 3 	1 	7.7 

% 	# 

YES 

No 

• 



GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL  
RECEIVED 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL . 
REFUSED 

• 1 • 	93.3 

6.7 

YEs 

No 1 

8 	50 

8 50 

38 	74.5 

13 	25.5  

51 

# 

15 TOTALS 16 

TABLE 18 

COMPANY INVESTIGATED IN DEPTH 



TOTALS 	 16 13 	 52 _ 

TABLE 19 

AWARE THAT IN DEPTH INFORMATION HAD TO BE PROVIDED 

VENTURE 	 VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	 CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 	 REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

YES 	 14 	87.5 

No 	 2 	12.5 

# 	% 

12 	92,3 

1 	• 	7.7 

	

48 	92,3 

	

4 	7.7 



G.OVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
REFUSED 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 

# 	% 

5.6 

16.7 

77.8 

# 	% 

1 	11.1 

2 	22.2 

6 	66.7 

# 	% 

	

2 	4.3 

	

13 	27 . 7 

	

32 	68. 0 14 

TABLE 20 

IF YOU RECEIVED FUNDS DID YOU RECEIVE EXACT AMOUNT, 

MORE OR LESS THAN REQUESTED 

MORE 

LESS 

EXACT 

TOTALS 	18 47 



GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
REFUSED 

VENTURE 
CAP ITAL 
RECEIVED 

YES 

No 

TABLE 21 

PLANS CHANGED AS A RESULT OF AMOUNT  • RECEIVED 

# 	 # 	z 

1 • 	7.2 	3 	37.5 	14 	38 

13 	92.8 	5 	62.5 	30 	68.2 

TOTALS 14 	• 	8 	 44 



# 	% 

6 	60 

4 	40 

6 	42.6 

57.4 

YES 

No 

14 TOTALS 10 

• # 	% 

23 	48.9 

24 • 	51,1 

47 

TABLE 22 

TERMS MORE EXPENSIVE OR RESTRICTIVE THAN YOU WISHED 

VENTURE 	VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 	REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

# 	% 



GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
REFUSED 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 

TOTALS 13 8 .  47 

TABLE 23 

WERE PERFORMANCE CONDITIONS ATTACHED TO THE PROVISION OF CAPITAL 

# 	% 	# 	% 	# 	% 

YES 	 7 	53.9 	8 	100 	• 	34 	72.3 

No 	 6 	46.1 	0 	0 	13 	27.7 



TABLE 24 

HAVE YOU EVER REFUSED CAPITAL 

VENTURE 	 VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	 CAPITAL.  
RECEIVED 	 REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

% 	# 	Z 	# 	% 

YES 	 10 	71.6 	8 	72.7 	33 • 67.3 

No 	 4 	28.4 • 	3 	27.3 	16 	32.7 

TOTALS 	 14 	 11 	 49 



TABLE 25 

HAVE SOURCES OF CAPITAL REFUSED YOUR REQUEST FOR FUNDS 

VENTURE 	VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 	REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

YES 	10 	67.7 

No 	5 	33.3 

TOTALS 	15  

	

# 	% 

	

11 	84.6 

	

2 	15.4 

13 

33 	61.1 

21 	38.9 

54 



TABLE 26 

PERCENT OF STOCK PROVIDED, IF REQUIRED, TO OBTAIN FINANCING 

VENTURE 	 VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	CAPITAL  
RECE IVED 	 REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

30 

11- 	 Io 	 # 	% 

	

0 - 10 	 1 	7.7 	3 	30 

	

11 - 20 	 2 	15.4 	1 	10 

	

21 - 30 	 3 	23.1 	3 	30 

	

31 - 40 	 6 	46 5 2 	1 	10 

	

41 - 50 	 1 	7.7 	.0 	0 

	

50 	 0 	0 	220  

# 	% 

	

8 	26.7 

	

4 	E.4 

	

7 	23.3 

	

6 	20• 

	

5 	16,7 

0 

TOTALS 	13 	 10 



GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
REFUSED 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 

YES 

No 

	

11 	733 

	

4 	26,7 

15 TOTALS 

TABLE 27 

DO CAPITAL SUPPLIERS PROVIDE • ADDITIONAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES 

	

# 	% 

	

9 	8O2 	22 	56.4 

	

2 	19.8 	17 	43.6 

	

•11 	39 



# 	% 

2 16.7 71 4 

TABLE 28 

HAVE YOU USED MANAGEMENT SERVICES 

VENTURE 	VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	CAPITAL 
RECE I VED 	REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS' 

# 

YES 	10 

No 	 4 

ToTA LS 	14 12 

	

# 	% 

	

9 	24.3 

	

28 	75.7 

37 



GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL  
REFUSED 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL  
RECEIVED 

_ 

TABLE 29 

PUBLIC COMPANY NOW ? 

% 

	

# 	% 

YES 	 2 	13.3 	1 	7.1 	12 	27 2 3 

No 	• 	13 	86,7 	13 	92.9 	44 	72.7 

TOTALS 	15 	 14 	 56 



GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 

VENTURE 
,CAPITAL 
REFUSED 

1 	10 

TABLE 30 

WHEN DID YOU BECOME A PUBLIC COMPANY 

1965 - 1973 

1955 - 1965 

1955 

TOTALS 

# 	% 	# 	% 	# 	% 

2 	66.7 	- 	- 	5 	50 

1 	33.3 	_ 	_ 	4 	40 

10 



GOVERNMENT LOANS 
AND GRANTS 

VENTURE 
CAP ITAL 
REFUSED 

VENTURE 
CAP I TA L 
RECE I VED 

TABLE 31 

CONTEMPLATE A PUBLIC OFFERING IN THE NEAR FUTURE 

# 	% 	# 

YES 	 3 	30 	8 	66.7 	16 	41 

No 	 7 	70 	4 	33.3 	23 	59 

TOTALS 	10 	 12 39 

„ 



TABLE 32 

COULD GOVERNMENT OR BUSINESS HAVE ASSISTED YOU 
IN FINDIKG SOURCES OF CAPITAL 

VENTURE 	VENTURE 
CAPITAL 	CAPITAL 
RECEIVED 	REFUSED 

GOVERNMENT LOANS 
. AND GRANTS 

# 	% 

YES 	7 	53.9 

No 	6 	46.1 

	

# 	% 

	

10 	76.9 

	

3 	23.1  

	

# 	% 

	

34 	66.7 

	

17 	33.3 

TOTALs 	13 	13 	51 



YES 

No 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 
REFUSED 

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 

-RECEIVED 
GOVERNMENT LOANS 

AND GRANTS 

29 	67.4 

14 	32.6 

1 43 11 TOTALS 

TABLE 33 

COULD GOVERNMENT OR BUSINESS HAVE ASSISTED YOU IN 

OBTAINING CAPITAL FROM CERTAIN SOURCES 



a 	•.CHAPTER III 

THE ROLE OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS  

Introduction  

. A further objective of this study was to investigate the 

degree to which Canadian financial institutions participate in 

the provision of venture capital in Canada. • These institutions 

are banks, trust companies, mutual funds, pension funds, finance 

companies, mortgage companies, life insurance companies and govern-

ment institutions. One could add, caisse populaires and credit 

unions and investment - counsellors to this although they do not 

really provide funds for venture capital. In addition, invest-

ment dealers do play a role to some extent, although primarily 

as referral agents for venture capital companies. The purpose 

of this phase of the study was to find to what degree do the 

above institutions become involved in the provision of venture 

capital and whether there are any obstacles to their becoming 

further involved. These obstacles would be primarily legislative 

through such acts as the Bank Act, Canadian and British Insurance 

Companies Act, Trust Companies Act, etc. 

Second Level Investors  

The -primary role of the major financial institutions in 

Canada in supplying venture capital is the provision of funds 

to purchase shares in venture capital companies. In this role 

they are second level or silent partner participants. The cap-

ital which is available from the fifty venture capital firms 

described earlier has been largely provided by financial instit-. 



utions and by large pools of family capital.. Most of this in-

vestment from financial institutions has come through the "basket 

clauses" which permit a small proportion of their funds to be 

invested in such venture capital companies which are otherwise 

ineligible. A prime example is the insurance companies which 

are limited to investing a maximum of seven percent of their 

portfolio in any companies which are classed as non-eligible 

securities by the Canadian and British Insurance Companies Act. 

These ineligible securities include many public companies as 

well as the vast majority of the venture capital companies in 

Canada. The only way which money other than this "basket clause" 

capital might enter the venture capital market is if it were in-

vested in a mutual fund and some of the investments of this 

mutual fund were in venture capital investments. However, only 

a small proportion of any investment in the mutual fund would' 

find its way into venture capital investments, since such firms 

invest only a small proportion of their portfolio in such high 

risk investments. 

There were .very few exceptions to this second level in-

vestor role and we shall consider them in their appropriate class 

of institution. 

Banks  

The Canadian banks are typical of the second level investor 

in that all of them have investments in one or more venture  cap-

ital.  companies. They claim that they refer any venture capital 
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proposals which they encounter to the particular firm or firms•

in which they have investments. Toronto Dominion Bank ha:1 boon 

the most aggressive bank by undertaking investments in five or 

six different venture capital companies and it is also making 

venture capital investments directly. This was the only bank 

encountered which had made venture capital investments directly. 

The• Toronto Dominion Bank attempted to set up a separate venture 

capital subsidiary culled the TD Capital Group. But the Bank 

Act prevented it from owning more than fifty percent of any 

Canadian corporation. The intention was to have•  this venture 

capital company controlled by the Bank and to persuade other in-

stitutions to invest funds as shareholders in it. But the In- 

specter General of banks has vetoed any,possibility of the TD 

Capital Group, which is now a dep,artment of the Bank, ever being - 

spun off as a subsidiary, 
I 	 e-- 

The Toronto Dominion Bank has,also found • 	;  
the 13..àlik Act to 

be a handicap in its attempts to make venture capital investments 

directly, since it cannot own more than fifty percent of any 

Canadian corporation other than a trust or loan corporation, and 

not more than ten percent of any firm if the net worth is over 

five million dollars. 

In addition, the banks are not allowed to Own any portion 

whatever of a cable television company, which has been an active 

area for venture capital investments recently. This was a judg-

ment of the Canadian Radio and Television Commission recently when 

a bank tried to invest in such a company. The banks view this 

judgment as discriminating against them in particular. 
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But the majority of the banks do not attempt to make 

venture capital investments directly nor have they attempted 

to set up a separate venture capital subsidiary. Therefore, 

the Bank Act is not as great a handicap for them. The question 

arises whether the banks would play a more •active role in this 

activity if the provisions of Section 76 of the Bank Act did 

not exist. It is especially interesting to speculate whether 

the Bank Act would have to be changed if Canada attempts to set 

up organizations such as the Small Business Investment Corporat-

ions in the United States. Many of the SBIC's in the U.S. were 

subsidiaries of banks, and the same would be expected in Canada 

under a similar arrangement. But the Bank Act currently prevents 

banks from getting involved in such activity and would require 

modification similar to that currently permitting banks to in-

vest in trust and loan corporations. 

Insurance Companies  

insurance companies, like banks, are primarily second 

level investors, investing in venture capital companies as share-

holders. Several of the insurance companies contacted had in-

vestments in venture capital companies. Some of these, however. 

had invested in mutual funds which were active in venture 

capital investments. Few insurance companies were found which 

invested directly in venture capital investments. Those who 

were active invested in private placements of established companies, 

typically as part of a syndicate with other institutions. Many 
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of,these syndicates were organized by venture capital firms, who 

performed the evaluation and monitoring function for these syn-

dicates. Several venture capital firms were actively involved 

as "packagers" of proposals for such syndicates. These private 

placement investments by insurance companies were rare and usually 

fell into the "basket clause" of the Insurance Companies Act. 

Except for the "basket clause" provision, the Canadian and 

British Insurance Companies Act prohibits insurance companies 

from investing in any debt issue 'of a corporation that is not 

guaranteed or fully secured or wilere the corporation has not 

either paid a dividend in each of the past five years or had earn-

ings sufficient to permit it to pay a dividend of at least four 

percent of the average value of the shares. The same applies to 

investment in preferred or common shares of corporations. In 

addition, an insurance company cannot purchase more than thirty 

percent of the common shares of any corporation, with minor ex-

ceptions where these investments are directly related to their 

insurance business.,  These 'provisions are centained in Section 

of the Canadian and British Insurance Companies Act. 

Again, for the insurance companies as for banks, provis-

ions of the Act are not seen as significant barriers to them in 

investing in venture capital investments. This is primarily 

because most insurance companies are sufficiently conservative 

that they do not normally make risky investments. However, many 

of them do have investments in venture capital companies and these 

investments are usually made through the "basket clause" in the 
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ineligible securities category. 	It is debatable whether the 

insurance companies would become more involved in the venture 

capital picture if the "basket clause" provision was larger 

or if they were permitted to invest in more risky securities. 

As a class of institution, the life insurance companies 

are probably the least likely of the institutions to become in-

volved in the direct provision of venture capital. The regulat-

ions for insurance companies are therefore less of a handicap 

for them than for any of the other institutions. 

A recent study by Shaw and Archiba1d
1.
states that Canadian 

insurance firms will likely move more into venture capital in-

vestments in the future. However, conversations with those 

authors confirm that this participation will likely be via the 

financing of venture capital firms as second level investors 

rather than direct management of investments. The primary reason 

is that insurance companies do not have the management expertise 

to begin direct venture capital investments. This will be dis- 

cussed further later in this chapter for all financial institutions. 

Trust Companies  

The trust companies, like the insurance companies, were 

found to be primarily second level investors and rarely became 

active in making direct venture capital investments. Some of them 

are shareholders in venture capital companies, but are not permitted 

I. D. C. Shaw and T. R. Archibald, "Management of Change in the 
Canadian Securities Industry - Study 4 - Life Insurance 
Companies in Canada", March 1973. 
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by the Trust Companies Act to get highly involved directly in 

venture capital situations. The Trust Companies Act is very  • 

similar to the Insurance Companies Act in terms of the type of 

investment which the trust company may make. In addition, trust 

companies are permitted to invest trustee funds only in such 

securities as are authorized by the instrument creating the trust. 

Typically, most trust funds do not provide for investments in 

venture capital situations. 

It is doubtful whether the trust companies would become 

very active in providing venture capital other than as second 

level investors if the provisions of the Trust Companies Act 

were relaxed. 

• , 	Loan Companies  

' The Loan Companies Act is similar  to  the Trust Companies 

Act in terms'of the permissabl.e inve.stments which loan companieS 

can make. It is . doubtful whether loan companies wàuld become 

more aggressive in terms-'of venture capital investments,if this 

• Act were:relaxed. The remarks made about trust companies 'apply 

, 	equally well to loan companies  in Canada.  

Pension Funds  

Pension funds in Canada were found to be active in venture 

capital companies as second level investors but rarely as direct 

investors. Few exceptions to th'is were encountered. Those 

the pension funds which had ever been involved in making direct 

venture capital investments had only made a few of them and 



typically did not do so any longer. This is primarily because 

the management within the pension fund was not trained for capable 

evaluation of venture capital situations. Their expertise was 

in managing portfoliosof marketable securities. Therefore, most 

of the pension funds quickly found they did not have the manage-

ment capability to operate as a direct supplier of venture cap-

ital. This is also ,true of most of the institutions which we 

encountered during the study. However, several' of the venture 

capital companies listed in the supplier section of this . report 

were pension flinds who have been directly invelved in providing 

venture capital in the past. It is doubtful whether they will be 

highly involved in that area in the future. Several of,them have 

recently invested in a venture capital firm created by the Canadian 

Development Corporation. 

Pension funds had made these investments under the "basket 

clause" of seven percent of their portfolio, which included all 

ineligible securities. Relatively few of the pension funds 

were found who considered the seven  percent restriction to be a 

significant obstacle in their investments. Only the more ag-

gressive pension funds were pushing this 'seven percent limit, 

and typically because of their investments in ineligible public 

securities rather than in non-Public companies. 

However, the pension funds have exhibited the greatest 

growth of any of the institutions during recent years. They 

now ho,ld such a large portfolio that even a small fraction of 

one percent of their funds directed into venture capital would 



clause" limit may become a problem for them. This 

utions to invest more 

they have i the past. 
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overwhelm the total amount of capital available for venture 

capital situations currently. 

It is unlikely that pension funds will become very act-

ive directly in making venture capital investments but will more 

likely continue in their role as second level investors. Again, 

a number of them have invested in mutual  •funds which have venture 

capital investments and some of these funds have been channelled 

indirectly into venture capital investments. 

The legislation governing pension funds was not seen as 

a significant handicap to pension funds becoming more active in 

this area. However, if more funds are channelled into venture 

capital situations by the pension funds, the seven percent "basket 

is not because 

they are likely to invest seven percent of their funds in venture 

capital situations but because the total number of ineligible 

securities in which they have investments, including venture cap-

ital situations, may grow in the future. This is especially 

likely when one considers the trend by Canadian financial instit- 

actively in higher 

In addition, the 

are claimed not to have sufficient depth 

risk securities,than 

Canadian capital ,markets 

for the institutions 

to buy and sell easily. 	This causes liquidity problems and 

marketability problems for the institutions. These changing 

"New Ground Rules Money Managers Face", Financial  Post,  
December 10, 1972. 	" 
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conditions may cause some of the financial institutions to become 

more active in non-liquid investments such as venture capital. 

If this happens, the seven percent limit may become a problem. 

Mutual Funds  

The most actively involved of all the institutions in 

the venture capital picture were the mutual funds. A number of 

these had investments in venture capital situations, usually 

through a separate fund set up for that purpose. Under this ar-

rangement, a fraction of the total portfolio of the mutual fund 

was directed into a new fund for venture capital investments. This 

amount was typically small (less than fiVe percent of each such 

fund) and not too significant considering the total portfolio of 

mutual funds. However,many mutual funds claimed they did not 

get involved in venture capital investments at all, and only a 

handful of the venture capital suppliers discussed earlier are 

mutual funds. 

Other  Institutions  

Other companies, such as mortgage companies, finance com-

panies and leasing companies, do not actively invest in venture 

capital. Some of them may be second level investors in venture 

capital companies, but it is unlikely that they will become act-

ively involved in such activity. They are primarily oriented 

towards completely secured lending activity. Current legislation 

is not seen as a handicap for them since they usually have no 

desire to get involved in such activity. 



If the institutions discussed above,.particul_arly  the . 

pension funds„ were to invest a tenth of  one percent of their * 

funds in thé venture capital area, it would significantly out- 
. 
weigh the total funds available for venture capital investment 

in Canada currently. Thus.any move by the government to give 

the institutions more incentive.to invest'in venture situations 

«mid result in a significant flow of. funds into such invest- . 

ments without changes in the current. institutional législation. 

The Canada Development Corporation  

Another recent institution on the Canadian financial scene 

iS the Canadian Development *Corporation, AlthoUgh currently 

wholly owned by the federal government, it will become a public 

company in the - néar future. It has been more influential in the 

- provision of venture capital during its short lifetime than any 

of the other institutions mentioned earlier: .By setting*up three 

separate . venture capital companies in . different areas of Canada, 

it has released a significant amouni  of capital. into the pool 

available for venture capital investments. Since the CDC cannot 

make investments under one million dollars, it is prohibited 

from investing directly in venture capital situations itself._ 

It must therefore invest through venture capital Companies as a 

second level or Silent Partner. 

The  only other institutions in the venture capital market 

are investment dealers and investment counsellors. Investment 

dealers become iniolved typically through referrals, whereby if 

a company is attempting to go public, the dealer may refer them 
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to a venture capital company for bridge financing. This is 

financing to continue their operations until they are large 

enough or the time is right for a public issue. The investment 

dealer may invest some money through the venture capitarcompany 

itself. But investment dealers and individuals within the in-

vestment dealer community usually become involved by investing 

directly into venture capital situations independently. There 

are many individuals in the overall financial market who do 

make such investments either alone or in small groups, but these 

groups are usually formed on an ad hoc basis for eaCh investment 

and they seldom make more than a few investments. It was therefore 

difficult to attempt to estimate the overall availability of 

capital on these terms. However, investment dealers do provide 

a referral service and, to some degree, they do some prior screen-

ing for venture capital companies. 

Investment counsellors get involved especially in referrals 

to venture capital companies, but some of them Serve as finders 

and brokers of venture capital deals as well. We have discussed 

the finder classification earlier. Brokers are typically individ-

uals who will attempt to help the entrepreneur assemble and com-

plete his proposal to obtain funds and will then take the proposal 

to venture capital sources which he knows in an attempt to raise 

capital for it. Some of these brokers will put in money of their 

own and to that extent become packagers of venture capital as 

discussed earlier. But most brokers do not typically make sub-

stantial capital investment themselves. Nevertheless, they pro-

vide a very useful service to the venture capital community in 
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the screening that they do and in the liaison which they provide 

between user of capital and supplier of capital. 

Barriers to the Financial Institutions  

Lack of Management  

Possibly the greatest barrier preventing the financial 

institutions from investing directly in venture capital is the 

lack of management personnel trained to evaluate and monitor 

venture capital investments. Those institutions interviewed' 

which had made direct investments usually had ceased making 

their own investments and were making them through a venture 

capital company, because of the amount of management time and 

effort which was required to evaluate and monitor each venture. 

The average venture investment is much smaller than the value of 

each stock held in a portfolio, but a $100,000 venture is more 

troublesome than a $1,000,000 volume of stock in the portfolio. 

Institutional managers are experienced in analyzing the 

securities of public companies, but different skills are required 

to administer  av enture  capital portfolio. Institutions  would 

have to train their management to administer venture capital in- 

• 	vestments or hire managers skilled in this activity. 

Instead, firms have developed ("packagers") which specialize 

'in the analysis and monitoring of venture investments. These 

firms will invest the capital of the financial institutions and 

manage the venture portfolio for a fee. Other institutions in-

vest directly in venture capital companies and leave it to the 

venture manager's judgment to choose the investments. In the 

1, 
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packager's approach, however, each institution can decide how 

much of its own capital, if any, is invested in each venture, 

and most ventures are joint investments among institutions and 

the packager. 

As the intermediary function of packagers and venture 

capital firms becomes more'sophisticated, more institutions will 

likely invest through them. The extreme case of this approach is 
› 

the Small Business Investment Company in the U.S., which draws 

most of its capital from institutions, using government guaranteed 

debentures. If this type of intermediary function is developed 

in Canada, institutions will find it much easier to devote a 

portion of their portfolio to venture capital investments. 

The Effects of Government Regulations  

In general, the majority of officers in the financial in-

stitutions surveyed agreed that the current regulations under 

which they operate did not significantly hamper them in making 

investments in the venture capital area. Most of them are cur-

rently much too conservative, both because of the acts under 
! 

which they operate and because of the management attitude within 	J 

these companies. 

There are some exceptions among the institutions as mention-

ed earlier. The more aggressive banks, pension funds and life in-

surance companies have become more active in making venture capital 

investments directly but not on a very large scale. The Toronto 

Dominion Bank is essentially the only institution encountered which 

;- 
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is prevented by the Bank Act from entering the venture capital 

field to the extent which it would like. Several of the pension 

funds are apparently finding the seven percent basket clause 

limit binding because of the amount of ineligible public secur-

ities, private placements and venture capital investments which 

they have made, but it is not the venture capital investments 

alone which cause this bind. The number of such institutions is 

relatively limited. As mentioned, the 'mutual funds tend to get 

more involved than other institutions with venture capital sub-

sections in many funds. But trust companies, loan companies 

and other financial institutions do not get involved in venture 

capital investment directly to any significant degree: Nearly 

all of the institutions surveyed, however, make investments as 

second level investors or silent partners in venture capital com-

panies. This  is probably the best way for them to become in-

volved in venture capital deals because they do not have the 

capability to evaluate and monitor venture capital investments. 

Any changes in government  •policy aimed at having institut-

ions redirect more funds into venture capital areas should there-

fore be aimed at providing incentive to these institiltions to 

direct a larger proportion of their total portfolio into venture 

capital companies as second level investors. Possible methods 

of doing this will be discussed later in Chapter S. 

Another common reason for the lack of institutional act-

ivity in the direct provision of venture capital was the size of 

the investment involved. As mentioned earlier, the average venture 



capital investment is in the order of $200,000 to $250,000. 

This is much smaller than most institutions would be willing 

to consider, since most of their investments are of the order 

of a million dollars and larger. This reason was also quoted 

by some venture capital companies who relied heavily on in-

stitutions when they attempted to syndicate a venture. It is 

obvious that the large institutional pools of capital would pre-

fer to make relatively large investments in less risky situations 

than to split that investment into many smaller more risky 

situations. 

This pressure from institutional shareholders for venture 

capital companies to make relatively large investments and in 

less risky situations is one primary reason why venture capital 

companies in Canada are oriented towards expansion of medium-

sized established companies rather than start-up or investment in 

young companies. 

Therefore, one must understand that the venture capitalist 

himself is under pressure from both sides. From the entrepreneurs, 

he is under pressure to invest in earlier stages of the company's 

history. From the institutional,investors, he is under pressure 

to perform in the short term and to make less risky investments 

than he might otherwise if he controlled the funds totally himself. 

The primary concern with institutional financing of ven-

ture capital, then, is how to change the total amount of funds 

allocated by institutions for such investment. Various incent-

ive measures have been proposed which would re-direct more in- 

4 



stitutional Capital into tbe venture‘field. These shalUbe-

di .scussed in the last chapter. Hoyever, variouS managers have 

suggested that there is not sufficient depth in the Canadian 

public securities markets to absorb the current growth of our 

large financial institutions. In addition, the management of 

financial institutions has become more aggressive as illustrated 

by their portfolios. 1  

it is therefore a definite.possibility that the institutions 

will direct more of their funds towards the non-public sector, 

notably into ,investments in small companies. HoveVer, a sophist 7 

 icàted intermediary function must be set Up to -do this or the.in-

stitutions must train their own.venture managers. Several of 

these intermediaries have been formed in recent years, and were 

discussed earlier under the name "packagers". This is a relatively 

new form of intermediary, but it will play a greater role in the 

financing of small business in the future. More of this activity 

may be expected as more and more institutional capital is directed 

towards the more risky investments. This will be especially true if 

government becomes involved, providing incentives to institutions 

to redirect more capital into this area. 

In summary, however, Canadian institutions do not currently 

play a major role in direct venture capital investment. They .  . 

do act primarily as second level investors and may be in-

strumental in setting the policies under which most of the venture 

' This change is. discussed in detail by T.R. Archibald and 
Shaw in "Canada's Capital  Markets",  published hy the 

Toronto Stock Exchange. 



capital companies operate. Thus the tendency of Canadian venture 

capital companies to be oriented towards expansion of medium 

sized companies may be attributable to the institutional inves-

tors. It is suggested that government should concentrate on 

providing incentives to cause more institutional capital to 

flow into investment in smaller companies. 
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CHAPTER IV 

GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES 

Introduction  

The importance of government grant and loan programs in 

the financing of small businesses in Canada is the focus for this 

chapter. Both federa.1 and provincial programs in Canada are in-

cluded although most of the federal programs examined were in one 

department, namely the Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce. 

Interviews with officials in fifteen different government programs 

(12 federal, 3 provincial) were conducted as well as 62 inter-

views with users of these government programs. Some aggregate 

statistics were gathered on the firms to which loans and grants 

were awarded, but most of these programs do not publish such data. 

In summary, the majority of the government programs exam-

ined apply equally to large and small companies. In fact, large 

companies can take better advantage of most of these programs  • 

since they usually have a favorable performance record, larger 

debt capacity and have the professional expertise provided by 

lawyers and accountants, and the resources to devote sufficient 

time and manpower to prepare their case for securing such grants 

and loans. The only program found which was aimed primarily at 

small business was the Industrial Development Bank. But this 

bank is really a very conservative lending institution, since 

it has provided equity in only two or three cases in its history 



and all its loans are fully secured. Admittedly, it is a signif- 

icant source of assistance to small business, but most of its 

customers could obtain loans equally well on similar terms from 

. 
private financial institutions such as Roynat.

1 	
.Although the  

charter of the Industrial Development Bank makes provision for 

issuing equity and underwriting activity, the IDB has never be-

come actively involved in this phase of small business financing. 

Most•  small businesses need equity capital, since their debt 

generating capacity is already exhausted. Therefore, the IDB 

is not considered a primary source of venture capital by our 

definition, All of its funds are issued'as fully secured loans. 

Listings of both federal and provincial government programs 

which were examined are contained in Appendices 1 and 2. A brief 

summary of each program including its purpose, form of aid provided 

and criteria for eligibility, is contained in the same exhibit. 

Federal Programs  

Availability to Small Business 

The majority of the federal programs available to businesses 

in Canada is oriented towards research and development and apply 

primarily to high technology companies and large firms. Most 

small businesses cannot devote significant resources to research 

and development. For example, the Program for the Advancement 

of Industrial Technology is a valuable source of aid at the develop- 

I, "Do We Really Need the 1DB Anymore?", The Financial Post, 
November 18, 1972. 
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mental stage for firms that qualify. However, the majority of 

the aid from these research and development oriented programs 

is directed to large firms rather than small ones. Exhibit 1 

presents some statistics on the size of firm to which grants and 

loans have been made from several programs, including P.A.I.T. 

The most significant aspect of all the federal programs 	, 

is that they are primarily available only to established com-

panies. Like the private venture capital sources, government 

analysts evaluate a company's past performance and, especially in 

the case of loans, determine its ability to repay such aid. Thus, 

young companies stand little chance of being awarded these loans. 

In general, government programs are aimed at the expansion phase 

rather than at the start-up or developmental phase, as was the . 

case for venture capital from private sources. 

Programs which were reported as useful to small businesses 

are the Counselling Assistance to Small Enterprises (CASE) which 

attempts to improve the management ability in small firms, (although 

it is limited to the Montreal and Winnipeg areas currently) the 

Small Business Loans Program which has the deficiency of supply- 

ing only secured debt, and the Department of Regional Economic 

Expansion. The latter is usually the only federal program for 

which many of the small businesses in the rural areas of Canada 

qualify, since many are service firms. The fact that it is 

primarily directed towards capital intensive industries (despite 

the objective of increasing employment) while small businesses 

are not capital intensive, proves to be its major weakness as a 

source of funds for small firms. For example, many distribution 
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firms in the Maritime provinces require a small investment in 

plant and equipment, but employ large numbers of people and have 

large inventories. The need for working capital is therefore 

greater in such firms than the need for capital to purchase fixed 

assets. 	But it is not available from D.R.E.E. 

Other programs which could benefit small firms are the 

export oriented programs such as the Program for Export Market 

Development and the Export Development Corporation. However, 

most small firms are not export oriented during the early stages 

of their life, and do not qualify for such aid. For those small 

domestic firms whose primary markets are in other countries, 

•these programs offer substantial potential assistance. A new pro-

gram which should benefit small firms in the far north is the 

Incentive Programs North of 60. 

Most of the other programs described in Appendix 1 are 

specialized and only small buSinesses in particular industries 

may qualify for them, as illustrated by the eligibility criteria 

in Appendix 1. 

In summary, the basic problem with most federal programs 

is that they provide loan capital only and most small businesses 

are already extended with debt. Even those programs which can 

invest in equity, such as the IDB, do not. We conclude that, in 

general, the federal programs are not a significant source of 

venture capital to small businesses. 

One useful discovery was the vast amount of industrial and 

statistical information available to all firms from government 
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sources regarding competition, products and markets. It is doubt-

ful whether most firms take advantage of the government resources 

at their disposal and the amount of information available to them 

for the asking. We believe that the federal government should 

heavily promote this aspect of their service to small firms, and 

should centralize this activity by creating a department like 

the Small Business Administration in the United States, which 

specializes in providing financing and information to small ' 

business. 

An important service of the Industrial Development Bank 

that is usually overlooked is their Advisory Services Program 

which helps promote improved management practices by offering 

courses and counselling assistance to small businesses in Canada. 

We believe that this activity should be expanded and this sug-

gestion will be expanded in later sections. 

Interviews with Federal Program Officials  

We conducted interviews with officers from twelve different 

federal programs. They agreed that, while our definition  of 

venture capital included the definition of their program, they 

did not consider their programs as sources of venture capital. 

These programs offer industrial and commercial incentives and 

assistance in the form of direct and forgiveable loans and grants. 

The officials agreed that in some cases they may be financing 

higher risk research, but in every instance where a loan was made, 

tests for financial stability in the form of a performance record 
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and other criteria were required. The incentive grants were 

usually made in the form of reimbursement of validated expenses 

so that the receiving company had to have the actual financial 

strength to support the project, at least temporarily. 

All of the administrators believed that their program 

offered its benefits primarily to larger, more established com-

panies. They cited criteria of financial strength and perform-

ance as a key factor in the extension of program services and 

financial aid to  Chose  businesses. All of those interviewed 

acknowledged the fact that many small companies have borrowed 

to their limit under conventional credit terms and that their 

performance record, or lack of it, may not reflect their true 

potential. However, the administrators quickly pointed out that 

the programs must conform to the policy decisions or legislative 

acts under which they are set up. This usually restricts the 

amount of financing which they can make available to the small 

firms. 

Several of the program administrators observed that the 

application forms were too complicated for the average business-

man. These officials pointed out that many small businessmen did 

not have the resources in terms of management time or skill to 

develop the necessary relationship with the program which appears 

to be required for gaining such financial assistance. The admin-

istrators usually stated their role as guardians of the public 

funds and the information requested on the application was re-

quired to safeguard these funds. Perhaps this attitude has 



created the need for a group of individuals, who, for a fee, 

will complete a firm's application and present it for the 

company to program administrators. A number of these profession-

al fund-raisers who specialize in gaining government loans and 

grants for businesses have established themselves, primarily in 

Ottawa. However, the fees which they charge make them more 

accessible to large than to small firms. 

Government program officers usually considered venture 

capital as equity financing and unanimously agreed that they 

could not conceive of this type of financing being available 

under a government program because of its political implications. 

They also said that they did not have sufficient personnel or 

the necessary expertise in underwriting and managing equity secur- 

ities and they considered the cost of acquiring such talent pro- 

hibitive. In the opinion of these officials, the government 

programs could, on the whole, achieve their 

investment vehicles currently available. 

These administrators countered the suggestion of SBIC 

program for Canada with the comment that it was not feasible 

and they were also skeptical of the success potential of such an 

agency, and expressed their doubts about its success in the 

United States. All agreed that an in-depth investigation would 

be required before deciding whether or not an SBIC program would 

be useful in Canada. 

When asked what further services should be offered to small 

business by the government, all of these administrators replied 

objectives with the 
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in terms of "housecleaning" approaches or improvements to their 

own program. They spoke hopefully about expanding their own 

program, simplifying the administrative procedures and generally 

improving its functioning. They resisted forecasting what the 

future orientation of the government's approach to providing 

financial assistance would be and had no plans to suggest. 	, 

Government administrators interviewed believe that the 

shortage of venture capital in-Canada is not as acute as suggested 

in the Gray Report. For worthWhile projects, they suggested 

there was no difficulty in obtaining funds. In their opinion, 

the question of financing was not the main concern for small 

business in Canada. They emphasized that venture management was 

decidedly more lacking than venture .financing and pointed eut. 

that increasing  the amount of funds available would not assist in 

significant upgrading of new Canadian businesses. 

The Broker Function  

One concept advanced during the interviews was that of 

a.broker for small businessmen seeking funds. One program admin-

istrator suggested that one,of the prime problems of businesses 

seeking financing in Canada was the large number of middlemen 

or finders who get involved in the procurement of such financing 

and compound the difficulty of finding the right source. The 

government's role should perhaps be in providing this unbiased 

broker function rather than advancing more capital. The role of 

this unbiased broker would be to help the small businessman find 
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and obtain such private capital from current existing sources 

by assisting him in writing proposals and approaching the right 

sources. 

This particular administrator saw a need for a function 

for the public service to preview or prescreen applicants with 

the intent of assisting them to develop a more sophisticated 

understanding of their own specific project. It would also be 

their function to direct the applicant to the appropriate sources 

of public and private financial assistance. This would allow 

proposals to be judged more openly and with a fairer assessment 

of the future of each project than finders currently provide. 

This concept would add one more step in the evaluation system 

of ventures, but the viewpoint of this last step would be a more 

sympathetic one to the innovator or entrepreneur. It might pos- . 

sibly result in the development of some valuable ideas which might 

not otherwise have been exploited by advising the entrepreneurs 

on the proper mix of private and public financing. 

Incentive Programs and Size of Firm  

Exhibits 1 and 2 present information about the size of 

firm by sales volume for recipients of aid from several programs 

in the Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce. These figures 

are based on several hundred approved projects during 1971 and 

1972. Approximately SO% of the aid in the PAIT program is given 

to firms with sales over five million dollars. Several of these 

government programs assist small firms but the Industrial Design 
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Assistance Program is essentially nid for peodwet dosign and  

really research and development oriented. The data in these ex-

hibits indicate that firstl a relatively small percentage of pro-

ject proposals are approved and second, that the majority of those 

approved tend to be high-technology, directed towards chemical,' 

electrical and machinery industries. 

When asked what their program implied for small and new 

companies,' all the government program administrators replied 

that they were not in the business of helping people start new 

businesses. They usually added that before considering a company 

for financing they preferred to see a five-year profit record. 

The data presented in the exhibits and the attitude expressed 

by most of the officials interviewed and described in the pre-  • . 

vious paragraphs indicate that the guidelines of these government 

programs are not sufficiently broad to enable them to provide 

substantial financial support to developing business firms. 

The  Industrial Development Bank 

The financial assets of the Industrial Development Bank 

alone exceed the reported assets of the provincial and private 

sources of funds for small business. The resources of the In-

dustrial Development Bank account for 59% of the assets of all 

federal and provincial government industrial lending institutions. 

Therefore, the IDB funds provided each year far outweigh other 

sources of funds available to small business in Canada. However, 

the fact that IDB funds are available only for fully secured loans 
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limits the use of these funds to established companies in general. 

It also limits these funds to companies which have capital assets 

available as security. 

Selected statistics for the Industrial Development Bank 

are shown in Exhibits 3 through 5. Approximately half by number 

of their loans are for $25,000 or less, and approximately half of 

these is advanced for the purchase of land and buildings. A de- 

clining share has been alloc
i
ated to manufacturing firms, amounting 

to 22% of the total in 1972 compared to 29% in 1968. Sixty-two 

percent of the loans made by the IDE were made to service indust-

ries in 1972, with 16% unspecified by industry. This is one of 

the few sources of funds which seems to specialize in service in- 

dustries. Since most businesses in Canada are of the service type 2. 

this may explain the preponderance of service company loans by the 

IDB. •  

We concluded earlier in this paper that the IDB was not a 

significant source of venture capital. We believe that the IDE 

is not serving the function which was intended for it in its orig-

inal charter, but has become a competitor for the private lending 

institutions. 

In addition, the IDB charges interest rates in the order 

of nine to ten  •percent and •the rate increases •with the size of 

the loan. In fact, some authors have recently questioned whether 

. or not the IDB still serves a useful purpose. 3  In the opinion of 

2. Concentration in the Manufacturing Industries of Canada, 
Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, Ottawa, 1971, p.14. 

3. The Financial Post,  "Do We Really Need the IDE Anymore?", 
November 18, 1972. 
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some observers, the IDB has largely been replaced by such private 

institutions as Roynat and the various provincial lending agenc-

ies which have developed since the IDB was formed. With the ex-

ception of British Columbia, which had no provincial lending 

agency until plans for one were announced this year, IDB loans 

to all provinces have fallen off in the 1960s. 	In fact, the 

province whose percentage of IDB loans rose most sharply was 

British Columbia
4

1 mainly since the IDB has been the only govern- 

ment lending institution available to British Columbia firms. 

IDB loans in B.C. in 1971 amounted to over $85 million or approx 7 

 imately one-third of the Canadian total. In addition, the Small 

Business Loans Act, created in 1961, authorizes government guaran-

tees of loans made to small businesses by the charter banks up to 

a maximum of $25,000. Since this size of loan makes up about 

half of the IDB loans, the IDB and SBLA seem to represent un-

necessary duplication within this range. However, the SBLA is 

used far less frequently and bank managers interviewed were often 

not even aware Of it. 

The fact that the IDB is in direct competition with pri-

vate lenders is often a point of contention among these private • 

lenders who claim that the IDB is being subsidized to compete 

directly with them. This presumably places private lenders at 

a disadvantage to the IDB since the government can raise funds 

for the IDB at a lower cost than private institutions. We believe 

4 	Source: 	IDB Annual Reports, 1972. 
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the IDB should undertake the financing that the original act in-

tended and provide assistance to small businesses which cannot 

obtain financial assistance elsewhere. 	In this role, the IDB 

should adopt a more responsible risk taking posture and offer 

financing to small firms in the start-up and developmental stages 

of the life cycle. The critics suggesting this include the IDB 

users interviewed. 

Department of Regional Economic Expansion  

This department was established in 1969 to provide assist-

ance to companies in economically depressed regions of Canada. 

Some of the investment of DREE funds has been made to large firms 

relocating or expanding into the DREE areas. An example is 

Michelin Tire Company, currently producing tires in Nova Scotia. 

• One of the objectives of DREE is to provide jobs and therefore 

one might expect allocations to be directed towards labor in-

tensive industry; but its grants are available primarily for 

capital intensive industry. This tends to create a conflictive •  

of objectives within DREE. It also favors companies building 

large plants rather than the small service oriented industries 

existing in these areas of Canada. The distribution companies 

in the Maritime provinces described previously operate with low 

fixed assets but fairly large inventories and a need for working 

capital. These firms are typically not eligible for DREE funds. 

In fact, service industries cannot obtain DREE grants for expan-

sion or modernization, but manufacturing and processing industries 

can. 
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In addition to incentive grants, DREE can provide loan 

guarantees, but this activity is considerably less important than 

the incentive grant area as illustrated in Exhibits 6 and 7. 

These exhibits show the number of applications under each class-

ification and the total amount of funds supplied to the end of 

1972. No figures were available on DREE financing by size of 

firm or by type of industry. Exhibit 8 on the Area Incentive 

Act of DREE illustrates that the average investment in fixed 

assets per application is larger than most small businesses 

could make. The average grant for the active cases as of the end 

of March 1970 was $1.7 million and the average tax incentive 

sought was $2.7 million. These figures are obviously larger than 

most small businesses could support. Therefore we conclude that 

many of the DREE incentive grants are not available for small 

business firms. 

The provisions for DREE grants state that incentive grants 

are available to manufacturing and processing industries only, 

and not to certain natural resource processing industries. Ser-

vice industries are eligible for loan guarantees and service 

firms applying for these must be new firms, not existing companies, 

expanding or modernizing their facilities. Manufacturing and 

processing firms can apply for incentive grants for expansion or 

modernization as well as for new facilities. 

From interviews with users of government funds, however, 

we concluded that for many of the firms in the Maritime and 

Prairie provinces, DREE is about the only source of financing 



available'. These users consider that government sources' 

funds - sila  as  DREE- are veibre . capital, although they cOmplained 

that DREE grants and government grants in général are much  more  
/- 

available to'rlarge companies thàn'tè small firms. '; 

Provincial Assistance Progrrams  

The main provincial industrial assistance programs are 

outlined in Appendix 2, along with the purpose of each program 

and the main criteria for eligibility. Most of the provinces 

have an industrial development program similar to the Ontario 

Development Corporation (ODC). We shall concentrate on the ODC 

in this evaluation, but many of the comments apply equally well 

to other provincial intermediaries. 

As mentioned earlier, the provincial lending institutions 

. are collectively smaller than the IDB. The largest provincial 

program is Industrial Estates Limited of Nova Scotia which is 

approximately one-fifth the size of the IDB. IL  as about twice 

as large as the Manitoba Development Corporation and Quebec's 

General Investment Corporation. The Ontario Development Corp-

oration is in turn only about one-fifth the size of Manitoba and 

Quebec funds and thus one-tenth the size of IEL or one-fiftieth 

the size of the IDB. The other provincial funds make up a smal-

ler proportion of the total. 

Provincial industrial assistance programs, like the federal 

programs discussed earlier, generally do not provide equity 

financing. They supply secured term loans or, in some cases, 
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forgiveable loans as we have continually pointed out . , The typical . 

small business often cannot afford an increased debt load. We 

encountered a number of firms which had obtained funds.from pro-

vincial agencies, but which had paid them off because they found 

them too expensive to maintain in terms of the interest payments 

required. In addition,*most of the provincial government programs 

require as much security as possible for loans, and often require 

deferral by all other creditors. These terms have caused potent-

ial users to refuse the loans after they had been approved. These 

provincial  financial institutions are usually very oriented to-

wards maximum security in their investments, like the IDB,.and 

often tend to make investments in large companies in preference 

to small ones. 

An illustration of conservatism of these programs is pro-

vided by the Manitoba Development Corporation, -which had no losses 

reported prior to 1967. -  During the period from 1958 to 1967, it 

had approved about 730 loans for a total investment of over 52 

million dollars. This gives some indication that the loan's were 

not in high risk investments. On the other hand, the Ontario 

Development Corporation does seem to be more aggressive, as 

evidenced by a bad debt 'provision of 13 percent in 1967 and 6 

percent in 1968. The total . assets of the ODC were about $8 mil-

lion in 1970as compared to approximately $40 million for the 

Manitoba Development Corporation. The ODC can purchase equity 

as well as issue loans, but has rarely done so up to now. 	• 
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The practices of the provincial industrial assistance pro-

grams seem inconsistent 'with their stated objectives. Their re-

quirements are usually too restrictive to benefit.most small . 

firms, especiallyat the start-up and development phase. 

We disagree with one critic who•characterized the ODC as 

being the most inefficient of the provincial financial assistance 

programs because of its bad debt losses.
5.
We conclude that the rn  

ODC is more aggressive than other provincial institutions and 

supports higher risk investments. A recent addition to the ODC 

is a program called Venture Capital for Canadians. One of the 

stated objectives of the ODC is to provide venture capital to 

businesses in Ontario. Our criticism with the ODC is that it 

offers primarily loans to small businesses even within this new 

program. It has seldom acquired equity in the past, and therefore 

failed to meet our definition of a venture capital supplier. 

Interviews with Users of Government Programs  

Many of the firms included as users of venture capital in 

Chapter 2 had also received funds from government programs. The 

mail questionnaire and interviews captured some of their thoughts 

regarding these programs. We interviewed a sample of sixty-two 

firms which had used various government programs. Fifty-nine 

firms had used one or more federal government programs while 

three used only provincial programs. Twelve of the users of fed-

eral programs had also used various provincial programs. The 

5. E. J. Doak, Financial Intermediation by Government,  Unpublished 
Ph.D. Thesis, University of Toronto, 1970. 
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breakdown in terms of programs used were: PAIT - 11, DREE - 7, 

1D 13 - 9, other federal programs - 20, combination of federal and 

provincial programs - 12, provincial only - 3. 

Approximately 80 percent of the firms interviewed were 

not publicly held companies and those which were public had 

typicàlly gone public during the late 1960s, or early 1970s. 

About 40 percent of those which were not public contemplated a 

public offering in the next three to five years. 

Over 75% of these firms were aware of.at  least five govern-

ment assistance programs at both the federal and provincial level, 

as illustrated in Table 14 of the previous chapter. This was a 

much higher awareness level than expressed for venture capital 

pos.sibly because the governmental firms advertise exten-

sively and distribute literature on their programs, unlike venture 

capital firms.' Many of these user firms replied that they have 

received less funds than they had requested, primarily because 

they did not have sufficient collateral to secure the full amount. 

In most of these cases, their plans for the use of these funds 

were changed considerably as a result of the amount obtained. 

In addition, approximately 85 percent of the firms inter-

viewed had prospective sources of capital refuse their requests 

for funds. Most of these had been private sources of capital, 

but many of them had been refused by government programs as well. 

This refusal was usually on the grounds that they did not qualify 

for the particular program for which they had applied, rather than 

rejections after their applications had been completed. 
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The terms nnder which the funds were provided were often 

more expensive and restrictive than the firms thought was reason-

able. When enquiring more deeply into this issue,. we found that 

the interest rates were . usually as , high or higher than for pri 

vate sources. and the limitations on the uses  of the capital ob-

tained were usually,as strict as impoSed by private sources. More 

uSers complained that . the,conditions were too.Strict than complain-

ed about the cost., Nearly 90 96 . .(if these firms had at some time 	- 

refused funds because of the cost and the restrictions. In over 

half of these. çases, we found that capital had been refüsed frOm 

a government - grant on the grounds that it wastoo expensive. 

These firms also replied overwhelmingly as'illustrated in 

- Table 32 of'Chapter 111  that government could have assisted them 

in finding . other.sources of capital in addition to.the government 

prograM for which they applied  and: obtaining.theSe funds; Feed-

back on  their government'proposals and assistance in: approaching 

the source more likely to supply funds_to-their type of company 

were cited as particular benefits. 

Complaints About Government Programs  

By far the most common complaint about the various govern-

ment programs•was that these programs were available only for a 

very limited number and type of companies such as those heavily 

engaged in research and development. Many of the small firms 

interviewed, particularly those in service industries, stated 

that there was no government program which offered aid to them. 



• This was especially true of service companies which did not 

qualify for any of the regional expansion programs; however, 

even service companies in areas designated for government in-

centive assistance did not typically qualify, since most of the 

government aid required security by fixed assets. 

The second most common complaint about government programs. 

was that the processing of applications was much too slow and 

that cutting through the bureaucratic red tape took an immense 

amount of management time. Most small businesses stated they 

could ill afford to spend much management time seeking these funds. 

A number of private consultants have emerged  •specializing in as-

sisting companies to secure government grants and loans. The 

fact that these consultants exist illustrates the point that the 

process consumes too much of the small businessman's time and 

effort. These consultants seem to be the finders of the govern-

ment assistance area and typically charge a five percent fee for 

their services. However, the government oriented consultants do 

provide a valuable service in helping the small businessman pre-

pare his application for funds and assisting him by taking it to 

the proper authority and helping him negotiate a grant or loan 

through all stages of the process. 

Another major criticism from small businesses was that 

many firms which were obtaining money from the government did not 

deserve it. They criticized subsidization of large businesses 

and in particular American subsidiaries, which had more resources 

to devote to obtaining these government funds. Exhibit 9 contains 
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data on the degree of foreign ownership of firms receiving grants 

from several federal programs. The degree of foreign ownership 

of these firms is indeed high, but this is the case with the 

total population of Canadian firms.
6 

 

This claim by users was substantiated to some'degi'ee -

during our study, since we found that the firms which made the. 

most of government opportunities for capital were larger firms 

and especially American subsidiaries. Four American subsidiaries 

were interviewed who had used government grants and loans many 

times to finance larger projects, which may not have been under-

taken without such government funding. 

The most common criticism from small firms was that the 

personnel involved in government programs were "unbelievably 

conservative" in their approach to granting government aid. The 

Industrial Development Bank and all of the provincial lending 

institutions were cited. The interviews with government officials 

substantiated this criticism. The government programs are oriented 

toward expansion of established companies rather than high-risk 

situations. 

Suggestions'by Users  

Many users had suggestions which were aimed at haying 

government agencies assist small businesses with information and 

advice to locate sources of capital and.help prepare applications 

or proposals for presentation to these sources. Providing assist-

ance to small businesses through programs like the Counselling 

6. Foreign Direct Investments in Canada,  op.cit., Chapter 1. 
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Assistance for Small Business program, which uses retired business-

men and volunteers who have had experience in raising capital 

from various sources, was one suggestion. This would essentially 

be an extension of the current CASE program, described in Appendix 1. 

Surprisingly, very few of the users of government programs 

interviewed suggested more government aid. They observed rather 

that the government should concentrate on improving the process 

whereby small businesses get st'arted and grow. These suggestions 

included reforming current government programs so that they suited 

the needs of small business more than they do at present.  • Users 

recommended that the Industrial Development Bank fulfil original 

objectives. But similar comments were aimed at most of the other 

government programs as well. 

The most common theme in these comments by users was that 

the government is capable of providing non-financial assistance 

in the form of advice to potential users and references to 

potential sources of funds. The provision of assistance in gather-

ing data required by potential investors and training in the pre-

paration of a proposal using the data were common requests. Users 

commented that there was no single agency of the government which 

they could approach with resfiect to their problems. The depart-

ments of industry, both at the federal and provincial level, 

usually paid more attention to the problems of large businesses 

than to the small firms. They suggested the establishment of an 

agency like the American Small Business Administration as one 

possibility for directing attention to a solution of this problem. 
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In addition, many comments focused  on the government's 

role in providing incentives to the private sector to become more 

oriented towards small business. These included government 

guarantees of loans, revision of 'tax legislation to give more in-

centive to investors in small business and changes in the in.- 

stitutional regulations which would permit financial institutions 

to become more responsive to the financial needs of small business. 

The latter institutions included especially the chartered banks 

which small businessmen criticized as offering very little help 

to them. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 	• 

Government grant and loan programs, in general, do not 

provide much assistance to small businesses in the start-up 

.and early development stage of their life cycle. All of the 

government programs examined require considerable • collateral or 

security and usually requi.re  a track record of the company be-

fore granting such funds. 

In addition, all government programs provided only debt 

financing to small businesses, even where they were authorized 

to issue equity financing. Most of the small businessmen sur-

veyed did not suggest that the government programs other than the 

IDB should become involved in providing equity capital to small 

businesses. 

The comments of the users were generally directed at im-

proving the efficiency and the applicability to small business of 
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existing government programs, so that small businesses were more 

eligible for funds provided by these programs and to assisting 

small businesses to improve the process by which financing could 

be obtained from private sources. This leads to further reinforce-

ment for our recommendation that the government shoulcUestablish a 

separate agency for small businesses which would serve primarily 

as a "clearing house". This agency would provide information to 

small businesses on how to prepare proposals to obtain funds and 

where to look for the most likely sources of capital. This referral 

service would apply to governmental programs, both federal and 

provincial, as well as to private sources of capital. 

In addition, this agency would provide counselling, advice 

and training to improve the management ability of people in small 

businesses in Canada. The current analysts in many of the govern-

ment programs seem to be quite capable of providing such assistance, 

but seldom do so within current programs because their function 

is to evaluate rather than'to help prepare the proposals. 

In conclusion, small businessmen in Canada thought that 

the federal and provincial governments should be concentrating 

their efforts more towards improving the process whereby private 

sources of capital can finance the development of small businesses 

in Canada, rather than creating new programs to add to the existing 

proliferation of such programs in Canada. When advised of the ' 

American Small Business Administration and their Small Business In- 

vestment Company program, most of the managers of small firms readily 

agreed that something similar was needed in Canada, but they were in 

agreement that the capital should come mainly from private sources 

rather than from government. 
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EXOIBIT 1 

- INCENTIVE PROGRAMS - AND SIZE -0F FIRMS  

Feb - . 28, • 1972. •' 

Size of firm by 
Sales Volume 

($000) 	 PAIT 	GAAP 	IDAP 	PEP 

under 250 	 10 	8.2 	24 • 5 

	

250-500 	 9 	11.0 	17 	2 

	

500-1000 	 8 	20,5 	• 	7 	17 

	

1000-5000 	 24 	37.0 	26 	49 

5000 up 	 49 	23.3 	26 	27 

100% 	100.0% 	100% 	100% 

(1) 	(2) 	(3) 	(4) 

-1. 'Based.on 151 approved projects. 

. 2; Based on 73'approvals. 

'3.- -  Based on 42 approved applications. -  

4. Based.on 41 ,approved applications: 

Source: 
Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce. 
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EXHIBIT 2  

ANALYSIS OF PROGRAM PAYMENTS BY COMPANY SIZE 
AND BY INDUSTRY SECTOR 

IDAP 	1 	PEP  
Size of firm by 	Projects 	 Projects 
Sales Volume 	• 	Approved 	Commitment 	Approved 	Commitment 

(000) 	No. 	% 	• ($000) 	% 	No. 	% 	($000) 	%  

under-250 	12 	22 	173.7 	14.5 	• 3 	3 	40.7 	3.0 

	

250-500 	8 	15 	107.2 	8.9 	2 	2 	4.5 	0.3 

	

500-1000 	6 	11 	80.8 	6.7 	16 	18 	104.1 	7.7 

	

1000-5000 	14 	26 	441.5 	36.7 	37 	43 	493.3 	36.5 

	

5000-$ 	14 	26 	398.4 	33.2 	30 	34 	709.9 	52.5 

	

54 	1201.6 	88 	1352.5 

BRANCH SECTOR 

Aerospace, marine & 	 , 

rail 	6 	11 	119.9 • 	10.0 	4 	5 	72.0 	5.3 

Agric.fish & food 	- 	- 	- 	- 	10 	11 	166.6 	12.3 	, 

Apparel & textiles 	- 	-
- 	- 	41 	46 	320.7 	23.7 

Chemicals 	2 	4 	27.5 	2.3 	3 	3 . 41.8 	3.1 

Elec.&electronic 	9 	16 	247.6 	20.6 	5 	6 	166.3 	12.3 
I 

Machinery 	12 	22 	202.7 	i16.8 	6 	7 	132.6 	9.8 

Mech.transport 	8 	15 	206.7 	17.2 	5 	6 	84.3 	6.2 

Wood products 	14 	26 	321.4 	26.8 	4 	5 	112.8 	8.4 

Materials  

	

3 	6 	75.8 	6.3 	10 	11 	255.4 	18.9 

	

54 	1201.6 	88 	1352.5 
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EXHIBIT 2 (continued) 

. 	 PAIT 	 DIP 
„, 

. Size of firm by 	Projects 	 Projects 
Sales Volume 	Approved 	Commitment 	Approved 	Commitment 

' 	(000) 	No. 	• % 	($000) 	% 	No. 	% 	($000) 	%  

* under 250 	 28 	5 	5517 	2.0 

	

250-500 	83 	25 	27793.7 	26 	18 	3 	933 	0.3 

	

500-1000 	23 	7 	1978.5 	2 	75 	13 	7861 	2.0 

	

1000-5000 	73 	22 	28824.6 27 	136 	24 	18940 	6.0 

5000-$ 	149 	46 	47950.0 45 	302 	55 	285117 	90.0 

328 	• 	106546.8 	' 559 	318368 

J3RANCH .SECTOR  

Aerospace,marine 
& rail 	.18 6 	18209.0 	17 	257 	46 	186219 	59.0 

Agric.,fish & •  

food 	18 	6 	1254.1 	1 	- - - 

Apparel & 

	

textile 	9 	3 	847.9 	1 	1 	0.2 	1 

Chemicals 	41 	12 	7667.9 	7 	5 	1 	346 	0.1 

Elec.& electronics 	80 	24 	46763.6 44 	194 	35 	107031 	34.0 

	

. Machinery 	60 	18 	8708.0 	8 	62 	11 	17944 	6.0 

Mech.Transport 	46 	14 	8719.5 	8 	38 	7 	6545 	0.2 

Wood products 	16 	5 	4330.1 	4 	- 	- 	- 	- 

. 	Materials 	40 	12 	10046.7 	10 	2 	0.3 	282 	0.1 
„ 

328 	• 	106546.8 	559 	318368 

Source: 
Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce. 



Exhibit 3 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK STATISTICS 1968-72 

	

Fiscal 	Fiscal 	Fiscal 	Fiscal 	Fiscal 

	

1968 	1969 	1970 	1971 	1972 

$25,000 or less  	46% 	46% 	1 	51% 	48% 	48% 
i $25,000 td $100,000  	46 	45 	42 	45 	45 

Over $100,000  	8 	9 	7 	7 ' 	7 

	

100% 	100% 	! "100% 	100%  • - • 
Average size of loan ($000)  	48 	51 	46 	44 	45 

IDB LOANS BY SIZE 

PURPOSES OF CUSTOMER9 PROGRAMS 

" Land and buildings  	56% 	53% 	53% 	47% 	48% 
Machinery and equipment  	23 	25 	1 	23 	. 	22 	22 
Increase in working capital  	9 	9 	11 	13 	11 	, 

i Refinancing of mortgages, 
liens, etc  	7 	6 	6 	. 	9 	: 	g 

Changes of ownership  	4 	6 	6 	8 	10 
, 	é All other programs  	1 	1 	• 	1 	• 	1 	1 . 

	

100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	I.• 

. 	 Ul 

(In fiscal 1972 these programs required 	 c) 

s total financing of $376.2 million of 	 . 
, 

which the IDB supplied $262.3 or 70%) ' 
The number and amounts of loans by the IDB to all types of business in fiscal 1972 increased generally 
over the previous year: 

. • • 
Fiscal 	Fiscal 	Fiscal 	Fiscal 1971 	Fiscal 1972  

IDB LOANS BY TYPE OF BUSINESS 	1968 	1969 	1970 	No. 	Amount 	% 	No. 	Amount 	% 
• ($000) 	($000) „ 

Manufacturing  	29% 	27% 	• 23% • 	991 $55,625 	22 	1294 $72,758 	22 
Transportation and storage  	4 	3 	4 	166 - 7,874 	4 	177 	10,177 	3 

----• 
Construction  	6 	6 	S. 	239 	9,728 	6 	298 	9,606 	5 
Agriculture  	8 	6 	• 	7 	338 . 11,415 	8 	416 	16,479 	7 
Wholesale and retail trade  	23 	24 	24 	1081 	37,109 	24 	1585 	56,749 	27 
Tourist industry  	14 	18 	• 	• 18 	901 	44,601 	20 	1209 	59,340 	20 
Other  	16 	16 	• 19 	733 	29,628 	16 	910 	37,201 	16 

100% 	100% 	100% 	4449 195,980  100% 5889 26273-1-6  100% 

CLASSIFICATION 	NUMBER 	 .AMOUNT  

BY PROVINCE 	1968 1969 1970 1971 	1972 	1968. 	1969 	1970 	1971 	1972 

Newfoundland 	31 	38 	81 	• 87 	149 	1,315 	1,290 	2,100 	2,563 	4,892 
Prince Edward 

Island 	17 	16 	- 34 	• 	33 	46 	355 	447804 	1,378 	1,236 
Nova Scotia 	44 	92 	116 	136 	186 	1,565 	3,692 	3,750 	3,996 	5,686 , 
New Brunswick 	63 	120 	85 	112 	142 	2,124 	5,119 	3,521 	3,488 	5,039 
Quebec 	461 	541 	601 	654 	1,085 	24,484 	34,607 	31,910 	34,871 	59,049 
Ontario 	833 	863 	978 	1,216 	1,568 	41,579 	45,003 	46,490 	49,723 65,124 
Manitoba 	127 	111 	101 	156 	151 	5,912 	5,072 	5,440 	7,941 	8,091 
Saskatchewan 	129 	123 	112 	138 	140 	5,054 	4,855 	3,513 	4,591 	5,179 
Alberta 	289 	300 	330 	430 	436 	13,463 	' 15,161 	15,472 	20,366 	18,281 
British Columbia 	493 	751 	1,094 	1,428 	1,928 	22,022 	36,248 	48,579 	63,189 85,683 
Yukon 	17 	22 	23 	43 	42 	688 	1,253 	1,087 	2,614 	2,905 
N.W. Territories 	11 	11 	29 	16 	16 	1,692 	693 	1,962 	1,260 	1,145 

2,51 5 2,988 3,584 4,449 	5,889 	120,253 . 153,440 164,628 195,980 262,319 



CLASSIFICATION OF TDB LOANS  

NUMBER 

_ 
AMOUNT ($000) 

.  . 
	" 	

. 
. 	 . • • 	1967 	1968 

, 	. 	 ' 
Manufacturing: - 	 . 	 . 

- 

Foods and beverages  	125 . 	137 
Tobacco and tobacco products  	- , 	• 	1 
Rubber products  	5. 	 6 . 
Leather products 	• . 	 13 	 8 
Textile products (except clothing) 	. 	   

	

24 	19 
Clothing (textiles and fur) 	 - ' 35. . 	' 27 

' Wood products . 	. 	 102 	100 
• 	 

per  products (including pulp) 	  , 	. 22 	 7 
' Printing and allied industries 	  

! 	48 	56 

	

Iron and steel products (including machinery and equipment) . • l 	171 	199, 
Transportation equipment  	22 	• 31 
Non-fer rous metal products  ' . 	, 	 . 7 	11 
Electrical apparatus and supplies 	 17 	. 18 
Non-metallic  minera  l products  	34 . 	41 
Products of petroleum and coal  	2 	- , 
Chemical products  	19 	• 	. 24 
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 	• 	. 	47 	- 	- 	.50 

	

Commercial air sévices  , • 25 	'21 
.Warehousing (including refrigeration) 	' 	'

. 	 . . 	
10 . 	• 	5 

	

. 
	• 

	

. 	 Other transportation and.storage • 	- 	 63 	77. , 
-  

Electric power, gas, water utilities 	 . 	7 	. 	6' 
Mines (incl. milling), quarries, oil wells 	. 	 . - 	18 	• 	 . .17 
ConstrUction 	 . . •  : 	• , i 	127 ' 	157 • 
Industrial buildings 	 . 	- 	79 	145 
Personal services  	23 	14 
Forestry 	 . 

, 	 16 	11. •  , 	. 	. 	 . 
1Nholesale trade 	- ' •  = • • 	

, 
• " 	  - 	159 	154 • 

Retail trade 	• ' • 	- 	•- • 	.. 	• 	- • • 	  ' 	342 	430 . 
Education and health services 	• 	- 	  , 	20 	48 
Recreation services 	 • 	• 	31 . , 	. 	42 ' 
Services to business management 	 • • 	 - 	' • 31 	28 • • 
Miscellaneous sen/ices  • 	 ' 	 45 - 	- - .53 
'Agriculture 	  ' • 	169 	199 
Fishing and trapping 	. 	• 	 . 	. • 	• 	7 , .. 	• . • 	11 
Communications 	 • 	. 	  • 	' 17 	 7 ' 
Laundries, cleaners and pressers ,  	

32 	47 • 
.. 	. 

Restaurants and other eating places 	 • 	 ' 	91 • 	110 . 
Hotels, motels and other . lodgings 	, 	 .147 	: 	184 . 
Theatres; bowling alleys; billiard halls  ' 	. 	 ' . • 15.. 	• 	14 

(Enterprises engaged in more than one type Of business are classified' 
aCcording to major activity.)  

19 	1 

	

69 	970 	1971_ 
	

1972 	1967 	1968 	1969 	1970 	1971 	1972 

--- --- .--_
- 

	

138 	120 	153 	175 	7,411 	7,423 	8,682 	7,938 	8,773 	10.830 

- 1 	- 	- 	- 	 40 	 32 	-• 

	

17 	10 	10 	16 	252 	• 	206 	1,141 	855 	642 	1,616 

	

13 	. 	13 	 9 	21 	577 	364 	809 	434 	369 	908
• 

	

21 	 18 	18 	32 	1,777 	2,375 	1,697 	1,743 	2,145 	4.526• 

	

35 	. 28 	40 	50 	2,727 	1,444 	2,439 	1,510 	1,768 	2,521 

	

126 	144 	168 	274 	7,078 	4,825 	8,068 	9,454 	13,546 	19,125 

	

18 	18 	13 	28 	1,516 	272 	2,609 	1,279 	938 	1,636 

	

55 	62 	104 	107 	2,636 	• 	2,036 	3,083 	2,276 	4,395 	3.040 

	

195 	211 	233 	283 	9,297 	11,121 	12,764 	14,058 	11,168 	14.083 

	

30 	34 	39 	49 	1,215 	1,788 	1,704 	2,073 	• 	2,342 	2,499 

	

7 	 8 	12 	 7 	841 	484 	• 	439 	635 	547 	187 

	

17 	21 	 29 	31 	1,687 	1,358 	1,143 	928 	1,653 	1,329 

	

39 	52 	52 	60 	1,361 	3,049 	2,474 	2,477 	2,706 	3,983 

- 5 ' 	2 	 1 • 	152 	 - 	317 	50 	200 

	

22 	21 	24 	35 	745 	1,429 	1,845 	1,282 	1,009 	1,502 

	

65 	71 	 85 	125 	1,939 	1,992 	3,114 	3,663 	3,574 	4,419 

	

23 	20 	42 	40 	6,040 	• 833 	1,351 	974 	2,560 	3,532 

	

9 	. 	10 	 6 	14 	916 	275 	602 	896 	482 	1,808 

	

77 	96 	118 	123 	6,255 	4,456 	• 	6,775 	4,596 	4,832 	4,837 

	

4 	12 	10 	10 	154 	195 	165 	592 	373 	209 

	

21 	25 	30 	29 	1,129 	1,123 	1,529 	1,182 	1,424 	• 	2,226 

	

174 	194 	239 	298 	4,945 	6,163 	7,181 	7,799 	9,728 	9.606 

	

201 	• 222 	286 	357 	4,443 	10,026 	10,749 	12,318 	14,672 	• 18,144 

	

25 	28 	39 	60 	•  706 	616 	773 	576 	855 	1,704 

	

6 	15 	24 	30 	661 	257 	193 	566 	1,000 	1,170 

	

204 	220 	262 	338 	8,129 	6,992 	10,322 	10,978 	13,396 	16,993 

	

501 	639 	819 	1,247 	13,455 	14,781 	_ 17,225 	21,520 	23,713 	39,756 

	

34 	66 	67 	63 	1,189 	1,912 	2,143 	3,664 	3,102 	2,738 

	

39 	57 	84 	99 	1,504 	1,876 	• 	2,115 	2,620 	4,157 	5,699 

	

40 	57 	71 	78 	716 	801 	1,594 	1,731 	2,003 	2,154 

	

57 	79 	85 	112 	2,116 	1,969 	1,591 	2,352 	2,890 	3,309 

	

194 	246 	338 	• 	416 	6,121 	8,355 	7,865 	9,534 	11,415 	16,479 

	

13 	• 	21 	 17 	31 	143 	• 	208 	195 	339 	485 	810• 

	

16 	13 	13 	12 	1,075 	365 	778 	616 	456 	787 

	

56 	74 	91 	99 	1,059 	2,086 	1,572 	2,429 	2,308 	2,894 

	

173 	254 	356 	599 	3.304 	4,126 	7,135 	9,242 	11,475 	21,720 

	

299 	374 	431 	511 	7,019 	12,261 	18,594 	17,826 	27,850 	31,920 

	

24 	25 	30 	29 	842 	371 	982 	1 304 	1,119 	1,056 , 

• 
4,449 	5,889 • 113,132 	120,253 	153,440 • 164,628 	195,980 	262,310 

==== 	
. 	 2;168 . 2,515 

==== 
2,988. , 	3,584 



&MARY OF OPERATIONS 1944-1972 
(Thousands of dollars) 	' 

Fiscal years ended September 30 

LOANS AND INVESTIVIENTS 

• November 
• 1944 to 	 Cumu 

: 	1964 	 1965 . 	1966 	 1967 	 1968 	 1969 	1970 	 1971 	 1972 	 Total 

Authorized during period 	  632,698 	96,246 	122,664 	113,442 	120,297 	153A40 	164,628 	195,930 	262,412 	1,861.827 

Less: cancellations and reductions 	 ' 	89,008 	12,418 	14,771 	14,223 	12,171 	16,353 	16,089 	35,409 	33.621 	245.063 

Net authorizations 	 , 543,690 	83,828 	107,893 	99,219 	108,126 	137,087 	148,539 	159,571 	228,791 	1,616,744 

Disbursements 	 • 503,678 	81,141 	98,143 	• 	96,631 	105,466 	122,376 	150,961 	156,168 	193,997 	1.506.561 
l 

Less: repayments and write-offs of principal 	 1 279,450 	50,224 	55,181 	61,197 	.69,721 	74,596 	81,696 	100,397 	125,692 	898.354 

Increase in amounts outstanding 	 1 224,228 	30,917 	42,962 	35,434 	35,745 	47,780 	69,265 	55,771 	68,105 	• 	610,207 

• INCOME AND EXPENSE 	 . 

Income from loans and investments (interest and dividends) 	77,508 	16,638 	19,293 	22,863 	26,396 	30,575 	38,257 	47,505 	55,103 	- 334,138 

Other income 	 4,827 	 469 	 482 	 533 	 659 	 535 	 619 	1,237 	1,514 	10.925 

Total income  	82,335 	17,107 	19,775 	23,446 	27,055 	31,110 	38,876 	48,742 	56,617 	345,063 

Operating expenses 

Salaries and other staff expenses 	21,186 	3,884 	4,794 	5,300 	5,916 	6,762 	7,618 	8,881 	10,826 	75,167 

Other 	 7,343 	1,411 	1,596 	1,746 	• 	1,910 	2,104 	2,559 	2,994 	3,877 	25,540 

Total operating expenses  	28,529 	5,295 	6,390 	7,046 	7,826 	8,866 	10,177 	11,875 	14,703 	100,707 

Cost of debentures 	30,129 	9,549 	11,457 	• 	13,875 	16,478 	20,107 	26,102 	30,730 	33,933 	192,360 

Net income before allowance for doubtful accounts  	23,677 	2,263 	1,928 	2,525 	2,751 	2,137 	2,597 	6,137 	7,981 	51,996 

Allowance for doubtful accounts 	6,194 	1,323 	1,393 	1,891 	1,976 	1,764 	2,097 	4,158 	4,369 	25,165 

Transferred to reserve fund  	17,483 	 940 	 535 	 634 	 775 	 373 	 500 	1,979 	3,612 	26,831 

WRITE-OFFS 

Bad debts written off, net  	1,695 • 	573 	 393 	 641 	 726 	1,264 	 847 	 758 	1,269 	8,166 

YEAR-END BALANCE SHEET 

Loans and investments, including agreements for sale  	 255,328 	298,415 	334,744 	371,350 	419,232 t 	487,486 • 	543,147 	611,505

• Less: allowance for doubtful accounts 	  - 	 -5,250 	-6,250 	-7,500 	-8,750 • 	-9,250 	-10,500 	-13,900 	-17,000 

All other assets • 	  . 	 6,703 	6.698 	6,061 	7,597 	3,773 	10,467 	14,522 	14,717 

Total assets 	 256,781 	298,863 	333,305 	370,197 	413,755 	487,453 	543,769 	609,222 

Capital, issued and paid up  	 38,000 	41,000 	44,000 	47,000 	51,000 	53,000 	55,000 	. 58,000 

Reserve fund  	 18,423 	18,958 	19,592 	20,367 	20,740 	21,240 	23,219 	• 	26,831 

Debentures outstanding 	 . 	 195,400 . 	232,800 	262,500 	293,600 	331,500 	394,100 	445,500 	501,700 

All other liabilities 	 4,968 	•  6,105 	7,213  • 	9,230 	10,515 	19,113 	20,050 	' 	22,691 

Total liabilities 	 256,781 	298,863 	333,305 	370 , 197 	 • 	413,755 	487,453 	543,769 	609,222 - 

tra 
NJ 
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- Exhibit 6 

Department cif Regional Economic Expansion • 

INCENTIVE GRANT APPLICATIONS H 

DISPOSITION OF APPLICATIONS AND 
STATUS OF OFFERS - DECEMBER 1972 

CURRENT 	INCEPTION 
MONTH 	FISCAL YEAR , 	TO DATE 	% 

STATUS OF APPLICATIONS 

Applications Received 	105 	.1,953 	6,936 	100 
Applications Withdrawn 	' 	81 	848 	2,066 - 	30 
Applications Rejected 	54 	643 . 	' 	1,575 	23 

, Offers Made 	 54 	787 	2,665 	38 

STATUS OF OFFERS MADE 

Offers Made 	 54 	' 	787 	2,665 	100 
Offers Lapsed 	 6 	50 	137 	5 
Offers Declined 	2 	55 	199 	7 
Offers Accepted 	39 	749 	2,198 	79 

STATUS OF OFFERS ACCEPTED  

Offers Accepted 	39 	749 	2,198 	100 
Accepted Offers Declined 

or Withdrawn 	7 	125 	241 	11 
Net Offers Accepted 	32 	624 	1,957 	89. 

STATUS OF NET OFFERS ACCEPTED 

Net Offers Accepted 	32 	624 	• 	1,957 	100 
No Payment Made 	 1,069 	55 
Partial Payment Made 	36 	310 	847 	43 
Final Payment Made 	6 	41 	41 	2 

Incentive Grants Offered as of December 1972 - $324.4 million 
Incentive Grants Paid to Date - $72.7 million 
Eligible Capital Costs - $1,616 million 
Expected Direct New Jobs - 81,752 • 
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Exhibit 7 

Department of Regional Economic Expansion 

LOAN GUARANTEE APPLICATIONS 

DISPOSITION OF APPLICATIONS AND 
STATUS OF OFFERS DECEMBER 1972 

CURRENT 	INCEPTION 
MONTH 	 • 	FISCAL YEAR 	TO DATE 

STATUS OF APPLICATIONS 

Applications Received 	3 	63 	199 
Applications Withdrawn 	3 	42 	73 
Applications Rejected 	1 	21 	• 	55 
Offers Made 	 1 	12 	23 

STATUS OF OFFERS MADE 

Offers Made 
Offers Lapsed 
Offers Declined 
Offers Accepted 

STATUS OF OFFERS ACCEPTED 

1 	12 	23 
1 	1 	2 

	

2 	2 

	

8 	16 

Offers Accepted 
Accepted Offers Declined 

or Withdrawn 
Net Accepted Offers 

STATUS OF NET OFFERS ACCEPTED 

Net Offers Accepted 
Guarantees in Operation 

16 

1 2 
7 	14 

7 	14 	f 
2 	3 



EXhibit 8 

Department of Regional Economic Expansion 

AREA DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES ACT 

Applications for Incentives & Tax Holi4y, by Region, at March 31, 1970 

Region 	 Active 	New Investment 	Average Investment 	Direct Job 
Cases 	in Fixed Assets  • in Fixed Assets 	Opportunities  

$ millions 

Atlantic Provinces 	Grant 	 • 	342 	$ 748,657,000 	2.2 	18,920 

Tax 	33 	88,465,000 	2.7 	2,745 

Quebec  • 	Grant 	342 	481,059,000 	1.4 	16,612 	
tri 
cri 

Tax 	39 	154,139,000 	0.4 	2,979 

Ontario 	Grant 	139 	237,470,000 	1.7 	9,840 

' Tax 	• 93 	223,943,000 	2.4 	8,453 

Prairie Provinces 	Grant 	 • 	173 	339,378,000 	2.0 	5,806• 

Tax 	5 	2,998,000 	0.6 	472 

British Columbia 	. 	Grant 	127 	154,658,000 	1.2 	4,935 

Tax 	4 	2,040,000 	0.5 	186 

Grant 	1,123 	1,961,222,000 	1.7 	56,113 

Tax  • 	174 	471,585,000 	2.7 	14,835 



Canadian owned or 
controlled firms 

Ownership unknown 

EXHIBIT 9 

SAMPLE OF FEDERAL GRANTS 

BY COW;TRY OF CONTROL OF FIRM RECEIVING GRANT 

IRDIA GRANTS 
($000) 

Non-resident owned or 
controlled firms 

	

1967-68 	1968-69 	1969-70 	1970-71 

	

976.6 	8,554.7 	9,690.4 	19,221.7 

	

975.4 	10,773.6 	12,400.1 	24,149.1 

	

179.3 	264.0 	909.5 	1,352.8 

Total 2,131.3 	19,592.3 23,000.0 	44,723.6 

PAIT INCENTIVES  

1965-66 	1966-67 	1967-68 	1968-69 	1969-70 	Total  

$000 	$000 	$000 	$000 	$000 	$000 

Canadian owned 
or controlled 

firms 	147.0 	1,596.3 	2,815.6 	3,401.0 	3,264.0 	11,223.9 

Non-resident 
owned or 
controlled 
firms 	281.2 	2,999.7 	3,549.3 	903.0 	2,005.0 	9,738.2 

Totals 428.2 	4,596.0 	6,355.9 	4,304.0 	5,269.0 	20,962.1 

DEFENCE PROGRAMME GRANTS  

Number of Firms Benefitting 	Amount $000 

Programme Canadian 	Non-Resident 	Canadian 	Non-Resident 

IMDEP 	50 	38 	5,659.7 	15,356.9 
, DDSP 	23 	29 	7,382.5 	62,045.9 

DIP 	62 	47 	3,528.2 	26,060.8 

Total 97 	64 	16,570.4 	103,463.6 

Net number of firms benefitting; i.e., some firms bénefitted under 
more than one programme. 

Source:  •oreign Direct Investment in Canada,  Government of Canada 
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ENDIX I 

1 
- 

FEDERAL 	GOVERNMOT 	ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS  . 	 . 

(i. 	• 	• 	, 

/ 	1  • 1.. 	Building Equipment, Accesseiés and Material Program .(B.E.A.M.) 

Purpose of the Program,  

To increase productivity and efficiency in the Manufacturing and 
use 'of building equipment, accessories and materials. . 

Form of Aid Provided  

Free information to the *construction and . buiiding industry with 
a means for storing, retrieving and disseminating information vital to 

' the effective cônduct of its business. 

Areas where information is provided: 

• - construction information systems 
-,modular 'coordination and standardization  
- industrialized building techniques. and  systems 
development and expansion of expoxt,markets for 
Canadian'buildings', building components and  •  
expertise 

- encouragement.ef building design excellence. 

2. 	Industrial Research Assistance Program (I.R.A.P.)  

Purpose of the Program  

To assist in developing long-term applied research in the sciences 
and engineering and in the development of proto-types and processes. 

• Form of Aid Provided, 

Grants 	 • 	 • 

Criteria for Eligibility  

Program is assessed on itS Sciéntific merits and the capabilities 
of the company and its staff. - 

Company Must be incorporated in Canada and  all research milst be 
conduCted in Canada. 

Annunt of money available  if the  company qualifies  

Grant for salaries and wages of the technical staff. Assistance 
continues on an'annual basis - depénding on satisfactory performance. 



Tax Treatment 

I.R.A.P. grants exempt from income tax. 

3. Automotive Adjustment Assistance Program (A.A.A.)  

Purpose of the Program  

To assist Canadian automotive producers and automotive parts 
producers to expand their operations and make them more efficient. 

Form of Aid Provided 

Term loan. 
This  program terminates June 30, 1973:  

Criteria for Eligibility  

Cannot obtain necessary capital elsewhere on reasonable terms 
and conditions for expansion or re-equipping. 

Must show an opportunity to supply the auto parts market. 

Must be an original equipment parts manufacturer that has been 
affected by the Canada-United States agreement on automotive.products. 

Repayment Terms  

Related to company's capacity to repay. May extend for a period 
up to 20 years. Lending rate is the rate to crown corporationsplus 2%. 

Tax Treatment 

Remit duties and sales tax paid on duties on imported production 
machinery and equipment not available from Canadian producers. 

4. Machinery Program (MACH.)  

Purpose of the Program  

To enable Canadian industrial machinery and equipment users to 
import capital equipment, tools and accessories which are not avail-
able from production in Canada, on a duty remitted basis. 

To encourage Canadian production of such industrial machinery 
and equipment. 

To increase efficiency of Canadian industry by enabling machinery 
users to acquire advanced equipment at the lowest possible cost. 

To give Canadian machinery producers tariff protection. 
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Form of Aid Provided  

. Remission of duty paid-above the first $500,000 of value for 
duty on machinery eligible for remission. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

Remission is in the public interest. The machinery is not avail-
able from production in Canada. 

General Adjustment Assistance Program (G.AA.P.)  - 

Purpose of the.Program 
. 	. 

To assist companies injured by Kennedy Round tariff changes. 

Form of Aid Provided 	•• 

Guarantees, loans and grants for consulting help. ' 

•Criteria for Eligibility  

Manufacturers with  viable  adjustment lyrbjects,for which financing 
is required but unavailable from other sources:on reasonable terMs and 
who.: - 

a)  • have significant export opportunities arising out - 
. of the,Kennedy RoUnd-agreements, 

_ 
). have been or could be injured - as a result.of Kennedy 

Round tariff reduction, • 

are manufacturersof textile, clothing goods or foot 
wear and wish . td improve their competitive.pcisitien 
in domestic or export : markets or wish to adapt: 
ficiently to  disruptive import competitidn: 

Tax TreatMent- 

ReimbUrsed consultants' fees are nbt deductible. 

• 6. 	Industrial "Research and Development Incentives Act (I.R.D.I.A.) 

.. 	Purpose of the Program 	 - • 

To provide,additional incentives for scientific research and 
• development.. 

Form Of'Aid'Provided  

Cash grant. 
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Criteria for Eligibility  

Must be a taxable corporation incorporated in and carrying on 
business in Canada. Proprietorships, partnerships and unincorporated 
associations are not eligible, nor is the foreign corporation with a 
branch operation in Canada. 

Expenses must have been incurred. Company must be free to ex- 
ploit the results of the research and development in Canada and all 
export markets. Must be a chance of improving the product or process 
by incorporating a significant technical advance. 

Capital expenditure on scientific research and development - that 
qualify. 

Amount of money available if the company qualifies  

Grant equal to 25% of the aggregate of 

a) capital expenditures on research and develepment 

b) eligible current expenditure in excess of the average 
of such expenditures incurred during the base period. 

Applications must be submitted within 6 months of the applicant's 
year-end and the company must provide proof of expenditures. 

Tax Treatment 

Grants are exempt from income tax and the amount of grant received 
by the corporation in respect of a fixed asset does not reduce its cap-
ital cost for income tax purposes. 

7. 	Program for Advancement of Industrial Technology (P,A.I.T.)  

Purpose of the Program  

To assist in the development of products and processes which im-
prove productivity and directly contribute to the economic growth. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Grants 

Criteria for Eligibility  

All companies incorporated in Canada that carry out development 
projects in Canada and are exploited in Canada. Costs incurred prior 
to submission are not eligible. The project must be technically and-
commercially feasible. The company must have the necessary management 
and technical skills to develop and exploit the results. The company 
must have adequate facilities. The company must be financially sotind.- • 
Capital costs incurred for the acquisition of general purpose s facilities 
and equipment, and expenses related to production and  marketing  activities 
are not eligible for support under the program. 
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Amount of money available if the company qualifies  

50% of all associated development costs 

Tax Treatment 

OnlY the companyts share of cost is deductible under Section 7. 2.. 

However, .should the company be required to pay grants, it will 
be entitled to deduct such repayments under Section 72. 

8. Defense Industry Productivity Program (D:I.P- .) 

• Purpose of the Program. 
• 

To enhanCe the technological competence of the'Canadian defense 
industry in its exPort activities by providing financial assistance to 
industrial firms for selected projects from research and development 
through production. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Grants 

Criteria for Eligibility.  . 	 . 
• 

The machinery acquired must Make a_significant contribution to 
increased productivity. Assistance may be provided for the following:: 

a) 	Development of defense products for,export,': 

b) .  Acquisition of modern machine tools to increase.efficiency, 

c) 	Assistance with pre-production expenses to establish 
manufacturing sources for defense products in Canada for 
export markets. 

Amount of money available if company qualifies  

50% of the cost involved in acquiring the equipment. .The depart-
ment initially absorbs the total acquisition costs subject to repayment, 
without interest, by the company of its share over a five year pèriod. 

9. Pharmaceutical Industry Development Assistance (P.I.D.A.)  

Purpose of the Program  

To assist the Canadian Pharmaceutical Industry to adopt the latest 
technology and the most modern management techniques as well as to en-
courage advances in research and development. 
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Form of Aid Provided 

. 	• Direct loans at commercial interest rates. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

A P.I.D.A. Loan may be received if: 

a) You have a plan for re-organization or expansion invoiving 
merger, corporate or financial restructure', or improved 
capabilities in marketing, manufacturing,.or research and 
development, 

b) The plan will result in the manufacture and effective 
marketing of high quality, safe and effective prescription 
drugs at more competitive prices, 

c) You can show that you need a loan to carry out the plan, 

d) You cannot obtain sufficient capital to carry out the plan 
from other sources on reasonable terms, 

e) You have, or can acquire, all needed capabilities, whether 
technical, financial, managerial or marketing, 

f) The pharmaceutical operations will be carried out by a 
company or group of companies incorporat9d in Canada. 

Repayment Terms  

The direct loan is for terms of up to 20 years for purchase of 
buildings and real-property or 10 years under other circumstances. The 
interest rate will be equal to or greater than the interest rate on 
government loans to Crown Corporations but may not exceed that rate by 
more than 2 1/4%. 

10. 	Industrial Design Assistance Program (I.D.A.P.)  

Purpose of the Program  

To improve the quality of Canadian product design, thereby ad-
vancing Canadian industry and expanding its sales. Create an environ-
ment in Canada which will attract and retain industrial design talent. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Grants 

Criteria for Eligibility  

The applicant company must have been incorporated in Canada. 
Research must be cunducted in Canada. The applicant company must have 
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a satisfactory organization and facilities, also satisfactory financial 
resources. The project must be classified as an Industrial Design 
function. 

• • - Amount of money available if the company qualifies  - 

50% of the industrial design operational and :administrative costs. 
Capital costs of any kind-are excluded. The grant is. not made until 
after the costs have been incurred. 

Tax Treatment 

The I.D.A.P. grants are exempt from income tax.' The expenditures 
incurred on a project financed under I.D.A.P. may be deducted in comput- 
ing the income of the recipient of the gralit under Section 72 of the 

- Income Tax Act if the expenditures exceed the amount - of-  grant received 
by the company. 

11. 	Program to Enhance Productivity (P.E.P.)  
• 

Purpose of the Program 	 • 
• 

To induce improved productivity in manufacturing and processing 
industries in Canada and to undertake intensive-studies of significant and 
imaginative efficiency improvement projects. - 

•Form of Àid Provided  

Grants up to a maximum of $50,000 to  support  up to 50% of the 
approved costs of a feasibility study. Capital costs of any kind are 
excluded.. 

Eligibility Criteria  

Must be a company incorporated in Canada. The project must involve 
a significant departure from the company's traditional productivity im-
provement practices and also involve only existing available technology. 
There exists a marked but unproved potential for significant increase in 
productivity but uncertainty as to its profitability. A feasibility 
study is required before a decision can be made. 

Successful completion of the project could result in: 

a) greater industrial strength and improved exports, 

b) expansion of sales and production in high productivity 
operation, 

c) satisfactory return on production and sales. 	 • 
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)2. 	Ship Construction Subsidy Regulations (S.C.S.R.) 

Purpose of the Program  

To provide protection and incentive to the Canadian shipbuilding 
industry. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Grants 

Criteria for Eligibility  

The shipbuilder must be a Canadian citizen or company incorporated 
in Canada and must be building ships in Canada. Commercial  shipbuilding 
in Canada. 

13. 	Development of Management Courses  

Purpose of the Program  

To help non-profit professional, industry, business, or management 
associations develop management retraining or upgrading courses of high 
quality. 

Form of Aid Provided 

Assistance in the form of government grants, to a maximum of 
$50,000. Development costs eligible for such assistance include: 

a) 	professional fees paid in the development or revision of 
the course, 

b) 	costs of visual and audio aids to be used in the course, 
but not the costs of printing textbooks and notebooks. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

1. 	Applicant must be a non-profit professional, industry, 
business or management association that can contribute 
significantly to the improvement of managerial competence 
in Canadian industry. 

2. 	Applicant must be able to implement the course successfully. 

3. 	Development of the course must'not contribute to an un- 
desirable proliferation of similar courses. 

14. 	Counselling Assistance to Small Enterprises (C.A.S.E.)  

Purpose of the Program  

At present, C.A.S.E. is operating on a pilot project basis in 
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Montreal and Winnipeg. 

C.A.S.E.,provides an opportunity for the owners and managers 
of small businesses engaged in manufacturing. or tourism,to benefit, 
at nominal cost, from a service provided by retired business ,executives 
selected. for their management experience. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Through C.A.S.E., managements of small companies can discuss 
their particular problems with experienced businessmen, explore new 
ideas to help their-businesses grow and examine new methods for im-
proving productivity. 

Each C.A.S:E. counsellor receives $30 a day- for his counselling 
assistance, including any assistance he may render irLimplèmenting his 
recommendations. The small business pays two-thirds of the daily $30 
fee. The government pays the remaining costs. 

Critieria for Eligibility  

To be eligible a firm must: 

a) Be a manufacturer or be in the tourist industry, 

b) Have fewer than SO  employées and no More than $5 
million in sales-in its :nest recent coiliplete 
fiscal year.  • 

15. 	Program for ,Export Market'bevelepment - Section "A" - (P.E.M.D.)  

Purpose of the Program  

To increase the level of Canadian participation in foreign capital 
projects by sharing with companies expenses incurred when competing 
during the precontractual phases'of approved projects. 

Thé term "capital projects" is intended to describe facilities, 
systems and other complexes whose construction entails the provision 
of skilled services, engineering products and other capital goods. 

Form of Aid Provided  

The government's contribution will normally,be.50 96 of the expenses 
incurred in,the precontractual phases of actual or potential projects 
and . will normally fall into the categories of exploratory studies and 
preparation  of initia].  proposals and bids. 

In the event that a company that has received assistance is suc-
cessful in obtaining the business sought, repayment of the government's 
contribution will be required in two equal payments, one due six months 
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after the date of the contract and the other twelve months after obtain-
ing the contract. 

Repayment is not required in instances where a company is not 
successful in obtaining the contract sought. 

Criteria for  Eligibility  

1. The applicant company must be currently established 
and operating in Canada. 

2. The applicant company must have ability, or demonstrated 
potential for competitive performance in foreign markets 
for the products or services concerned. 

3. The applicant company must have satisfactory financial 
and management strengths. 

4. The project must apply to goods or services for which 
competent Canadian sources already exist. 

	

3. 	The project must promise signifiCant Canadian content. 

6. The project must have a reasonable probability of success. 

7. The project must appear financially sound. 

8. Desirable for project to provide opportunity for follow-
on business. 

9. Military projects are not normally eligible. 

10. The project must make "good business sense". 

11. Collaborative applications are eligible. 

12. Project must represent an increase in the normal level 
of applicant's exploratory activities. 

16. 	Program for Export Market Development - Section "B" 	(P.E.M.D.)  

Purpose of the Program  

The purpose of Section "B" of P.E.M.D. is to bring about a sus-
tained increment in the export of Canadian products, especially manu-
factured goods. 
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Form of 'Aid Previded 	• 
• 

The government will share, with Canadian companieS, eligible 
expenses incurred in previously approved projects'Which aim to: 

Part I. 	Identify and more precisely define a potential 
export market opportunity, appropriate to the 
abilities of the Canadian company. 

Part II. Adapt the Canadian 'company's marketing methods 
to the requirements and practices of an export 
market.. 

In the event that a company that has received assistance is suc-
cessful in obtaining export business, repayMent 9f .  the Department's 
contribution will be - required at a rate of i% 9f sales of the product 
identified during a period of uP to three years, to the total of the 
contribution. 

Repayment is not required in instances where a company is not 
successful in obtaining export business of the kind described in the 
application. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

1. The company must be currently established and operating 
in Canada'. 

2. Have ability or demonstrated potential for competitive 
. performance in foreign markets. 

3. Have satisfàètory financial and management strengths. 

4. Apply to goods or services for Which competent Cahadian 
sources'and/or capabilities already exist. 

5. Promise significant Canadian content. 

* 6. Have a reasonable probability of sucéess. 

• * 7. Appear finanéially sound. 

* 8. Form part of an overall company plan. 

9. Make "good buSineSssense". -  ' 

10. Represent an extension of the normal efforts of the 
applicant in the export field. 

11. Promise a net increment  in  exports. 

These ,  criteria apply Only to applications under "Part 11 Marketing Adjustment". 
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17. 	Program for Export Market Development - Section "C" - (P.E.M.D.) 

Purpose of the Program  

The objective of the "Incentive for Participation in Trade Fairs 
Abroad" is to bring about a sustained increment in the export of Canad-

ian goods and services by increasing the level of participation by 

Canadian companies in trade fairs outside Canada. 

Form of Aid Provided  

The department will share, with Canadian companies eligible ex-
penses incurred in previously approved projects which aim to effect an 

increment in the export of goods and services. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

The criteria for eligibility are very similar to the requirements 
indicated in Sections "A" and "B" of the program. 

18. 	Fashion Design Assistance Program (F.D.A.P.)  

Purpose of the Program  

To increase the international competitiVeness of Canadian apparel, 

textile, leather and footwear industries by: 

1. encouraging greater Canadian design creativity and 
upgrading product quality, 

2. building a prestige image of creative Canadian fashion 
design to attract domestic and foreign buyers, 

3. providing an environment td encourage and retain 
Canadian fashion design talent. 

Fôrm of Aid Provided 

To give trained Canadian fashion designers the work climate that 
will foster creative design in Canada. It will be carried out by studies 
of training facilities and job opportunities to identify needed improve- 
ments and through bursaries for advanced studies in fashion design. 

Promotion of good Canadian design and workmanship. All designs 
accepted as examples of good Canadian fashion are identified by a logo 
tag. 

19. 	Shipbuilding Temporary Assistance Program (S.T.A.P.)  

Purpose of the Program  

A program of grants to shipbuilders constructing vessels for 
foreign registry. 
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Form of Aid Provided 

The maximum grant is- 16% of-audited .cost for vessels of pp to 
25,000 gross tons and 13% for vessels of more than 25,000 gross tons. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

There are restrictions concerning Canadian content and minimum 
size, details of which can be obtained from the Regulations. These 
grants are available on vessels completed before October 31, 1975 and 
contracted for prior to March 31, 1973. 

20. 	Department of Regional Economic Expansion (D.R.E.E.)  

Purpose of the Program - 

To reduce the economic and social disparities between various 
regions of Canada. The Minister of Regional Economic -  ,Expansion is 
responsible for "economic and social adjustment in areas requiring 
special measures to improve opportunities for productive employment 
and access to those opportunities". - - 

Form of Aid Provided  

In 1969, several programs were terminated, notably the Atlantic 
Development Board, the Area Development Agency and the Fund for Rural 
Economic Development, but provided that the new Department would be 
responsible for carrying their current activities through to completion. 

The D.R.E.E. programs areas can be classified under four main 
headings: 

1. 	Planning and Programming: To develop the means of improving 
opportunities, and making them effective in slow growth areas. 

2.. - Industrial Incentives: To make investment-in.viable in-
dustries more attractive in the slow-growth - regions and 
thus improve employmentropportunities. - 

3. . Infrastructure Assistance: To provide the incremental social 
- capital that is.necessary to better opportunities. 

4. Social Adjustment and Rural Development: To assist people 
in taking advantage of new-opportunities and in increasing 

-their incomes from the more effective utilization of rural 
resources.. 

The specific programs offered by the Department are as follows: 

1. --Incentives to Industry: To encourage new productive employ- 
ment. The inCentives are designed to offset-the initial 
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disadvantages of an industrial investment in the areas 
where additional employment is most needecL Most manu- 
facturing and processing industries are eligible for both 
incentive grants and loan guarantees. Loan .  guarantees, 
but not incentive grants can be provided for hotels, • 
convention centres and recreational'facilities. Maximum 
incentive grants vary according to region. 

A. Atlantic Region: Up to 30% of capital cost, for 
expansions or modernizations: up to 35% of capital 
cost, plus up to $7,000 per job created, for new 
plants or new product expansions. 

B. Standard Region: Up to 20% of capital cost, for 
expansions or modernizations; up to 25% of capital 
cost, plus up to $5,000 per,job created, for new 
plants or new plant expansions. 

C. Southwestern Quebec, including the cities of Montreal 
and Hull, and the Eastern Ontario counties of Stormont, 
Glengarry and. Prescott: Up to 10% of capital cost 
for expansions or modernizations; up to 10% of capital 
cost, plus up to $2,000 per job created, for new plants 
or new product expansions. 

2. Special Area Programs: There are 22 special areas where 
faster growth can have major repercussions through eastern 
Canada generally, the plans provide for roads, bridges, 
water and sewer systems, serviced industrial and resident-
ial land, schools, tourist facilities, industrial parks, 
and other facilities to strengthen the economic and social 
effects of the region. 

3. Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act: Provides technical and 
financial assistance for farm water projects and small com-
munity water storages. 

4. Agriculture and Rural Development Act: Programs undertaken 
are such things as alternate land use, soil and water con-
servation and general rural development associated with 
creating income and employment opportunities. 

5. The Canada Land Inventory: The object of the CLI is to 
produce data on land capability, primarily for land use 
and rural development planning. 

6. The Canada Newstart Program: This program was introduced 
to experiment with and isolate effective and efficient tech-
niques and methods of social and human development. To 
achieve this aim, six autonomous, provincially incorporated 
pilot projects were established. Considerable experimentation 
with methods of adult basic training in academic and vocational 
education and life skills; recruitment; motivation; counsel-
ling; and job placement have been performed. 
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Criteria for Eligibility  

The,company must locate in specified regions. The operations of 
the company must create new jobs. The company must b,e in manufacturing,. 
processing or commercial industries. 

Amount of money available if company qualifies  

Maximum primary develôpment incentives: 20% of t .hose approved 
capital costs, or $6,000,000 whichever is the lesser amount. 

Maximum secondary development incentives: j5% ofthose, approved 
capital costs plus $5,000 for each new job created. 

• . 
Maximum combined development incentiVes: 40,000 for each . new 

job. created, $12,000,000 or ,1/2 of the -capital.to'be employed in the 
operation, whicheVer is the lesser .amount, 

21. 	Scientific  Research  

Purpose  of. the  Program  

To encourage scientific research in Canada. 

• Form of Aid Provided  

Deduction for purposes of income tax under Section 72: 

1. All current expenditures on research made in Canada 
during the year. 

2. Capital expenditures made in Canada in that year on 
,scientific research relating to the business. - 

Criteria for Eligibility 

The activity must fall . within the normally recognized field of . 
 science not specifically included. The work must be carried out by 

persons with the requisite training and experience who are skilled in 
. the application Of 'the scientific method. The work Must be carried 

out in a systematic fashion. The uncertainty of the results must be 
removed through systematic investigation and analysis. 

.22. 	Industrial DeveloPment Bank  

Purpose of the Program 
. 	. 	" 	• 

• To proVide a source of medium and long-term : finance for business 
unable to raise fUnds from pther sources on reasonable-terms and con-
ditions. Financing of small business to assist in fixed asset expend-
itures and working capital assistance. -To•stipplement the services of 
other lenders and sources of financing. 
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Form of Aid Provided 

Loans may be provided to finance the purchase of,fixed assets, 
to strengthen working capital, to finance the establishment of new 
businesses or to finance a change of ownership. 

I.D.B. can provide financing by purchasing some  of the common 
or preferred shares or convertible debentures of a.business, usually 
provided along with a term loan secured by the fixed assets of the 
business. 

I.D.B. can enter into or participate in underwriting agreements 
when'a public issue would be the appropriate method of-financing but 
could not be marketed on reasonable terms and conditions without the 
assistance of I.D.B. 

- 
In addition, I.D.B. through its Advisory Services program, 

helps promote good management practices in small and medium sized 
Canadian businesses. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

Sound proposal and capable management. Owners must have reason- 
able amount invested. Borrower must be unable to obtain sufficient 
funds on reasonable terms and conditions. Borrower•must be able to 
provide security for the loan. Will not lend for purposes of residential 
development. 

Amount of money available if the company qualifies  

Average amount is $100,000 but a ceiling does not exist. 

Repayment Terms  

Generally over 5-12 years at conventional lending rates, however 
rates increase as the amount of the loan increases. 

23. 	Export Development Corporation (E.D.C.)  

Purpose of the Program  

1. To insure Canadian firms against non-payment when 
Canadian goods and services are sold abroad. 

2. To make loans to foreign purchasers of Canadian 
capital equipment and technical services. 

3. To guarantee financial institutions against loss when 
they are involved in an export transaction by financing 
either the Canadian supplier or the foreign buyer. 

4. To insure Canadians against loss of their investments 
abroad by reason of political actions. 
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Form of Aid Provided  
• 

Export trade •alls into these,categories; bulk commodities trade, 
consumer goods trade, advisory or technical services,. capital  goods' 
trade, and capital construction projects: The E.D.Ç. has  been estab-
lished to provide the Canadian exporter with credit insürancei guarantee 
and loan facilities. 

The E.D.C. is comprised of three main divisions:.. 

1. Export Credits Insurance Division: E.D.C. .May.insure 
Canadian. exporters against non-payment when -they grant 
credit to foreign buyers. In the case of goods or 
..services Sold on short term credit, - a- -comprehensive pàlicy 
is issued which covers an'exporter's entire export sales 
for one year. -  Thé E.,D.C. normally-covers a -maximum of 
90%'of the amoUnt of.the loss. 

2.. Export Finance Division: - E.D.C. makes lông term loans -  - 
to foreign purchasers, or guarantees private,loans to 
foreign purchasers at internationally eompetitive interest 
rates. E.D.C. may make loans to foreign national devel-
opment banks for relending to importers'in their réspectiVe 
countries to enable'them to buy-Canadian capital goods._ 

The transaction must be worth $1 million br- more.  The  
' transaction must have a Canadian màteri'al/labour. content 
-. of not leSs than'80%.. 

3. Foreign Investment Insurance: E.D.C. offers insuranCe 
against certain political risks of loss' of Canadian invest-
ments abroad. Three categories- of risk: are Covered. In-
convertibility, or ability to repatriàte.earnings or 
capital, expropriation and insurrection, revolution orivar. 

.- The normal co-insurance to be carried by  the investor is 
15%. 

24. 	Small Business Loans . 	. 

	

. 	. , 	_ . 	 . 

- Purpose of the Program . . 	: 	_ 

TO help small business to obtain term , credit for a wide range of 
business iMprovement purposes. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Secured term loans. 	 • 

Criteria for Eligibility  

Proprietorship, partnership or a limited company may borrow. 
Annual gross revenue must not exceed $500,000 during the year in which 
the application is made. 
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Types of Loans  

Fixed equipment loans 
Movable equipment loans 
Premises loans 

Terms of Repayment 

Maximum period is 10 years at conventional lending rates. 

25. Farm Improvement Loans  

Purpose of the Program  

To provide farmers with credit for the purchase of agricultural 
implements and a wide range of farm improvement projects. To enable 
farmers to raise the efficiency of their larming operations. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Term loans. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

— 	1 
Only a farmer can borrow. Loans must be for: 	 1 

1 
1 

The applicant must provide a reasonable portion of the cost of 
the purchase or project from his own resources. 

26. Fisheries Improvement Loan  

Purpose of the Program  

To supply financing to fisherman for a variety of fisheries 
improvement projects. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Term loans. 

1. Purchase of agricultural implements. 
2. Purchase of livestock 
3. Purchase or installation of agricultural 

equipment or a farm electric system 	' 
4. Construction, repair or alteration•of farm buildings 
5. -  Purchase of additional  band  
6. 	Other projects for farm improvement and . development 
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Criteria for Eligibility 	, 

Only a fisherman may borrow. Loans may be made for: 

	

1. 	Purchase of a fishingvessel 

	

- 2. 	Purchase or construction  Of fishing equipment 
3. Motor repair and overhaul of fishing vessel 
4. Purchase or construction of a shore installation 
5. Development or improvement of,a primary fishing 

enterprise 

The applicant mustprovide a reasonable Iportionef - the cost of 
the purchase or project ,from his own resources: 

27. 	Incentive Programs North of 60  

Purpose of the Program  

The government has developed a series of incentive programs de-
signed to aid both companies and individuals in exploration and develop- 
ment activities North of 60. These programs are administered by the 
Northern Economic Development Branch of the Department of Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development. There are six programs administered by the 
Department: 

1. Northern Roads Network Program: .The program involves the 
development of communication  roads.to  previde a primary 
'road network in the area,' and lateral roads which lead 
from this primary network_to areas where resource explorat-
ion, development or exploitation  are  taking place. 

2. Northèrn Mineral Exploration Assistance Program:  This 
program is designed to encourage the investment of domestic 
risk capital in beth mineral and oil and, gaS  exploration 
North of 60. Aid is provided in the form of a grant which 
may not exceed 40% of the cost of an approved exploration 
progràm. 

3. Prespector's Assistance Program: Prospectors may be pro- 
' vided with grants  of  up to $900 per Year.to assist in out-
fitting and transportation  to their area of activity. A 
prospector must spend a minimum of 60 days in.thelield-
and is required to submit a diary  and report  to receive 
final payment. 

4. Northern Resource Airports Program: Cost sharing agreements 
for the establishment of airports.may he made between the 
federal .gpvernient and a natural resource development company: 
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5. Other Programs and Incentives: The government will 
in some cases finance economic feasibility studies of 
proposed northern primary production operations. 

6. Small Business Loan Funds: tnder the plan, up to 
$300,000 will be lent annually in each territory from 
the funds to businesses already operating or to 
enterpreneurs starting a neW business. 

Such businesSes as hotels, laundries and restaurants, 
municipal services and small manufacturing plants will 
be able to take advantage of the funds. The interest 
rate will be such that the scheme is self-Sustaining 
except for administrative costs connectedSith the 
provision of management advice, which will be absorbed 
by the government. 

28. 	Canadian Film Development Corporation  

Purpose of the Program  

The Corporation recognizes two main categories for its assistance: 

1. Feature  films  designed for release in major motion 
picture theatres and on television in Canada and 
abroad to be assisted by investments and loans; 

2. Feature films on low budgets produced primarily for 
the purpose of developing new talents to be assisted 
by special investments. 

Form of Aid Provided 

1. The Corporation's contribution will rarely exceed 
$200,000 and should not be more than 50% of the 
cost of  production of the completed film. 

2. Guaranteed distribution in Canada is a condition 
of investment. 

3. In principle, all investments will be recovered 
pari passu from the returns of the film. 

4. Depending on availability of funds, priority will 
be given to films also contracted for television 
release or films with a television potential, part-
icularly on the international market. 
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29. 	Defense Industrial ReSearch -PrOgram  

Purpose of the Program  

To assist companies seeking-support, for research projects oriented 
primarily to defense technologies. - The objective is to improve the 
capability for innovation in Canadian industry. , 	, 

Criteria for Eligibility 	„ 

The primary criteria for selection are: 

1. The extent of defense interest 

2. The scientific feasibility and quality of the 
proposed research project 

3. The calibre and experience of the technical 
staff 

4. The potential for exploitation of the research 
in both defense and commercial applications. 

Form of Aid Provided 

Normally one half of the overall direct costs of the program. 
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APPENDIX II 

PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

BRITISH COLUMBIA  

1. 	Department of Industrial Develo  ment, Trade and Commerce 

Purpose of the Program  

To provide services for the encouragement of industry, develop-
ment of trade and the collection and publication of statistics. 

Form of Assistance Provided 

Assists firms to establish new industries and survey foreign 
and domestic markets. 

2. 	British Columbia Development Corporation  

Purpose of the Program  

To create, develop and increase income, employment, tax revenue, 
and other economic benefits to the province by encouraging and assisting 
in the establishment, expansion and continued operation of industrial 
enterprises in the province. 

Form of Aid Provided 

1. Loans, loan guarantees, mortgages, and shares. 
2. Acquire, develop, rent or sell land, buildings, machinery, etc. 
3. Other financial and technical assistance. 

3. 	The Copper Bounty Act  

Purpose of the Program  

To serve as an incentive to encourage more intensive processing 
of mineral produCts within British Columbia. 

Form of Aid Provided 

One cent per pound bounty paid on blister copper or refined copper 
within the province. 

4. 	The Iron Bounty Act  

Purpose of the Program  

Same as the Copper Bounty Act. 

Form of Aid Provided  

$2.00 per ton on iron from ore mined out of the province. $5.00 
per ton on ore mined within the province. 
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ALBERTA 

1. 	Alberta Opportunity Company . . 	• 

Purpose of the Program  

The promotion of economic groWth in the province by #imulating 
the establishment of new businesses and aiding in the  expansion of : 
existing enterprises. 

Form of Aid Provided 

1. Capital loans to a level of 80% (maximum $500,000) at 
commercial rates. 

2. Working capital loans to $500,000. 
3. Inventory financing to $500,000. 
4. Research and development loans to a level of 50% 

(maximum $10,000) 
5. Loan guarantees 
6.•  Business management counselling services. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

1. Company must be located within Alberta. 
2. Proposal must be economically viable. 
3. The availability of security. 

2. 	Industrial Development Incentives Program  

Purpose of the Program  

To equalize the opportunities to attract or develop industries•  
throughout Alberta. 

To stimulate the industrial development of non-metropolitan areas 
of Alberta. 

To provide financial resources for the development or expansion 
of industry in slow growth areas. 

To assist in the development of secondary industry engaged in 
manufacturing. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Interest free loan, which may be forgivable. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

Manufacturing must be conducted in Alberta. 
The economic impact of the project on the area must be significant. 
The management must be capable. 
The company must not be able to finance thé project by other means. 
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Repayment Terms  

Term of loan is 5 years, during which period no interest is 
charged and no repayment of principal is required. 

Repayment of incentive loans may be forgiven entirely following 
five years of successful operation by the recipient. 

3. The Native Co-Operative Guarantee Act Chapter 256  

Purpose of the Program  

To assist the productive operations undertaken by a co-
operative association of Indians or Metis. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Loans 

Criteria for Eligibility  

The loan is required for productive purposes. There is not any 
distribution of earnings or profits without consent. 

Repayment Terms  

The Lieutenant Governor in council may authorize the Provincial 
Treasurer to guarantee on behalf of the Province the repayment of the 

 whole or part of money borrowed by the association and interest and 
take as security any real or personal property. 

4. The Co-OperatiVe Marketing Association Guarantee Act  

. 	Purpose of the Program  

To guarantee on behalf of the Province of Alberta, the payment of 
any sums borrowed for acquiring land, factories, warehouses, machinery 
or equipment. 

5. Alberta Commercial Corporation  

Purpose of the Program  

To provide financial assistance to Alberta industries which may 
be unable to obtain suitable financing through other sources. Also 
provides guidance to small manufacturers and producers in their man-
agement problems. 

To assist the growth of the tourist industry. 
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Form of Aid Provided 

For small manufacturer's to provide financing  for inventories, 
plant equipment, plant-sites, including land and buildings. 

• Term loans. 

Management 'guidance is without cost. 

Repayment Terms  

8% per annum with conventional terms: 

SASKATCHEWAN 

1. 	The Industry Incentive Act  

Furpose of the Act  

To encourage the establishment, expansion;and modernization of 
industry in certain areas of Saskatchewan. 

Form of Aid Provided  

A six year, interest free loan which is forgiven at 10  percent  
per year for the first 5 years and then completely forgiven in the 

 sixth year, providing certain conditions are met. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

Manufacturers who .qualify as to nature of operations and who wish 
to establish, expand br modernize outsidé the Federal Incentives area. 

Amount of Money Available  

a) $5,000 for each job created 
b) 20% of the capital cost, or 
c) $300,000 
whichever is least. 

2. 	Saskatchewan Economic Development Corporation  

Purpose of the Program  

To provide a source of financial assistance for industrial enter-
prises wishing to expand or establish their operations in Saskatchewan. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Mortgage loan. 
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Criteria  for  Eligibility 

Primary or secondary manufacturers. 
Certain specialized agricultural businesses. 
The financing must be required for a business in Saskatchewan. 
The funds must not be available elsewhere on reasonable terms 

and conditions. 
The applicant business must be profitable and financially sound. 
The owner's of the business must have a reasonable investment 

and there must be sufficient assets to provide reasonable 
security. 

If benefits would accrue to the province by increasing employ-
ment, replacing inputs Or stimulating exports. 

Repayment Terms  

Term up to ten years depending on ab-ility to repay. Repayment by 
monthly installments Of principal plus interest. . 

3. 	Industry and Commerce Development Act  

Purpose of the Program  

To make loans and grants to assist in, or provide for, the contin-
uation of a business enterprise if threatened and its loss would disrupt 
the social and economic base of the community. 

Form of Aid Provided 

Loans and grants for: 

1. modernization, refurbishing or expansion of small businesses, 
2. to assist in the establishment of new businesses in areas of 

the province of slow economic growth, 
. 3. promotion or development of the tourist 'indUstry, 

4. consulting service by contract for 
(i) management training programs 
(ii) marketing, accounting, etc. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

1. Establishment in a city having less than 35,000 inhabitants. 
2. Does not qualify under the Federal Regional Development 

Incentives Act. 

4. 	Aid to Trade Program  

Purpose of  the  Program 
• 

To  stimulate the sale of Saskatchewan-made products and services. 
Its basic purpose is to increase the flow of money intO the province 
and help create new employment. 
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Form of Aid Provided  

Financial assistance to firms who wish to do thé following: 	- 

1, exhibit their products and services in new prOducts, 
2. explore'foreign markets and investigate Sales opportunities, 
3. ship sample merchandise to potential Markets, 
4. bring foreign buyers to Saskatchewan, 
5. undertake -a market feasibility study.  

MANITOBA- 

1. 	Manitoba Development Corporation  

Purpose of the Program  

To promote the establishment and expansion of new and existing - 
processing and manufacturing industries, to the,tourist ,accomodation 
induStry and to .community development corporations in the province. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Term loans. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

Must- create employment opportunities. 

Financing  must not be available on reasotable.terms and 
conditions. 

Expand Markets for Manitoba productS. 	. 

Encourage innovation in industrial enterprises. 

Enhance efficiency and diversification of enterprises. 

Terms of Repayment  

According to ability to repay. 

Manitoba Export Corporation 	• 

Purpose of the Program  
• 

To provide manufacturers assistance in marketing, shipping, 
tariff and foreign regulations and any other matters related to 
the eXporting of products from Manitoba. 

Form of Assistance Provided  

Information concerning exporting and short term loans. 
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3. Manitoba Research and Development Grants  

Purpose of the Program  

To improve and introduce new products in Manitoba through research 
and developments. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Grants. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

Financial assistance must not be available from other sources. 

4. Manitoba Design Improvements Assistance Pi:ogram  

Purpose of the Program  

To aid companies to retain consultants in order to improve their 
competitive position. 

Form of Aid *Provided 

Grants 

Criteria for Eligibility  

The produce must be manufactured in Manitoba. 
Total expenditures to be paid by grant must not exceed $20,000 

in any 2 year period. 
Consulting in areas of market testing and evaluation, redesign 

of existing products and product planning and diversification. 

5. Communities Economic Development Fund  

Purpose of the Program  

Loans for projects in remote and isolated areas of the province 
for the purpose of promoting economic development in communities with 
particular emphasis on economically disadvantaged people. 

6. Manitoba Airport Assistance Program  

Purpose of the Program  

Grants and loans available to municipal airport commission re-
sponsible for the operation of airports in southern Manitoba which do 
not receive Class 1, 2 or 3 Commercial Air Services. 
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7. 	Manpower Development Assistance  

Purpose of the.FrOgrant 

To carry out analyses to determine the productivity of the 
 companY!s work force To analyse-polities and practices set up by 

the company . to  monitor manpower activity. To dt.,sign, where neces-
sary senior management, supervisory staff and production personnel 
training programs. To establish  personnel modelS and-Management . 
systems related to human tesource development. 	e. 

Form of Aid •  

The department will share with the firm in the costs of censult 
ants to carry out apprevedprograms on the following basis: 	 •  

2/3 of the first $2,000. 
1/2 of the next $3,000. 
1/3 of the next $10,000. 

ProductivitY Improvement Program  - 	' 
• 

- Purpose of the Program  

• Productivity audit analyses of individualifirms and industry 
grouPs by industry Specialists who will identifyiproblem areas,. 
'Obstacles to growth and opp6rtunities'for improvement in the marketing, 
production,. technology, manpower., organizationaUeffectiveness and 
financial areas of the firmand the 13 -revision of'retoMmendations WhiCh 
are suited to the needs and capabilities ofthe,firm,and which include -
a blueprint for action. 

9. 	Feasibility Studies Incentive Program  

Purpose-of the Program, 

To assist companies in the commissioning of feasibility studies 
to develppplans for establishing or expanding manufacturing facilities 
in Manitoba. To assist companies in making application to,obtain . grant 
assistance ftom the Federal Department of Regional Economic Expansion. 

Perm of Aid Provided 	., 	. . 	• 	. 
. 	, . ., 	. . 	. 

The cost of professional advice from private consulting and ad- . 
visoty Sourées Used to assist in_the feasibility .study'tr in applying 
for Federal ,grants will be shared by the department en approved projects 

	

as  follows: . 	- 	, . 	. . 	. 	 . , 
2/3 of the.first $2,000. - 	. . . 	, 
1/2 of the next $3,000. .  '. 	. 

	

. 	. 	• 	
. 

_ 	.. 	. . . 
' 	1/.3 of the.next $10,000, 	.',' 	- 	. .  

. . 
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• 10. 	Work Activity Project  

Purpose of the Program  

Specific community areas in the province have been designated for 
financial assistance through local work activity Committees. The funds 
are for training and materials but do not apply to direct capital in-
vestments. 

ONTARIO 

' 1. 	Ontario Development Corporation 

Purpose of the Program  
— 

To provide financial and advisory services to business in order 
to stimulate industrial growth, economic development and employment • 

opportunities in the province. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Performance loans and term loans. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

Operations must contribute to the economic development of Ontario. 
Management must be capable and the venture must be financially 

sound. 
Applicants must have sufficient equity in the business to warrant 

financial assistance. 
Funds not available for primary industry. 

Loans Programs Available  

Performance Loans  

a) Equalization of Industrial Opportunity Program 
b) Fisheries Restructuring 

• 

Term Loans 

a) Loans to small businesses 
b) Venture Capital for Canadians 
c) Pollution Control Equipment Loans 
d) Tourist Industry Loans 
e) Industrial Mortgages and Leaseback 

Repayment Terms 	 • 

Performance loans are interest free and conditional upon satis- 
factory performance, may be progressively forgiven over a six year period. 

Term loans are at conventional interest rates and the terms are 
fitted to individual circumstances. 
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2. 	Export Support Program  

Purpose of the Program  

To provide assistance to Ontario based experters• encoUntering 
difficultles in financing exports of capital areçonSuffier goôds. . This 
program is administered by . thè Ontario DeveldpMent'Côrporation. 

Form of Aid Provided 	. 
• 

1. Short term financing of production of:goods  for export. • 
2. Short term financing -Of export goods:held in warehouse,  •  
3. Medium term exPort finanCing of capital goods. 
4. • Short term financing  of: consumer  goods.. 

Criteria for Eligibility 	• 
", 	„ 	• 

1. 	Company must be  Ontario baSed: 
2: 	Unable to obtain the:necessary.export.financing from E.D.C. 

— 3. ..The goods must have à.significant Cânadian .o,ontent. 
- 4. 	Acceptable security .must be available. • 

3. 	Business Development Services 	• 

Purpose of the Program  

The Business Development Division of the Ontario Ministry of 
Industry and Tourism encourages the establishment of new job producing 
industries and the expansion of present manufacturing concerns through-
out Ontario. 

Organization 

The Programs are administered through 2 brancheS: 

a) 	Industrial Development Branch 
i) industrial  locations  section - 	. 
ii) manufacturing arrangements section 

tôchnology section 

Trade Development Branch 
i) international marketing section 

il) design and engineering services section 
iii) marketing  services section 

Ontario Research Foundation  
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QUEBEC  

1. 	An Act to Promote Industrial Development Through Fiscal Advantages  

Purpose of the Program  

To encourage the use of advanced technology to produce newly con-
ceived products not yet manufactured in the province of Quebec. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Tax incentives whereby a company may deduct an amount equal to 
30%, SO% or 100% of their annual investment according to whether it is 
made in Zone I, II, or III up to a total of $10,000,000 during the 
period April 1971 to March 31, 1974. 	• 

Criteria for Eligibility  

1. Investment must exceed $150,000. 
2. Every company which is engaged in the operation  of a 

manufacturing or processing business. 

2. 	Quebec Industrial Development Assistance Act  

Purpose of the Program: 

To encourage manufacture of newly-conceived products, to consolidate 
a company's means of production while adapting them to modern techniques 
so as to increase their share of the market, and to provide financial 
assistance at reasonable rates to qualifying companies who cannot obtain 
financial  assistance  otherwise. 

Form of Aid Provided 

1. Loans secured by mortgage, machinery, etc. at current 
interest rates.' 

2. Leasing of machinery, tools or equipment. 
3. Purchase of up to 30% of.the equity of a company. 
4. Grants. 
S. 	Loan cost sharing. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

1. Competent management. 
2. Must invest at least $150,000 in the Province of Quebec. 
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Financial Assistance Programs for Fast Growth Industries  

Purpose of the Program  

To promote the location or expansion in Quebec of estab-
lished firms in fast growth industries who: 

i) apply advanced technology, 
ii) manufacture a product not'previously manufactured 

" in Quebec,'and .  
iii) who  are .. in a Position tO export.: 

Perm of Aid Provided  

Subsidy 

'Criteria For Eligibility  

	

- a) 	must locate in a'slow growth area 
b) will apply advanced technology or manufacture 

. 	a product new to Quebec 
c) will be able to export 
d) projected investments exceed $5,000,000 
e) must provide employment for residents of Quebec 

4. The General Investment Corporation of Quebec 	, 

-:.Purpose of the Program  " 

'Fo  take an active part in the industrial development of Quebec. 

ForM of Aid Provided  

Long tprM-loans 

5. Quebec Industrial Credit Bureau  

Purpose of the:Program  

To promote the development of manufacturing'indùstry in the 
province. 

. To  aid sinalrand medium.sizéd industrial operatiOns loéated•in 
slow growth,areas of Quebec which do not have acCèsS fto usual 
financing sources. - 	• 

Form of Aid Provided  

Secured term loans 
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Criteria for Eligibility  

Loans for the purpose of: 

a) purchase of land and construction, improvement or 
expansion of plants or factories, 

b) acquisition of machinery, tools and equipment, 
c) improvement or consolidation of the firms financial 

structure, 
d) must be located in Quebec, be engaged in manufacturing 

or processing and have good growth potential, 
e) must locate in a slow growth region, 	. 
f) financial aid must not be otherwise available. 

6. 	Regional Industrial Development Assistance Act  
- 

Purpose of the Program  

To promote industries and the expansion of existing industries 
in the slow growth areas of Quebec. 

Form  of Aid Provided  

Grants 

Criteria for Eligibility  

To manufacturing or processing firms for investments of at least 
$50,000 in regions designated by provincial authorities .. Investments 
must be made in the construction or expansion of plants, purchase of 
machinery, tools or equipment. 

Amount of money avàilable 

Varies according to  location . 

NEW BRUNSWICK 

1. 	New Brunswick Development Corporation  

Purpose of the Program  

Assist in the expansion and diversification of existing industry 
and encourages new manufacturing  and  processing industries to locate 
and develop in New Brunswick. 

Form of Aid Provided 

Loans or guarantees of loans with first mortgage security. 
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Criteria for Eligibility  

The funds must not- be obtainable on reasonable termS frem 
other sources. 

Directed primarily to seCondary manufacturing. 

New companies wishing to establish in the province or existing 
companies requiring capital for expansion and/or.introduction of more 
efficient equipment and methods. 

New Brunswick Industrial Finance 'Board  

Purpose of the Program  

To provide financial assistance to certain types of new or 
expanding indùstries. 	 • 

Form of Aid Provided 

' Direct or guaranteed loans. . 
'Equity. 	 ' participation. 	 . 
Assistance in plant . location and technical advice. 

. 	Criteria  for Eligibility  

Àvailable'for recoghized manufaCturers to apply 'te land, 
buildings, Machinery and equipment. 

Funds must.not be available from conventional sources on 
reasonable terms. 

Applicants are expected to match dollar for dollar with the 
lean. 	 •  

3. New Brunswick Guarantee Loan Board 	• 

Purpose of the Program 

To guarantee bond issues and long term loans'. 

4. New Brunswick ReSearch'and Productivity Council  

Purpose of the Program' 

To provide free technical information *and:industrial engineering . 
 services to firms in  Ne W Brunswick and  Prince Edward Island. It ()Per-

ates under arrangement with the National Research Council, 
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5. Export Assistance Program 

Identical to Program for Export Market Development administered 
by the Department  of  Industry, Trade and Commerce of the federal 
government. The provincial government provides additional assistance 
above that provided by the federal program. 

6. New Brunswick Design Council  

Purpose of the Program  

To provide New Brunswick industry with a service of assessing 
products or prototypes by qualified experts, as an aid to increasing 
sales and/or reducing manufacturing and development costs. 

Eligibility  

A submission may be entered by any firm in the province of 
New Brunswick provided the item is made in New Brunswick and maximizes 
New Brunswick content. 

7. New Brunswick Multiplex Corporation  

Purpose of the Program 

The Corporation was established by the federal and provincial 
governments to promote and implement a major project involving con-
struction and operatiOn of a number of interdependent metal-working 
plants in and around Saint John, New Brunswick. 

8. Northeast Development Program  

Purpose of the Program  

A pilot program to encourage and assist the modernization, ex-
pansion and establishment  of small industry. 

Form of Aid Provided 

The program is sponsored under the Northeastern F.R.E.D. Agreement 
with 75% of the cbst borne by D.R.E.E. and the remainder by New Brunswick 
through thé Community Improvement Corporation. 

1. Forgivable Loans (D.R.E.E. formula). 
New equity in the amount of 20% of approved capital 
cost must be advanced prior to drawdown of funds 
under the forgivable loan. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

To be eligible a project must involve manufacturing or processing 
or a maintenance or repair facility related to the mantlfacturing sector. 
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NOVA SCOTIA 

Industrial E • tates Limited 

• Purpose of the Program 	 • 

To promote the establishment of new induStry and  expansion  of 
existing industry in,Nova Scotia. 

Form of Aid Provided 

Loans. Will finance 100% of the cost of land and buildings, 
60% of the installed cost of new machinery, including - sales tax , . 
duties, shipping and installation costs. 

Criteria for Eligibility . 

Secondary Manufacturers locating in Nova Scotia: 

Repayment Terms  

Flexible  . 

2. Industrial Loan Board  
• 

Purpose of the Program  
• 
To assist in the establishment,  -expansion and modernization of 

a variety of industrial and tourist enterprises. . 

Form of Aid Provided 	• 
• 

Loans up to 75% of the current appraised value. 
Loans must be secured. -  

Criteria for Eligibility 	• . 

Manufacturing, processing industries or tourist industry;applicant 
must have  reasonable equity. 

3. Nova Scotia Bonus Act 

Purpose of the Program  

To provide an incentive for companies to locate in certain 
municipalities. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Reduction in municipal taxes charged to the company because of 
locating in designated municipalities. 
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4. Agriculture and Rural Credit Act  

Purpose of the Program  

To make loans to, or guarantee loans of, a borrower for the 
purpose of acquiring or improving any farm, plant, machinery, or 
equipment. 

Form of Aid Provided 

Loans and guarantees. 

5. Fisherman's Loan Act 

Similar to Agriculture and Rural Credit Act in - purpose, with 
orientation specifically to the fishing industry. 

6. Industrial Development Act 

Purpose of the Program  

To establish, assist, develop and expand industries in the 
province. 

Form of Aid Provided  

Assistance by way of loan, loan guarantee, bonds, and acquisition 
of equity. 

7. Forest Improvement Act  

Form of Aid Provided 

Loans for the purchase of forest lands up to the maximum amount 
of $100,000. 

Criteria for Eligibility  . 

Have been efficiently operating an established forest product 
mill. 

8. Nova Scotia Resources Development Act  

Purpose of the Program  

To aid, assist and promote the development of resource-based 
industries, businesses and activities within the province. 
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 

1. 	Prince Edward Island. Provincial Department of Labour,  Industry  
and Commerce 

(a) The Business Services Unit  

Provides free consùlting services to'lecal industries in special-
ized areas such as plant layôut, product design,,hew product develop-
ment,'quality control and financial management. 

(b) The Industrial Development Unit  

' Attracts new industry to P. E. I .. and assistS in expanding 
existing  industries  by providing free feasibilitY studies  and  assist-
ance in obtaining financing: . 

2. 	Prince Edward Island Lending Authority  

Purpose of the Program  

To assist manufacturers, processors, farmers, fishermen and operators 
of tourist establishments to obtain operating capital as well as medium 
term loans. 

Mainly aimed at providing working capital to small business. 

Form of Aid Provided  

1) Guaranteeing loans ' 	• 
2) Term loans 	. 

Criteria for Eligibility  

The operation must contribute to the economy of Prince Edward'Island. 

3. 	Prince Edward Island Industrial Enterprises Incorporated.  

Purpose of the Program  

To provide assistance to industries Wishing te 'establish or expand 
their facilities. 

Form of Aid Provided 

Direct loans or loan guarantees. 
'Security required. 
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4. 	Prince  Edwayd Island Market Develooment Centre  

Purpose of the Program  

a) to collect and provideinformation for those with immediate 
marketing problems. 

b) to set up lacilities to develop, test and complete market 
analysis for new products.. 

c) to initiate studies to identify future changes needed in 
marketing. 

d) to establish contacts in various industries, research groups 
and government agencies to facilitate improved communications and 
cooperation. • 

e) to collect information on foreign markets and review market 
research performed elsewhere. 

f) to assist in providing promotion through product design, 
packaging, advertising, distribution and test marketing. 

g) to assiSt in improving the quality of existing product lines. 

The assistance is provided free by the government. 

NEWFOUNDLAND 

Newfoundland and Labrador Development Corporation  

Purpose of the Program  

To provide financial assistance to qualifying businesses wishing 
to expand, modernize or locate in Newfoundland. 

Type of Aid Provided  

• Direct loans or foam guarantees. 

2. 	Department of Rural Development  
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CHAPTER V . 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS - 
• 

Summary 

• 
The primary objectivé of this stud'y was te determine 

the availability of venture -capital in • Canada and in  Ontario 

in particular._ We examined the assembly and allecation by 

private and public intermediaries . and the implications .for 

- public sector policy. The study investigated both the 

supplier and user sides Of the  issue, -concentruting on the 

 terms under which suCh capital- yas available, from'Àvhom 

. was available and for what types of i•vestMent. 

Other objectives of the study included an investiga-

tion of the role of Canada's major financial institutions 

in the provision of venture  capital and the-effects of 	 • 

government regulation, including tax, on their provision 

of such capital. 

The final phase involved a study of the'various 

federal and provincial government induStrial-assistance 

programs. The emphasis here was on the applicabi1ity  of 

these programs to small btisiness. 	Specia-1atten:tion was 
, 	. 

given to the provincial government programs. 

The main:conclusions of this report are: - .  

Many ventures in Canada are werthwhile 
financing, but currently— cannot obtain it. 

. This is eSpecially true for firms during 
the.first few years of their'lives'.'when - 
capital for startup and development is not 
available. Thecapital which is provided 
for the startup . of new businesses in 
Canada is typically provided by groups Of 
individuals. There is no formal proceSs 
whéreby  entrepreneur and investor can iet 
together - for this type of financing.. 	. 

1 . 
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2. There is insufficient venture capital available 
for the start-up and development phases -  of new 

, firms in Canada. Most of the venture capital 
available is directed into the expansion of 
established companies or acquiring existing 
companies. 	In addition, there are fairly tight 
restrictions, both .on the type of inveStment 
and its geographical location, which prevent firms 
in certain industries (e.g. service industries) 
and areas (e.g. Northern . Ontario) from Obtaining 
venture capital. The terms under which this capital 
is available are often viewed as being prohibitively 
expensive by the user, either in ternis of the 
debt load or the amount of equity the'firm must 

, 	surrender. . 

3. TholTe is a distinct lack of venture management 
ability in Canada. Managers of venture capital 
firms claim that poor management is-the prime 
reason for rejecting most of the proposals they 
examine. 

4. Government programs do not provide venture capital 
as we have defined it. Equity financing is rarely 
involved and most of the debt is fully secured. 
However, in areas like Northern Ontario; government 
aid is the only form of capital available to many' 
small businesses and they consider it to be 
venture capital. . 

5. Government regulations and tax laws do not prevent 
financial institutions from becoming more involved 
in the provision of venture capital in general. 
There arc several notable exceptions, however. 
Institutions are the prime source of new capital 
entering the area of venture capital investments. 

6. Foreign firms and individuals are not a significant 
source of funds for venture capital companies in 
Canada. However, many user firms are forced to 
seek funds in the United States, especially during 
the early stages of their development, when such 
capital cannot be obtained in Canada. This higher 
risk capital is more easily found in the U.S. because 
of differences in tax laws regarding the writeoff 
of losses and the greater availability of capital 
in the U.S. 	This is especially true of the natural 
resource industries such as oil and gas. 

7. The amount of venture capital in Canada is expanding, 
especially • considering the yecent activity of the 
Canada Development Corporation. But it is not changing 
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its fochs towards youhgcr_firmS. On the other 
hand',  the déMand for 'venture capital has increased : 

 rapidly, as evidenced by the grewth in the  number 
of potential investments examihed -each year by 
Venture. capital companies. 	- - 	- 

Current tax legislation does nôt provideindividuals 
nOr CorPerations Sufficient inéentive to invest - in 
higher , riS,k inVestmentS such  as  young CoMpanies or, 
natural: resource expleratiOn. 	U.- S.':investers  have 
-greater incentiVes through more liberal losswrite-
offs, for example: 

9. 	- Current taxation-of venture capital firms on an- income 
-basis'rather than,at Capital gains rates has influenced 
some  venture  capital firms te change their , fecus. Some , 
of them are moving.towards, a holding.company approach, ' 
whereby - they aèquire equity control CI their - investments 
and operate the firms as subsidiaries.:. yhey are - then 
not in the. -Vehture:capital business and  -would presumably 
be taXed at Capital gains rates when they Sell their 
inveStméhts.. 

. - The main recomm6ndations for goVernment resillting from. 

the stUdy Were that: 

1. The .government shàuld establish-a mclOaring-house" where-. 
by users could learn of venture- caPital sources and 
their preferences and venture capital Sources could 

: locate worthwhile'ventures. This center Would also 
provide assistance  .in preparing and evaluating proposals': 

2. The government should provide-incentives to attract 
more:PriVate -.capital into venture - .capitaI investments, 	- 
especially at the..Start-up level. The most appropriate 
suggestion was the - establishing  of  Small Business In. - 
vestment Companies. similar to these found in the U.S. 
with the capabilitY of raising .  funds from the public 
and frbm financial:institutions  in Canada..  These firms 
could either borrow directlY from - the government:or 
use government guarantees to , raise funds via public- 

.. security issues. 	. 

3. Government programs like the - Ontario Development 
, Corporation .do not currently have the:personnel- 
skilled in -making equity investments 	One  way for 
the ODC.to.make equity investments in .sMall firms is 

. 	to particiPate in joint ventures with private sChrces 	- 
: of venture capital. YheseinvestMents . .could then- be 

Managed by venture • capital firms in • the-same manner 
as they .are currently - managed for financial- institutions. 

8. 
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This is a possibility while the concept of SBIC's 
proposed above is being investigated and may be the 
best eventual form of an SBIC program for Canada: 

4. Current taxation policies should be changed to give 
individuals and firms moré. incentive to invest in 
high risk ventures, especially at the start-up and 
development level. This should be 'primarily through 
more liberal loss writeoffs to decrease the - risk of 
venture investments. 

5. Provincial and federal governments should co-operaté 
as suggested below on planning assistance for small 
businesses. Any move towards a program similar to 
the SBIC program should be planned jointly. This 
should be done by having the Federal .Department  of 
Industry, Trade and Commerce and each. - Provincial 
Department of Commerce establish a Small Business , 
Development Agency. • These agencies could then 
jointly plan to assist small businesses in Canada. 

6. These agencies could administer the "Clearing house" 
sUggested earlier and arrange for - courses through 
our universities and community colleges aimed at 
the small businessmen. 

It is suggested that the Ontario government's role in 

implementing these recommendations should be to'sponsor a 

joint federal-provincial conference on thé problems of small 

'business. 	It should ,then propose these recommendations on 

a cooperative basis with the Other levels of government. 

Availability of Venture Capital  

We conclude that there is insufficient venture capital 

available in Canada for the start-up and develcipment phases 

of new businesses. This is the period during the first few 

years of a firm's life cycle when collateral is lacking, 

sales are low and profits are often non-existent  or  negative. 

The replies from our .user survey unanimously agreed that this 
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wass the moSt difficnit stag :e for most - firms -to raise 

financing. This is  an important distinction from : the Gray 

Report  conclusion.  There wUs .  also a consensus :among users 

that the major weakness of the userfirms„ surveyed was lack 

. of capital. 

Althou-gh one author claims that therel:is'an ex,cessof 

venture capital available in Canada waitlng for appropriate 

- 	• 
ihvestment

1
, this.  capital  is not primarily available:for new 

ventures. 	It is mainly available for the expansion Of .es- 

tablished companies and there is a. definïteIack ,  of ventur e . 

capital for firms during : the first few yearsof •their existence 

Currently start-up capital in Canada is 'primarily inveSted by 

small groups of individuals. Thé entrepreneur requires some 

means of locating thesie investors interested in finuncing : a 

start-up. 	 • 

In addition,  the capital is availableprimurily for 

high technology oriented ventures and for firms with a great 

potential for export. .Therefore, iliost service industries 

ln Canada do not havé access to such capital . . 

Firms whicharenot located in the Toronto,  Montreal .  

and VancouVer-'areaS have  little chance of finding funds for 

any type of venture. In fact, the entrepreneurs in the 

. Toronto area have a definitè.geographical advantage over.other. 

1 "The Problem with Venture:Capitalis.the CourtShip" - . 	D. 
Rumbull, -  Financial Post,  JUne 30, 1973. 	, -• 
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users in raising venture capital.
1  

Venture capital firms usually insist on acquiring 

some debt as well as equity from the borrowing firm, al-

though the debt may be convertible into equity -.. Government 

programs provide only loans or grants. The small firm, 

usually heavily debt financ,ed before approaching a venture 

capitalist or governm'ent program, often does not have the 

capacity to absorb more debt. It is equity that small firms 

need and it is our conclusion that the're is insufficient 

equity financing available to small businesses in Canada, 

especially during the early years. 

But the limited availability of suppliers of equity 

capital to small firms coupled with the high demand for such 

capital means the price will be high. Any action by govern-

ment te increase the supply of both debt and eqUitY capital 

to small businesses would decrease the cost which small 

businesses must pay. 

Lack of Venture Management  

The greatest weakness ofsmall firms in Canada, ex-

pressed by venture capital suppliers, government officials 

and, to some degree, by small businessmen themselves, is 

the lack of capable  management. Canadian managers are often 

not capable of preparing a reasonable presentation to obtain 

funds. This is one reason that many Canadian venture capital 

'"Venture Capital Easier to Raise in Toronto," Toronto Globe  
and Mail, May 8, 1973. 
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firms prefer to invest in venturès located in the United 

States. 

A recent series of seminars giVen-'by - a venture capital 

firm in varioüs cities - across Canada attempted to improve 

this proposal deficiency problem. This courSeSùggests how 

to approach  venture  capital firms, what a proposal should 

contain and general advice for obtaining gôvernMent aid, as 

well. HoweVer, the attendance at this seminar has included 

more intermediaries (accountants; bankers; lawyers); than 

small businessmen, perhaps becaùse the latter ppuld not 

afford the time'and expense of the seMinar. 

One additional problem encountered àmông the user 

firms is that entrepreneurs are often unwilling:to surrender 

equity. ,This is esp6cially true when theféntrepreneur - believes . 

that the venture - capitalist is demanding too much equity for 

his . funds. This usually resùlts from the fact tbat an 

entrepreneur is very optimistic about•his firmus value while 

the . venture capitalist tends to. be péssimistic 	The entre- 

preneur may not be capable of correctly assessing the risks 

involved in his firm, especially his• own ability to manage 

his firm. 

Government PrograMs  

Government grant and loan programs,-both provincial 

and federal, do not fall within our définition of venture 

capital. The debt offered by these :programs isfully secured 

and equity is rarely involved in government financial aid. 
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Government grants could be considered as venture capital, 

but few small firms qualify for them. 

Government aid is limited to a narrow range of firms 

in most cases, usually high technology firms involved in 

research and development and capital intensive manufacturing 

firms. Service firms qualify for little government financing. 

Officials of government programs are cautious in their 

evaluation'of companies and will seldom inves .t in a firm with 

no profitable history or "track record". The firm must have 

the capacity to carry the additional debt load imposed by the 

government loan and the ability to repay it. Many small firms 

cannot support additional debt. 

In the more rural areas of Canada, such as Northern 

Ontario, government programs are often the only -  source of 

financing available to small firms. Firms in these areas 

certainly view government programs as 'venture capital. 

Government Regulations  

The legislation governing the various Canadian financial 

institutions does not prevent these firms from participating 

in the provision of venture capital. The institutions normally 

participate as second level investors, by investing in a 

venture capital company rather than supplying capital directly. 

Those firms which have invested directly usually find they 

do not have the management expertise to evaluate and monitor 

ventures and thenrevert to investing via a venture capital 

firm. A relatively new form of venture capital company is 
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the "packager", which syndicates v'entures.amone-financial 

institutions, individuals -and indiastrià1 firrns. 	Usingthis 

approach, the investors can• select those ventures they 

desire to invest in and reject these they dislike. The 

Itpackager" will invest a small portion of the funds and 

will do the evaluation and monitoring:for - a fee'. Government 

programs could also invest-equitY in joint.ventures in the 

same way as the financial institutions., With venture capital. 

firms performing the evaluation and monitoring function. 

Certain major financial  institutions  like life insurance 

companies make venture capital Investment -S- . .undertheir "basket 

clauses", since-  these ventures are ineligible investments 

for them, except under these  clauses. 

Foreign Capital  

Foreign sources of funds do not participate to any 

degree in 'Canadian venture capital  companies.' But many users 

of venture Capital are forced to approach Ametican sources 

to obtain the funds they need. This often results in a loss .  

of control of  the  firm to American interests and these firms 

often eventually become stibsidiaries of American . companies. 

In addition, many small 'firms are sold to foreign investors 

after attempts. to— raise funds in Canada have failed. ' Examples 

of this were 'encountered among the user firms surveyed in 

Chapter II. . 

American capital is  more  easily ayailable during the 
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early stages of growth of a small firm and for types of 

ventures which Canadian firms do not prefer, such as natural 

resources. 

The Amount of . Venture Capital  

The total volume of venture capital available in Canada 

has grewn rapidly since about 1969, especially with the funds 

supplied by the Canada Development Corporation. -Sources con-

firm that there is u large amount ($30 million dollars in 

Toronto -alone) of venture capital available for investment 

in June of 1973, because venture capital sources cannot find 

ventures which they consider worthwhile. 

It is our opinion that this capital is uninvested 

because the terms under which it is available are too res-

trictive, both in financial cost and types of investment for 

which it is available. This capital is not available for firms 

at the start-up or development stage, nor service “rms in 

general 'nor for firms in rural areas of Canada. 

,An example of this problem is a venture capital firm 

which, after being established one year ago, has not yet 

made a single investment. It has a total of 	million to 

invest. But this capital is limited to a narrow range 

of high technology products and is not available for new 

firms. 

Much of the venture capital in Canada is invested 

already in the United States and Canadian suppliers are 
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- actively seeking investment opporttinities in the U.S. 	Few 

American coMpanies .come to Canada seeking venture Capital, so 

-  the Canadian suppliers_seek ventures there. - • 1 

Tax Effects • 

Canada's tax legislation does not provide Sufficient 

incentive to individuals or eirmS to'dmVest in high-risk, 

relatively new ventures. AMerican investors have much greater 

incentive through more liberal loss writeoffs, for example. 

In addition, Çanadian venture capital firms- are 

complaining that they are being forced to become holding Companies 

which contrql .and ouerate their Ventures. •:,Thïs,:they claim, is 

because they are being taxed as investment companies (at - income 

rates), rather than at capital gains rates.. Since they are in 

the business of inyesting -,. the governmentt - reats them as 

Investment CorporatiOns under Section 130'of • he_Income Tax Act. 

But.thesO firms-claim they are not cOvered bythis,.soction since 

their participation in these firms is -  not -reàlly màrketablè 

and they hold relatively large . sharés of relatively few firms 

for long periods of time. 

If these_firms ;  do become holding:companies, they will - 

limit their investments even  more tq companies lri.which they 

can.buy equity control and manage or operate afterward. This 

will further restrict the availability of venture . capital  in 

 Canada. • 

Provincial corporate taxes, •ncludtng that of .Ontario, 

are typically based on the federal tax classification. There- 
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fore, venture capital firms in Ontario are subject to the 

provincial -12% income tax as well when they. are taxed 

federally based on income rather than capital gains. 

Recommendations for Government Action 

The main implications for government  action  at both 

the federal and Ontario level are stated in this section. 

It is our opinion that there is some unnecessary duplication 

of assistance programs at the federal and provincial .  levels. 

We therefore recommend that both:the Ontario government and 

the federal government should establish a Smajl Business 

Administration or Agency for liaison with small firms, ad-

ministration of small business programs and liaison between 

the federal and provincial levels on small  business assistance. 

A Small Business Clearing  Flouse  • 

• 	The Ontario government should encourage the federal 

agency to include a "clearing house" as part of its agency, 

where users could obtain information and advice. This center 

would also serve venture capitalists, especially individuals 

and small groups, in allowing them to review proposa.ls on 

file. No mechanism currently exists for individuals to 

invest in venture capital situations other than as random 

opportunities arise. This approach would permit the financing 

of new ventures by syndicates of individuals, venture capital 

firms and financial Institutions. 
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M 	.4 

This center Should also provide. counselling'assistande 

•o small businessmen On preparing proposals and_should offer • 

 'courses. on the elements of . operating a.small business. 	It 

'could also administer other programs aimed at small firms. 

SBIC's for Canada  

The Ontario government should cooperate with the federal 

government in the. creation of. Small Business InvestMent Companies 

operating under charters from the Small. Business Aàencies 

-recommended above. These firts.mould be incorporated by private 

. individuals and .financial .  institutions who.mould collectively 

provide a minimum equity participation of'say $1,000,000 to 

obtain a charter as a SBIC. This charter would permit the firm 

to raise capital:by the issue of government guaranteed debentures 

on the Canadian capital markets. The government guarantees-

'would permit Canadian financial institutions to,invest . in these 

debentures: If the interest offered on these debentures was 

slightly higher than that on'government bonds . , funds mould le 

channelled into these SBIC's . . 

: However, the terms under which these SBIC's would be 

permitted to operate must be strictly controlled. 	In the 

American situation, much of the funds was channelled into real 

estate and various -other-non venture  investments. For Canada, 

the 'capital should be restricted to new and .young firms in 

primarily manufacturing, service and natural resource develop- 

-ment.. 
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For areas where the government desires regional 

develOpment, such as in Northern Ontario, the'SBIC's investing 

there could be permitted to leverage their equity  base more 

than the normal amount using the government guaranteed de-

bentures. • The standard SBIC would be permitted to leverage•

its equity by issuing, say, three times as much debt-(to a 

maximum of $3 million),  SBIC's specializing in certain areas, 

such as Northern Ontario, would be permitted to leverage its - 

equity base to •a 5 to 1 maximum ratio ;  or $5 million in debt. 

It is recommended that the provincial governMent should 

guarantee this  • additional $2 Million,' while the federal ' 

government guarantees the original $3 million'. Each province 

could then decide the maximum level to which firms operating 

in that province or portions of it could be leveraged. 

' One form of an SBIC is similar to the "packager" 

venture capital firm discussed earlier. Those firms licensed 

as SBIC's could approaCh existing government programs such 

as the ODC for funds as they do financial institutions. 

The ODC, for example, could then decide whether it would 

invest. This arrangement wduld mOst likely involve equity 

participation by these government programs. But the SBIC 

could perform the management function of that equity invest-

ment. 

Another possible form of SBIC for Canada is one 

where the SBIC, once licensed, is essentially free of 

government involvement. The firm  issues  debentures to 
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the public which are guaranteed by the govêrnment up to 
• , . 	. 

specified - multiples of the firm's.equity base, 

• Since the'SBIC program'in the U.S. had extensivo -: . 

• problems during itS early years, an Investigation of these, 

problems and their implications for a Canadian SBIC should 

be undertaken. 	The objective of,this's.tudy should be to 	• 

'examine the American program, design a similer pregram for 

Canada and recommend a procedure  for  initiating  and dpera.ting 

such à program. This would include the design of criteria 

for issuing charters, terms of reference for thê SBIC's and 

regulations for the operation of such firms. We intend to 

submit a proposal for such a study td the Ontario government. 

Taxation Incentives 

Both the federal and provincial levels of government 

should investigate possible changes in tax legislation to . 

-attract• more private capital into high risk ventures. A 

more'liberal method of writing off losses on venture capital 

investments would be the 'most appropriate in our opinion. 

The federal government should also examine the taxation of 

venture capital firms since the current income taxation of 

the investments is forcing these firms out of the venture 

• capital area•in the acquisition field. 

Any  liberalization of the tax regulàtions should be 

aimed at channelling more funds into new and relatively 

young bus.inessês. This is where capital is currently very 

scarce. 
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These are the main recommendations . from this study. 

The lead in implementing these must be undertaken at the 

federal level, with the provinces cooperating on issues  -of 

special concern to them. The role which the Ontario govern-

ment should play immediately is to encourage the federal and 

other provincial governments to implement the above recommen-

dations. 

One method of bringing the Ontario government's concern 

for sMall business  to the attention of the other'levels of 

government is for it to  propose a joint federal-provincial 

conference on the topic. This conference could be hosted 
. 	. 	. 

by the Province of Ontario and .the.recommendations of this 

and other studies could be diScussed jointly. 	This coopera- 

tive approach in attackine-tb&ipr-bbIems -df small businessmen 

• 

in Canada would minimize the pr.61 ,ifitin and duplication 

a 

of assistance programs. 

?. 
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